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Abstract
A multitude of information, single and structured multimedia contents are available from the 
World Wide Web at ever increasing variety, in different modalities (e.g. audio, text, and video) 
and formats. Yet users of Mobile and Web applications are typically not experiencing these in 
original quality or layout, due to the form factor limitations of their mobile devices. Awkwardly, 
the surrounding devices which could accommodate a better experience are mostly left out in 
Mobile application interaction scenarios. On the way to achieve a true Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces experience, dynamic user interface adaptation for Mobile applications has to be tailored 
to pervasive multi-device environments and automated adaptation should put users in the middle. 
Relevant context information, like the available devices or user’ location has to be considered to 
achieve a new user interaction experience. One of the key problems is the lack of suitable device 
descriptions for multimodal adaptation and their consistent integration through various discovery 
mechanisms (e.g. Bluetooth, UPnP, SIP). Further, optimal delivery of multimedia content across 
different devices with their varying capabilities, especially using structured or complex 
multimedia has not been studied thoroughly yet. Finally user interaction should be enabled across 
all available devices, so that a user can freely interact using their preferred input modality.
According to the stated problems, the research in this thesis focuses on modality device 
descriptions and discovery, intelligent multimedia presentation delivery and exchangeable 
modalities application control. Contributions include a system architecture definition for Mobile 
Multimodal User Interfaces, named the User Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF), a device 
description approach for user interface devices suitable for quality comparison with multimedia 
contents, mechanisms for inclusion of different discovery means in one consistent discovery 
framework, a framework for exchangeable modalities application control and an extensive 
adaptation process definition for multimedia presentation delivery.
Background information is provided by a thorough related work review for multimodal user 
interfaces, multimedia and ubiquitous computing with challenges identified. Based on this 
analysis the UIAF system design is presented. The proposed new functionalities ate defined 
within the system architecture. Finally, the scenario based evaluation presents two realisations of 
the UIAF for mobile terminal and service platforms.
Keywords: Multimodal User Interfaces, Multimedia, Mobile Communication, Next Generation 
Service Platforms, Context-Awareness
Email: r.kemchen@surrey.ac.uk WWW: http://www.ee.surrev.ac.uk/showstaff7R.Kemchen
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
Human social interaction undoubtedly is multimodal in essence. Precise ways in which humans 
use talk, gesture, gaze, and aspects of the material surrounding are only recently studied as 
described in [1]. Research on human-only interaction has been brought forward in fields such as 
sociology and very recently in semiotics. The Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community has 
pinpointed the research field of multimodal (-computer) user interaction to overcome the hurdles 
of current Human-Computer Interaction.
The ultimate goal of multimodal (user) interfaces is the enrichment of human-machine interaction 
under the premise of empowering the user to interact with a computer system in a natural way. 
Human-beings therefore are exchanging information with a machine through various information 
channels assigned to as computer input vs. human output channels and computer output vs. 
human input channels [2]. From the multimodal systems perspective, human output channels are 
referred to as modality inputs and computer output channels can be seen as media output 
representations. A widely accepted definition of multimodal interfaces is: “Multimodality is the 
capacity of the system to communicate with a user along different types of communication 
channels and to extract and convey meaning automatically” [3]. Therefore, multimodal user 
interface systems or applications interpret users’ modality input and evaluate its meaning in order 
to facilitate a reply based on their application logic with the best possible media output 
representation.
Several multimodal applications have been researched over the recent years. Very popular are 
applications that simultaneously integrate modality input such as speech and pen gestures to 
facilitate map navigation for example. Users can point to an object of interest in the map and ask 
questions to them via voice, or can point to a location on the map and ask the application how to 
get there (e.g., as described in [4], [5]). Navigation in 3D applications for construction [6] or in 
games [7] are further examples, in order to name just a few. In the later stages of the research 
work on this thesis new products enhancing the user experience of specialised applications by 
making use of new modality input means, such as multi-touch pads (i.e., smart phones) and game 
consoles with novel gesture controls (e.g., Nintendo Wii, Microsoft Kinect, or Playstation Move) 
have been introduced.
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The drawbacks of close application related multimodal system implementations are manifold. 
First, history shows that systems are rather bimodal providing application specific commands that 
can be hardly reused for other applications. Further, they concentrate on just one device providing 
the modalities. Only recent activities, as for example in [8-11], aim to summarise multimodal 
interface potential in a holistic way, by providing frameworks for multimodal user interaction. 
Further, for commercialisation, widespread acceptance and usage, more general, robust and 
scalable architectures are needed [3]. Aspects, like controlling distributed visualisations and 
multimedia presentations delivery in multi-device environments are demanding new tools and 
adaptation mechanisms. Further, mobility aspects and optimisation of (multi-) modal interaction 
related to context-awareness of user interfaces for any kind of application have not been 
researched thoroughly yet. This is supported by earlier research findings: “..., future multimodal 
interfaces, especially mobile ones, will require active adaptation to the user, task, ongoing 
dialogue, and environmental context” [3].
This thesis acknowledges the potential of enhanced user interface adaptation in mobile multi­
device environments for users, service providers, content providers and device manufacturers to 
overcome a scattered user interaction device landscape with inconsistent interaction pattern and 
low integration level. The research work performed aims to provide essential contributions on the 
way to achieve Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces. Important research questions towards 
seamless integration of mobile user context and multi-device user interaction into Mobile and 
Web-based apphcations are identified and answered. Therefore this work proposes a mobile 
multimodal interface system model, identifies challenges and their related requirements and 
sketches a software architecture for user interface adaptation called the User Interface Adaptation 
Function (UIAF). Functionalities for device discovery in heterogeneous environments, 
multimodal application control, and multimedia presentation dehvery are researched within this 
framework.
The remainder of Chapter 1 is structured as follows. Section 1.1 motivates the work by presenting 
the problem statement and challenges for Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces and describes the 
chosen system model. Section 1.2 presents a summary of the contributions of this thesis. Further, 
due to the nature of the research aiming at functionalities extension, the software architecture 
engineering based solution approach is presented in Section 1.3. Finally, Chapter 1 concludes by 
outlining the organisation structure of this thesis in Section 1.4.
1.1 Problem statement and challenges
The introduction of multi-device multimodal user interaction mechanisms targeted to mobile 
situations will overcome some of the integrated user experience restrictions of current networked
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multimedia and interaction systems. Considerable work has been performed in the area of 
multimodal user interaction on different levels, yet some shortcomings related to distributed 
multimodal user interfaces still remain. One of the critical realisations leading to this thesis is the 
lack of consistent integration of the available user interface devices in user immediate 
environment with Mobile and Web applications. Examples are the integration of mobile and 
multimedia devices in the home environment, or in-car mobile applications control. A generic 
integration and adaptation needs mechanisms that can realise Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces 
in changing environments and user context. The key problems and according challenges for 
designing suitable mechanisms are presented in this section.
The first problem is the lack of suitable device descriptions for multimodal adaptation. Device 
descriptions for this purpose should support heterogeneous devices in order to allow flexible user 
interface adaptation. Common description approaches concentrate on physical and software 
capabilities, but not modalities and their characteristics themselves. This is important since 
descriptions of user interaction needs, as defined by an application, have to be comparable to the 
device characteristics in order to perform flexible user input interpretation and multimedia output 
delivery. With the complexity of the device environment there is a need for a generic discovery 
mechanism that is able to leverage on existing discovery mechanisms (e.g., Bluetooth, UPnP, etc.) 
in order to integrate received device descriptions and enhance them where necessary for 
multimodal adaptation. Once an interaction session is established, mobility of users and devices 
may provoke changes in adaptation scenarios. Therefore an adaptation system must keep track of 
executed sessions and transfer them if needed between devices. Together with the generic device 
discovery, these mechanisms are summarised in an optimised management of heterogeneous 
device environments. In relation to the problems described, this thesis proposes a device 
description approach targeted on user interface devices. Due to the different devices and their 
network connectivity, the proposed generic discovery mechanism facilitates the mentioned 
integration of several discovery mechanisms in order to provide the most complete device 
environment information. Discovery mechanisms can be wrapped into discovery adapters with 
standardised interfaces. This enables a flexible device discovery, allowing for several discovery 
adapters to be integrated in one discovery framework based on the device description approach as 
basis for a consistent user interface adaptation. Established interaction sessions can be handled by 
a session manager. Both the device description approach and the generic discovery mechanisms 
are studied further in the thesis, whereas the session manager functionality is only considered for 
future work.
Another identified challenge relates to the optimal delivery of multimedia content across different 
devices with their varying capabilities. The need for a consistent and complete process for 
intelligent multimedia presentation delivery considering user context can be identified from the
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current ‘state of the art’. It was learned that especially structured or complex multimedia (referred 
to as multimedia presentations) delivery in ubiquitous environments is not sufficiently supported 
and described. Therefore the thesis introduces a multimedia presentation delivery process that at 
the same time assesses the adaptation quality on different levels of the process (i.e. low level 
multimedia content element to device capabilities matching quality, overall presentation delivery 
quality evaluation in the current multi-device usage environment, content transformation 
possibilities and context matching quality based on the user situation and preferences).
At the same time. Mobile applications interaction means should not be limited to graphical user 
interface (GUI) only on one device. Exchangeable modalities leveraging available interaction 
means from all surrounding devices can enhance the application experience supporting 
multimodal integration enabled by input recognition and according modelling. The system should 
support the user to interact with the applications the way they like by matching application 
requirements with input models received from the recognition sources. Therefore this thesis 
contributes a multimodal apphcation control framework for exchangeable modalities allowing 
applications to define their interaction needs and users to choose their way of interaction with the 
applications.
Setting the scene, this thesis defines its own Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model. 
Challenges for this work are derived based on the observation of shortcomings and missing 
functionalities as highlighted above and in conjunction with the system model. Section 1.1.1 
introduces the system model and Sections 1.1.2 to 1.1.4 describe the details on identified research 
issues leading to the concrete contributions of this work.
1.1.1 Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model
The system model considered, for this work consists of a portal device equipped by users (e.g. 
mobile phones, PDA’s, tablets, etc.) and, possibly, several other user interface (UI) devices (e.g. 
displays, speakers, cameras, etc.) providing various modalities for user input and output, an 
approach described in [12]. The user carries the portal device at all times. In general, the user is 
interacting with a Mobile application through the portal device and discovered user interface 
devices in the current environment. The devices and their modality capabilities are intelligently 
related to the application’s demands through modality matching approaches and the user’s current 
context situation following the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces idea. The result is an enhanced 
user interface experience of a seamless integrated multi-device user interaction fulfilling the user 
input and output channels according to the multimodal user interfaces paradigm. This is illustrated 
in the upper part of Figure 1. Defining a portal device as point of entrance provides several 
advantages, but certain disadvantages as well. First, mobile devices provide an application
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platform users can always carry with them. That means a familiar basic set of interaction 
possibilities is always available to users. Secondly, they provide an excellent mean for short range 
discovery of surrounding devices, such as Bluetooth or for future applications such as RFID. 
Mobility detection, an essential property for this work can be facilitated through this. Complicated 
user tracking and application mobility mechanisms are avoided, focusing this work purely on the 
adaptation mechanisms for mobile multimodal user interfaces. Furthermore, features such as 
identity management are mostly available through the registration of the mobile terminal to a 
service provider’s network already and leveraged automatically upon. For practical reasons 
mobile application platforms provide a well advanced development environment in order to 
achieve a proof-of-concept implementation of mobile multimodal user interfaces within this work. 
On the contrary it can be easily understood that a portal device provides a single point of failure 
as one of the disadvantages. In the case the device becomes faulty or the user may have accidently 
left the phone somewhere else and it is not accessible to her, functionalities cannot be used 
anymore. It can be distinguished between a terminal centric approach to mobile multimodal user 
interfaces, mostly motivated through terminal manufacturers and a service platform centric 
approach motivated by network operators. In the second case application logic exists partly in the 
network, therefore if a device fails, it can be substituted by a spare device, by logging in with the 
same user credentials and subscribed applications will be available instantly again.
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Figure 1 : Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model
The first assumption on the system model is the underlying device and network platform. The 
portal device and the network can provide the means for executing both Mobile multimodal 
applications as well as the desired Mobile Multimodal User Interface functionalities as illustrated 
in Figure 1. It is assumed the certain functionalities, with their outlines introduced in Sections 
1.1.2, 1.1.3, 1.1.4, have to be achieved in order to enable Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces.
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These are captured through a software architecture design of the User Interface Adaptation 
Function (UIAF) as detailed in Chapter 3. Hereby the Device and Gateway Function (DeGan) 
abstracts the physical world (i.e. communication connection and interaction means of the user 
interface devices and the portal device.). And the Device and Modality Function (DeaMon) 
provides the intelligent mapping and decision capabilities to realise the objective of an integrated 
multi-device user interface adaptation. DeaMon provides its functionalities through well defined 
interfaces to the multimodal applications. Therefore, multimodal user interface functionalities 
become accessible through an API approach, adding multimodal capabilities to Mobile 
applications in a generic fashion. For this work it is envisioned, depending on the deployment 
scenario of system stakeholders, that UIAF functionality or applications can run either on the 
portal device side, on the service platform (network) side or in a distributed way. Applications 
might define some GUI controls and front-end logics on the portal device side and some back-end 
logic on the network side, also depending on the deployment scenario.
In summary, this work envisions to provide a well defined set of easy to use multimodality 
functionalities for Mobile multimodal applications. Available modalities for user input 
interpretation and application media output presentation should be meaningfully integrated into 
the user interaction. Context information is considered as an integral part to achieve this, but their 
interpretation beyond available device information is not part of this work. Nevertheless, 
mechanisms for the integration of so called context recommendations based on learned user 
preferences are defined and related work is referenced. Together with the necessary support 
functionalities such as the discovery of surrounding devices, and multimedia content adaptation, it 
is possible to form a modular but at the same time consistent multimodality framework.
Related Publications
Ralf Kemchen, Péter Pâl Boda, Klaus Moessner, Bernd Mrohs, Mathieu Boussard, and Giovanni 
Giuliani, "Multimodal user interfaces for context-aware mobile applications, " in Proceedings of 
the 16th Annual IEEE International Symposium on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio 
Communications (PIMRC 2005), Berlin, Germany, 2005, pp. 2268 - 2273.
Ralf Kemchen, Klaus Moessner, and Rahim Tafazolli, "Adaptivity for Multimodal User Interfaces 
in Mobile Situations," in Proceedings of the 7th Intemational Symposium on Autonomous 
Decentralized Systems, Chengdu, Jiuzhaigou, China, 2005, pp. 469 - 472
Ralf Kemchen, Mirko Presser, Klaus Moessner, and Rahim Tafazolli, "Multimodal User 
Interfaces in Ubiquitous Sens oris ed Environments, " in Proceedings of Intelligent Sensors, Sensor 
Networks and Information Processing Conference, Melboume, Australia, 2004, pp. 397 - 401.
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David Bonnefoy, Olaf Droegehom, and Ralf Kemchen, "Multimodality and Personalisation," in 
Enabling Technologies for Mobile Services: The MobiLife Book, Mika Klemettinen, Ed., 
Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, LTD, 2007, pp. 153-184.
Klaus Moessner, Ralf Kemchen, and Rahim Tafazolli, "Adaptive Multimodal Human Interface 
Device Binding Engine (AMHI-DBE)," presented at the Wireless World Research Fomm 
(WWRF), 12th Meeting, WG2, Toronto, 2004; http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/ 
R.Kemchen/Publications/AMHI-DBE_WWRF_2004.pdf
Alfons Salden, Remco Poortinga, Makram Bouzid, Jerome Picault, Olaf Droegehom, Michael 
Sutterer, Ralf Kemchen, Christian Raeck, Mateusz Radzizewski, and Petteri Nurmi, "Contextual 
Personalization of a Mobile Multimodal Application, " in Proceedings o f Intemational Conference 
on Internet Computing, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, 2005, pp. 294 - 300.
Péter Pâl Boda, Ralf Kemchen, Klaus Moessner, Lopez Fabiola Dâvalos, Jan Storgdrds, and 
Giovanni Giuliani, "Developing context-aware and personalised multimodal applications in the 
MobiLife EU project, " presented at the 7th Intemational Conference on Multimodal Interfaces, 
Trento, Italy, 2005; http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.Uk/Personal/R.Kemchen/Publications/ 
MultimodalApp_ICMI_2005.pdf.
1.1.2 Device descriptions for user interface device discovery
Discovery of devices and the knowledge of their suitability for multimodal interaction do make it 
necessary to describe device and multimodality capabilities of devices in an appropriate format. 
Current descriptions are mainly focussed on either physical device capabihties (e.g., vendor, 
model, screen size, multimedia capabilities and network interfaces) or device software capabilities 
(e.g., software platforms and playback services). Examples for device description approaches are 
provided in the User Agent Profile (UAProf) [13] focussing on mobile device descriptions and 
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [14] for multimedia services in home environments. In order to 
achieve an effective adaptation for mobile multimodal user interfaces the multimodal capabilities 
of devices are in the foreground. That includes the description of multimodal input as well as 
multimedia output capabilities. Those should be provided through modality types and their related 
format. These kinds of capabilities should be wrapped in a modality service description, called a 
modality agent in the due course of this thesis. Furthermore a device description approach shall 
allow the relation of modality service to the network capabilities and device capabilities. This 
allows selection of the optimal modalities by taking device and network capabilities as one of the 
quality measures. Adaptation as described in this work does not strongly consider network 
capabilities, but rather focuses on the modality capabilities and the device characteristics for
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multimedia content quality matching. Still, device descriptions and the framework functionalities 
are designed with the network capabilities in mind.
Related Publications
Ralf Kemchen, Mathieu Boussard, Robert Haensel, Klaus Moessner, and Bernd Mrohs, "Device 
description for mobile multimodal interfaces, " presented at the 15th 1ST Mobile & Wireless 
Communication Summit, Myconos, Greece, 2006; http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/ 
R.Kemchen/Publications/DevDescr_IST_Summit_2006.pdf.
1.1.3 Multimedia presentation delivery
One challenge in multimodal interfaces in general is the optimal delivery of multimedia content 
and information using the right presentation means and formats (e.g. whether using audio output 
or text output depending on the current user situation, etc.) often referred to as multimodal fission 
or multimedia content distribution and delivery. With this work, a contribution to the research 
area of multimodal interfaces has been accomplished for the particular case of selecting 
appropriate output modalities on devices available in the users vicinity based on the output 
presentation request of the Mobile application, the user context and available content 
transformations. Both cases of single multimedia content and structured multimedia documents 
(or sometimes referred to as complex multimedia) have been Considered.
The mechanism has been formalised in a multimedia presentation delivery process which allows 
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces to accomplish automated decisions on device and multimedia 
content selections (e.g. a user is in their car, news will be automatically delivered via audio using 
text-to-speech transformation, when available and necessary) or asking the user for feedback in 
ambiguous situations. How often the user has to influence the decision depends on the 
configuration of the process and also on the context dependent preferences of the user delivered 
through so called context recommendations. The recommendations are prepared by means of 
context interpretation and inference mechanisms. The implementation of the inference mechanism 
itself is not a contribution of this thesis, but the concept behind is explained in Section 4.2 as part 
of the overall multimedia presentation delivery process.
Related Publications
Ralf Kemchen, Stefan Meissner, Klaus Moessner, Pablo Cesar, Ishan Vaishnavi, Matthieu 
Boussard, and Cristian Hesselman, "Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Delivery in Ubiquitous 
Multi-Device Scenarios," IEEE MultiMedia, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 52-63, Apr. 2010, doi: 
I0.II09/MMUL.2009.75
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Ralf Kemchen, Bemd Mrohs, Marcin Salacinski, and Klaus Moessner, "Context-aware 
multimodal output selection for the Device and Modality Function (DeaMon)," in Proceedings of 
6th Intemational Workshop on Applications and Services in Wireless Networks (ASWN), Stefan 
Arbanowski, Wolfgang Kellerer, and Stephan Steglich, Eds., Fraunhofer IRB Verlag, Berlin, 
Germany, 2006.
Ying Du, Ralf Kemchen, Klaus Moessner, Christian Rack, Oliver Sawade, and Stefan 
Arbanowski, "Context-aware Beaming for Intelligent Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces," in 
Proceedings of the 18th Annual IEEE Intemational Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile 
Radio Communications (PIMRC 2007), Athens, Greece, 2007, pp. 1-5.
Cristian Hesselman, Pablo Cesar, Ishan Vaishnavi, Mathieu Boussard, Ralf Kemchen, Stefan 
Meissner, Antonietta Spedalieri, Albert Sinfreu, and Christian Raeck, "Delivering interactive 
multimedia services in dynamic pervasive computing environments," in Proceedings of the 1st 
international conference on Ambient media and systems, ICST (Institute for Computer Sciences, 
Social-Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering), Quebec, Canada, 2008, pp. 1-8.
Pablo Cesar, D.C.A. Bulterman, Ralf Kemchen, Cristian Hesselman, Mathieu Boussard, 
Antonietta Spedalieri, Ishan Vaishnavi, and Bo Goa, "Multimodal Adaptation and Enriched 
Interaction of Multimedia Content for Mobile Users, " in Proceedings of Taiwanese-French 
Conference on Information Technology, INRIA, Taipei, Taiwan, 2008, pp. 230-239; 
http://personal. ee. surrey, ac. uk/Personal/R.Kernchen/Publications/MultimodalAdaptMob Users_T 
FIT_2008.pdf.
Pablo Cesar, Ishan Vaishnavi, Ralf Kemchen, Stefan Meissner, Cristian Hesselman, Matthieu 
Boussard, Antonietta Spedalieri, Dick C.A. Bulterman, and Bo Gao, "Multimedia adaptation in 
ubiquitous environments: benefits of stmctured multimedia documents, " in Proceedings of the 
eighth ACM symposium on Document engineering, ACM, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 2008, pp. 275-284.
1.1.4 Multimodal application control
Multimodal fusion or multimodal integration is one of the main challenges for multimodal user 
interface research. It aims for better understanding of user intentions and enables natural 
interaction between a user and the computer system. Since the overall goal of the work is to 
analyse the influence of changing environments to the mechanisms of multimodal interfaces, the 
focus here has been narrowed to the question: “How can available input modalities in changing 
environments be used for consistent and appropriate Human-Computer Interaction?” Initially the 
system does not know exactly which input modalities are available within a certain vicinity of the 
user. Therefore a framework is designed that helps to overcome the problem of exchangeable 
modality input for Mobile applications. Single device independent modality inputs can be defined
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and requested by the Mobile application in an Extensible Markup Language (XML) format and a 
selection algorithm supporting the whole process of modalities retrieval and application request 
matching is researched.
Different multimodal integration approaches exist that combine multiple modality inputs, such as 
speech and gestures into one consistent interaction model. Those integration mechanisms have not 
been researched as part of this work. Instead, the presented framework provides the facilities to be 
enriched with additional and more sophisticated integration algorithms at a later stage. In the 
current stadium and as mentioned above, the frameworks functions are demonstrated based on the 
single device independent modality inputs.
Related Publications
Stefan Meissner, Bernd Mrohs, Ralf Kemchen, and Stephan Steglich, "Natural Language 
Processor for User Driven Free Speech Voice Interaction in Multimodal Smart Environments, " in 
Proceedings o f the 2nd JET International Conference on Intelligent Environments (IE06), 
National Technical University of Athens, Greece, 2006, pp. 203 - 211.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis contributes to the field of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces based on the introduced 
system model and as the first objective provides a software architecture approach for defining a 
User Interface Adaptation Function system (UIAF system). The work examines three particular 
research topics and provides selected solutions for device descriptions of Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces, multimedia presentation delivery and multimodal application control. It is 
demonstrated that realising the architecture and the defined functionalities leads to an increased 
flexibility and context-aware handling of user interface adaptation situations. This thesis makes 
the following contributions:
A structured requirements definition for Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces systems 
based on the presented system model, addressing the challenges identified from the 
related work.
A use case design of the UIAF system based on a stakeholder analysis and 
requirements definition.
A software architecture design of the UIAF system including interaction sequences 
description based on identified use cases for heterogeneous user interface device 
discovery, multimedia presentation delivery, and multimodal application interaction 
and presentation control.
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- A high level interface design for the definition of the User Interface Adaptation 
Function (UIAF).
A device and modality description for capturing user interface device capabilities on 
device, modalities and network connection level.
A device discovery mechanism defined by an interaction sequence for user interface 
device discovery supporting several device discovery adapters.
- A multimedia presentation delivery process definition, including a description of the 
interaction sequence for context-aware structured multimedia presentation 
distribution in heterogeneous environments and the according algorithmic definition 
of it.
- An exchangeable modality (multimodal) application control mechanism based on the 
model-view-controller (MVC) paradigm, including a description of the interaction 
sequence and algorithmic definition of it.
- Realisation and evaluation of the UIAF system design based on Mobile multimedia 
applications for experimentations on mobile terminals and telecommunications 
service platforms.
1.3 Solution approach
Indicated in the motivation and problem statement. Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces research 
spans across several disciplines not necessarily researched in integrated solutions. Further, Mobile 
Multimodal User Interfaces should provide a clear application orientation. Functionalities should 
be accessible and applicable for a variety of Mobile and Web applications. Naturally, as also 
shown in current developments (e.g. mobile phone application programming interfaces (APIs) 
such as for Google Android or the Apple iPhone, but also as part of the Web 2.0 Web service 
paradigm), this demands for functionalities provided through one consistent system design 
realising all stakeholder and Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces systems requirements. Therefore 
the design and evaluation approach chosen for this thesis combines the means of a software 
architectural approach for the UIAF system design according to the research contributions 
outlined in the previous section. Subsequently this approach with its architecture 
structures/elements is introduced and its support for achieving the research objectives of this 
thesis is explained.
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1.3.1 System under investigation
Already introduced, the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model provides the basis for 
this work and explains how users perceive the envisioned distributed user interfaces. It also 
defines the major building blocks of the UIAF architectural approach and defines the boundaries 
of the UIAF system design.
1.3.2 Requirements
Every system design needs a well defined set of requirements. With the challenges that are 
derived from the related work studies and the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model, a 
requirements set for the UIAF system is produced. At the same time requirements are influenced 
by system stakeholders. The thesis accounts for this by providing a short stakeholder analysis in 
Section 3.1 before including very specific ones to the overall set of requirements. The major 
requirements categories are detailed in the following:
General system requirements -  This category contains all requirements towards the system 
behaviour, meaning how the system should support Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces 
adaptation. This includes the provision of a decoupling mechanism of application logic from user 
interface adaptation functionalities, the inclusion and reaction to user situation changes and the 
support of user preferences according to context configurations.
Manage heterogeneous environment -  This category contains all requirements towards the 
management of heterogeneous characteristics of user interface devices in the user’s environment. 
This includes the discoveiy of devices, the hiding of underlying physical device connectivity 
complexity, handling complex multimedia delivery sessions and the need for a device description 
data model. Multimedia delivery sessions in this work focuses at the application level continuity 
of sessions, whereas for the complete system network level synchronisation and continuity is 
envisioned, but not investigated. Overall this category is tailored for a generic management of the 
environment for all stakeholders.
User interaction coordination (Modality Fusion) -  This category contains all requirements 
towards the coordination of user interaction or user input. This includes the need for input stream 
recognition, the fusion of input streams and the definition of a usable application fusion model 
(later referred to as application change model).
Multimedia presentation delivery (Modality Fission) -  This category contains all requirements 
towards the multimedia presentation delivery process from an adaptation decision point of view. 
This includes the decision about the optimal multimedia output, content adaptation and the device
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specific presentation generation. The decision is then supported by the delivery session 
mechanisms.
Stakeholder specific -  This category contains all requirements towards the general functionality 
of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces from a stakeholder specific view. This includes selected 
requirements from a stakeholder analysis. The stakeholder analysis is trailing the requirements 
definition.
1.3.3 Use cases
From the requirements, a use case model is derived in Section 3.3. Use cases describe the 
behaviour or functionality of a system. In order to achieve a use cases model, the system actors 
are identified that communicate with the UIAF system. The functionalities used by the actors are 
defined as primary use cases. These are described and related to each other. With this, a first 
glance on the UIAF system functionalities is provided.
1.3.4 Architecture
Requirements and use cases build the basis for the initial system architecture design in Section
3.4. The goal is, understanding how the different functional components of the UIAF system 
interact and perform with each other. The first step is the functional decomposition into main 
components of the system. Interaction sequences formalise the communication behaviour amongst 
components according to the primary use cases. At the same time, interfaces for each component 
are derived. The initial architecture design concludes with the collection of the interfaces into the 
overall architecture interface design. Furthermore it provides the basis for the UIAF 
functionalities design for device discovery, multimedia presentation delivery and multimodal 
application control as described in Section 1.1.
1.3.5 Realisation and evaluation
The Oxford English Dictionary Online describes the word realisation [15] as ‘7. The action of 
making real.” and “7. b. An instance or example of this.” In the context of this thesis, a particular 
UIAF system is the realisation of the UIAF system design for a specified experimentation 
platform. Following this definition, experimentation platforms for a mobile terminal and a service 
platform are defined. This is based on the stakeholder analysis that identifies the groups of mobile 
terminal manufacturers and service platform providers as the stakeholders to drive Mobile 
applications for users that would benefit most from Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces. 
Realisation is achieved through the definition of platform specific data models that in turn provide 
the operational basis for the proof-of-concept implementation of UIAF functionalities.
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Proof-of-concept implementation provides a probate methodology for assessing the feasibility of a 
software architecture solution. Many standardisation bodies and their charters use this 
methodology for acceptance of standard proposals. Related examples are standardisation bodies 
such as the IETF, 3 GPP or more related to this kind of work the OMG. The IETF for example 
demands that an Internet Standard has multiple, independent, and interoperable
implementations with substantial operational experience, [16] in order to pass the
standardisation. The description of the proof-of-concept implementation of UIAF functionalities 
is divided into descriptions of implemented mechanisms.
The evaluation of the UIAF system design is achieved through a scenario based evaluation 
approach that uses the realisation. Scenario based evaluation is a common methodology for 
architecture evaluation, as also highlighted by the following statement:
“Scenario based techniques provide one of the most general and effective 
approaches for evaluating an architecture ” [17]
The evaluation is performed for two example applications, the “Multimedia Infotainer” [18,19] in 
the mobile terminal experimentation and the “Multimedia Content Guide” [20] in the service 
platform experimentation. The structure of the scenario based evaluations consists of the scenario 
description, a deployment view of the UIAF system and a scenario walkthrough. In the first part, 
the scenarios are described just like a user would experience the example applications together 
with the UIAF functionalities. The scenario description is divided into scenario steps. Second, the 
deployment view illustrates how the implemented mechanisms are distributed across the 
participating devices for the scenario and how they communicate. Finally, the scenario 
walkthrough provides a UIAF functionalities coverage analysis of the scenario and how the 
related UIAF functionalities perform in each scenario step based on the UIAF system design 
realisations.
1.4 Organisation
The organisation of this thesis strongly correlates with the solution approach introduced in Section 
1.3. All chapters are structured to accommodate the proposed research on Mobile Multimodal 
User Interfaces leveraging on the software architecture design process. Aforementioned 
contributions are detailed as follows:
Chapter 1 provides the motivation for this work together with the problem statement identifying 
research challenges. The thesis contributions together with the solution approach are introduced 
and the structure of the thesis is presented.
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Chapter 2 analyses the related ‘state of the art’ work in multimodal user interfaces, multimedia 
and ubiquitous computing. Research issues of concern are identified and the chapter concludes 
with a definition of challenges as basis for the research undertaken in this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the UIAF system design including the stakeholder analysis, the requirements 
definition, the use case design and the initial system architecture. The validity of the requirements 
in fulfilling the set out research challenges is demonstrated through a mapping exercise for each 
requirements category. Chapter 3 covers the solution approach as described by Sections 1.3.2 to
1.3.4.
Chapter 4 provides the detailing of UIAF functionalities as researched in this thesis. Therefore, 
research challenges introduced in the problem statements of Section 1.1 are analysed on a 
functional level providing a theoretical solution to them. The main sub-sections in Chapter 4 use 
the UIAF system design as the basis and outlines interaction sequences across UIAF building 
blocks. The three UIAF functionalities discussed are device discovery, multimedia presentation 
delivery and multimodal application control. From the three UIAF functionalities, multimedia 
presentation delivery is considered the main contribution of this thesis. After initially researching 
all UIAF functionalities and their relations, including a simplified multimedia presentation 
delivery mechanism for single media contents, multimedia presentation delivery was chosen to be 
studied further. This effort produced a generic multimedia presentation delivery process that 
supports complex multimedia in ubiquitous multi-device environments. This is supported by the 
results published, as presented in Section 1.1.3. At the end of Chapter 4, a conclusion discusses 
the advantages of the new functionalities for a Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces experience.
Chapter 5 presents a realisation of the UIAF system design for mobile terminal platforms together 
with its evaluation based on the Multimedia Infotainer application scenario. The chapter structure 
follows the realisation and evaluation approach as introduced in Section 1.3.5. The implemented 
mechanisms in Section 5.3 describe the implementation details of the UIAF functionalities of 
Chapter 4 with regard to the device discovery framework, multimedia presentation delivery for 
single media items and multimodal application control. The chapter mainly focuses on 
demonstrating the frameworks capabilities as a whole. This is achieved through the realisation of 
the UIAF system design based on an evaluation scenario that concentrates on mobility aspects 
across different user situations such as mobile, in the car, and at home, deemed typical for Mobile 
Multimodal User Interfaces. Technologies such as the W3C’s Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language (SMIL) [21], the W3C’s Extensible MultiModal Annotation markup 
language (EMMA) [22] and the UPnP ™ UPnP [14] are chosen to demonstrate the UIAF systems 
capability to integrate with relevant standards. Chapter 5 ends with a conclusion on the lessons 
learned for the three implemented mechanisms.
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Chapter 6 presents a reahsation of the UIAF system design for service platforms together with its 
evaluation based on the Multimedia Content Guide application scenario. Similar to Chapter 5, the 
structure of the Chapter 6 follows the realisation and evaluation approach as introduced in Section
1.3.5. The implemented mechanisms described in Section 6.3 concentrate on the implementation 
details for multimedia presentation delivery for complex multimedia as described in Chapter 4 
and discovery in service platforms. According to this, the scenario demonstrates the multimedia 
presentation delivery steps for complex multimedia in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces based 
on the UIAF system design realisation. Technologies such as the W3C’s SMIL [21], and the 
lETF’s SIP [23] are chosen to demonstrate the UIAF systems capability to integrate with relevant 
standards. The chapter ends with a conclusion on the lessons learned for the multimedia 
presentation dehvery mechanisms.
The two realisation approaches as presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 have been subsequently 
achieved. A switch from mobile terminal platforms to service platforms was motivated by several 
factors. First it should be shown that although mobile terminal platforms are seemingly limited in 
storage and computational power an integration of all functionalities can be achieved on such a 
platform, supporting the need of mobile handset manufactures to improve their platforms and 
interaction capabilities in order to provide a more integrated user experience. After this was 
achieved, a similar need for mobile operators emerged to enrich their platforms with more 
functionality to get their services closer to the users. In order to not repeat the full implementation 
of the UIAF for service platforms, only the aspects of complex multimedia presentation delivery 
and SIP discovery based on the UIAF functionalities definition in Chapter 4 have been realised 
and evaluated accordingly. Therefore the service platform realisation can be seen as an extension 
to the mobile terminal implementation for certain functional aspects that make sense in such an 
environment based on the demands of mobile operators. Multimodal application control has not 
been looked into as part of the service platform implementation. Both platform realisations 
together cover the proposed UIAF functionalities in their entirety as is concluded in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a comparison of the UIAF realisations for mobile terminal 
and service platforms and the lessons learned from the work. Chapter 7 further provides an 
outlook on the future research in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces.
An overview of the described structure is illustrated in Figure 2 on the next page. In this 
illustration, the chapter structure is related to the chapter contents and to the solution approach. 
Rounded boxes (green colour) in the middle indicate chapters with major research contributions 
and rectangular boxes (blue colour) indicate chapter content relations to the solution approach. 
Chapter 1 presents the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model as the basis for the 
research investigations, being the entry point for the UIAF system design at the same time. The 
triangular arrows at the right of the illustration link the solution approach sub-sections from
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Section 1.3 directly to the chapter structure. Multimedia presentation delivery as the main focus of 
this thesis is highlighted in orange. The linking arrows as shown for the relations between the 
UIAF functionalities of Chapter 4 to the realisation and evaluation Chapters 5 and 6 are annotated 
with the realisation link topics according to the earlier explained dependencies between Chapters 
5 and 6.
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Chapter 2
2 Related work
Research in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces varies in scope and its focus on objectives. 
Different terms, such as “mobile multimodality”, “mobile multimodal applications”, “mobile 
multi-modal interfaces” or more recently “pervasive multimodal user interfaces” are referred. In 
order to better comprehend the common meanings and the related research issues, an initial 
analysis leading to a characterisation of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces is provided in this 
Chapter. The assumption is that many research aspects as provided in the research fields of 
ubiquitous/pervasive computing, multimedia and multimodal user interfaces form the basis for a 
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces experience. The Chapter names these research aspects and 
puts them into perspective to each other. Finally the chapter concludes with an overview of 
identified research challenges for this work. Related objectives are formulated, building the basis 
for the UIAF system design and the research contributions of this thesis.
The term “mobile multimodality” has been used in relation to a mobile scenario [24] in one of the 
most comprehensive and flexible multimodal dialogue systems, the “SmartKom” system [11, 25]. 
Drivers and pedestrians are provided with a mobile navigation application enabled with 
multimodal interaction means. The scenario allows the integration of a better quality in-car 
display and improved audio functionalities (microphone arrays and speakers) during driving and a 
mobile device only interaction in a pedestrian scenario (but supporting pen/buttons, and speech 
interaction combined with audio output). Mainly typical multimodal user interface mechanisms as 
provided by the SmartKom system are used, such as recognisers (speech and prosodic), a media 
fusion (also referred to as modality integration, which is preferred in the context of this thesis), 
intention recognition, action planning and presentation management (language generation, 
speech synthesis, character animation). The handling of presentation management is rather 
SmartKom specific. It refers to a life like character called “Smartakus”, which supports the 
system in communicating system feedback to a user. In more general terms functionalities 
referred to presentation management are summarised under presentation adaptation in this thesis, 
as is discussed further below. The SmartKom scenario studies rather tightly coupled application 
and multimodal functionalities with limited flexibility in discovering the devices and therefore the 
user context is pre-defmed. Nevertheless, it allows the authors to gather user feedback in different 
multimodal scenarios.
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In [26], a mobile multimodal presentation approach based on reasoning over network bandwidth 
availability is presented. It is constraint to a mobile device, performing device monitoring and 
network constraints processing. The semantic description language used is SMIL and multimedia 
contents are streamed to the mobile device. Based on the available bandwidth exchangeable 
modalities and content qualities are derived (e.g. with enough available bandwidth, streaming of 
quality audio output is performed, but when the bandwidth is low, just text is send to the device 
and a text-to-speech engine is invoked). Therefore this solution includes semantic multimedia 
presentation usage, presentation adaptation with quality of presentation processing (restricted 
to bandwidth) and input recognition (speech, text and haptic deixis). The term multimodal, with 
regard to presentation adaptation, refers to the desired ability of delivering several media contents 
with different modalities across the network. Multiple media contents as part of one overall 
multimedia presentation is adapted according to the target device, taking certain adaptation 
parameters into account as described earlier. Within the context of this thesis it is assumed that 
presentation adaptation automatically refers to multiple modalities (multimodal) media contents 
as part of an integrated multimedia presentation. Therefore, presentation adaption is implicitly 
multimodal. This is underlined by the later introduction of general multimedia research. The use 
of the term multimodal refers to both user modalities input interpretation as well as presentation 
adaptation. This is to avoid term confusions, as the different research areas use the term 
multimodality exchangeable for those two different purposes.
Another important aspect in multimodality is the authoring of device independent applications. 
Herein abstract interface descriptions are authored and adapted to device dependent user 
interfaces. In Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces this mainly concentrated on single mobile 
devices to address their proliferation in terms of processing performance and capabilities. Like in 
[27, 28] this supports multimodal interaction combined with presentation adaptation and 
authoring tools for the application definition. An extensive approach based on the TERESA 
software infrastructure has been discussed in [29]. And although adaptations performed base on 
the abstract interface description, as produced in an authoring tool, are able to run on different 
devices, supporting multiple modalities during execution, including mobile ones, this solution is 
restricted to single device user interfaces and does not allow for distribution and interaction across 
devices. The term “pervasive” as used in the title of the publication therefore provides a restricted 
view on what is envisioned in this work. Under the term pervasive a full integration of everyday 
interaction devices into a full distributed user interface experience should be achieved. The two 
important issues are that abstract user interface descriptions and device dependent adaptation 
are defining mechanisms, which generally have to be considered in order to achieve the Mobile 
Multimodal User Interfaces experience as envisioned in this work.
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From multimodal user interface research it can be seen that information and content presentation 
towards the user as results of a multimodal interaction becomes important. Often presentations are 
composed on one device out of different multimedia contents for different modalities. Multimedia 
itself is an estabhshed research area with the important aspects of content modelling, content 
adaptation and content delivery. The term multimedia has been defined by Steinmetz in [30]. 
Multimedia presentation models research started early in the beginning of the 1990s. In [31] it 
is described that spatial and temporal characteristics of multimedia formats should be combined 
into a general document model as proposed in the publication. The authors’ document model 
therefore describes complex multimedia data dependencies as structured multimedia or 
multimedia presentation. This is comparable to an abstract user interface description as mentioned 
before, but with a clear focus on multimedia. Multimedia models do form the basis for content 
adaptation as an important aspect in the multimedia research. Content adaptation also strongly 
links to device independence. It is acknowledged that a content adaptation system “[...] decides 
the optimal content version for presentation and the best strategy for deriving that version, and 
then generates that version” [32]. Further a decision engine is responsible for the negotiation 
strategy [33]. The approach taken in these publications is called user centric content adaptation 
and is targeted on mobile devices, yet it does not use distributed or cross-domain delivery of the 
presentation. Throughout the thesis the term presentation adaptation instead of content 
adaptation is preferred, due to the actual fact that SMIL, a structured multimedia presentation 
format is selected as the reference format. SMIL allows the consistent integration of multiple 
media contents into one presentation description. At the end of the chain is the content 
transcoding to transcode the selected contents to the decided format or modality. This is followed 
by the actual content delivery. Again, here the term cross-domain delivery is preferred, to 
highlight the fact that actual presentation documents are being delivered to the user interface 
devices for rendering in a distributed and network dependent fashion. Frameworks and 
middleware hide these complexities, so that application logic can be executed device and network 
independent. Another important aspect in multimedia is session mobility. Session mobility 
distinguishes between physical and service mobility. The first is typical for a device travelling 
across networks (such as in mobile communication handovers), whereas the second refers to 
application mobility across devices. In multimedia research the trend goes to service mobility for 
multimedia applications as described in [34]. The idea is to move multimedia sessions seamlessly 
from one device to another. Three approaches have been listed in this relation being device 
centric, network centric or hybrid.
From the discussion of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces it can be learned that mobile mainly 
refers to the optimal use of modalities on mobile devices. New challenges arise, when aiming for 
optimal delivery of multimodal user interfaces in heterogeneous environments and adapting the
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usage of modalities to the context of the user. A well established field relating to these challenges 
is ubiquitous computing. User interface systems have to facilitate heterogeneity and scalability 
challenges of distributed systems. Infrastructure differences require conversions of interaction 
sessions from one environment to another and communication protocol mismatches between user 
interactions devices have to be addressed. A very good summary of the related ubiquitous 
computing issues and challenges is provided in [35]. The publication itself presents a general 
software infrastructure to address the challenges at design, load time and runtime. It lists 10 
issues and provides its explanations. Issues are heterogeneity, scalability, dependability and 
security, privacy and trust, spontaneous interoperation, mobility, context awareness, context 
management, transparent user interaction, and invisibility.
From these general observations on Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces work an overview of 
concerned research issues can be sketched as illustrated in Figure 3. It joins together the areas of 
ubiquitous computing, multimodal user interfaces and multimedia.
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Figure 3: Related work - research areas overview
Some overlapping issues have been identified and highlighted, being mobility, presentation 
adaptation and transparent user interaction. Mobility is an important aspect, both in 
multimedia as well as in ubiquitous computing. Whereas in multimedia the focus lies on session 
or multimedia service mobility, in ubiquitous computing it has a broader meaning with regard to 
mobility of applications and data access. The term transparent user interaction stems from 
ubiquitous computing and the observation that HCI design has become a significant factor, which
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now already can be observed in actual products available to consumers (i.e. the Apple iPhone and 
earlier gesture based mobile devices). Available information is merged based on user preferences 
in order to create mixed reality experiences (joining augmented reality and augmented virtuality). 
Obviously multimodal user interfaces are concerned with an enhanced user experience between 
humans and machines for a more natural interaction, which can be joined under transparent user 
interaction. The similarities and importance of presentation adaptation have been highlighted 
earlier.
In the remainder of this chapter the related work is reviewed, according to the research areas as 
summarised Figure 3. Due to the complexity of the research fields, researchers in all areas went 
on to define frameworks and architectures to be able to study adjacent research issues in an 
integrated fashion to support a larger scale of functionalities and applications. Some functionality 
are actually depending on each other, therefore they have been studied together. A dependency 
graph for the research areas and research contributions is presented at the end of this chapter in 
Section 2.4. Frameworks help in defining the overall problem scope. Throughout Chapter 2 the 
particular research issues are discussed together with solutions often proposed as frameworks. At 
the end of the chapter a challenges definition of selected shortcomings in the ‘state of the art’ is 
presented as the basis for the research work as proposed in this thesis.
2.1 Multimodal user interfaces
Fbstorically, the first notion of multimodal user interface systems was made by the work of 
Richard A. Bolt with his “Put-That-There” paradigm in 1980 [36]. Within a setup for controlling 
several objects on a map using voice and gestures, it was shown how graphical user interfaces 
could be build combining user inputs with according changes on the presentation of a specific 
application. Multimodality itself mainly was used to control that application. For example by 
pointing to an object and saying ''Put-Thaf and then pointing to a different location on the map 
and the user saying "'There" the selected object was moved from its original location to a new 
location on the map.
From the original notion the most commonly known multimodal user interfaces are establishing 
themselves in the games console market. During the work of this thesis, the Nintendo Wii and 
Microsoft Kinect as well as Playstation Move made their debut in the market. Those technologies 
can be seen as the fore front, besides some interactive multimedia applications of multimodal user 
interfaces today. They follow a similar concept as described by A. Bolt. Users can point at game 
items and can control them in order to interact in a more involved fashion with the game 
application. Yet the technologies are still closed, besides recent activities to use Kinect for all 
different kind of applications.
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According to the early multimodal application from A. Bolt, several other contributors tried to 
pinpoint multimodality and multimodal interfaces. Based on Nigay and Coutaz definition:
“Multimodality is the capacity of the system to communicate with a user along 
different types of communication channels and to extract and convey meaning 
automatically" [37]
This definition was given under the assumption to model and analyse multimodal systems from a 
system perspective. In the opposite multimodal interaction can be seen of course from a human- 
centred point of view. In [38] the human-centred view and the system-centred view differences 
had been identified. The notion of the human-centred view allows the general modelling of 
Perception [2] and matching human senses to perceived modalities [39]. In order to build 
multimodal systems the human-centred view has to be studied to derive the concepts for the 
system-centred view.
Later definitions have become more explicit on the difference of system input and output channels 
for multimodal interaction with users. Oviatt gives the following definition for Multimodal 
Interfaces:
“Multimodal Interfaces process two or more combined user input modes- such as 
speech, pen, touch, manual gestures, gaze, and head and body movements- in a 
coordinated manner with multimedia system output. " [3]
The emphasis of this definition obviously implies that Multimodal Interfaces need to interpret the 
users input arriving from the user to the several system input channels. Further extract the user’s 
communication intention. And finally to allow the system to adapt outputs on the produced user’s 
input interpretation result. Based on the historical definitions, the EU-IST MobiLife project [18] 
defines Multimodal Interfaces in mobile environments as follows:
“Multi-modal user interfaces support multiple ways of interaction between the 
user and the system in terms of communication channels that correspond to 
human senses. Depending on the implementation, a multi-modal user interface 
can utilise these channels as various input and output modalities in sequential 
and/or parallel manner. In addition, biomedical data (passively) available from 
the user can also be part of a multi-modal user interface. ” [18]
In order to distinguish between human-centred view and system-centred view the following 
addition has been made:
“The term multi-modality is preferred to be used for technical implementations 
whereas human-human communication is multi-modal by nature since it 
inherently utilises all available modalities, i.e. senses."[IS]
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Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces as described in this thesis go along side with these 
fundamental definitions, but at the same time are going beyond the earlier multimodal system 
definitions based on their specific needs in terms of context adaptation and mobility. 
Nevertheless, these definitions provide a guideline on when a system becomes a multimodal 
interface system. Due to the complex nature of multimodal systems and with their diverse 
requirements, multimodal frameworks have been studied in order to identify and describe the 
basis functionalities of them. They provide a good overview of related technical research 
challenges. Section 2.1.1 reviews existing multimodal interface frameworks, with a summary of 
important challenges in the multimodal interface area. Later multimodal integration/fusion is 
reviewed in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.1 Multimodal Interface frameworks and architectures
In the recent years a number of multimodal interface technologies have been researched. One can 
argue that multimodal interface research first engaged on particular multimodal applications, 
evolved to multimodal architectures and recently a number of frameworks for the design of 
multimodal applications have been proposed. Even standardisation efforts have been brought 
forward.
For example, one of the important reference models for multimodal interface frameworks has 
been defined by the W3C Multimodal Interaction Activity Group [40]. Although the group targets 
their standards for the Web, in order to allow flexible decisions for users to be made on the choice 
of the “most appropriate mode of interaction”, it defines a very useful set of requirements and use 
cases which has been incorporated into well defined Multimodal Interaction Framework [10].
Subsequently the section provides an overview of relevant architectures and frameworks targeted 
to multimodal interaction.
The EMBASSl project designed a multilayer architecture [9] for multimodal assistance. It can be 
classified to be an agent based system. Agents are grouped into layers using a subset to the agent 
communication language KQML [41]. The system intelligence is spread across multiple agents 
interacting cooperatively. Due to its agent based nature this approach shows a high flexibility in 
adding new features while adding new agents at the respective layer. Layers are grouped into user 
input related tasks, user output related tasks, a dialog manager, user task assisting agents, abstract 
representation of physical devices, and a context manager.
Although the architecture seems to be very promising it has been applied mainly for home 
environment scenario settings. The agent approach seems to very suitable for flexible integration 
of several devices for modality input and user output into the user interaction. Nevertheless, it
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does not define a flexible approach for allowing access for several kinds of multimodal 
applications.
SmartKom is one of the most recent and very sophisticated research efforts. The interaction 
metaphor for the system is based on the situated delegation-oriented dialog paradigm (SDDP), in 
which "... the user delegates a task to a virtual communication assistant, visible on the graphical 
display.” [11] . The objective of this approach is to help users to accomplish more complex tasks 
within certain applications.
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Figure 4: SmartKom architecture blueprint [42]
SmartKom provides an architecture which accommodates four main goals. These are natural 
interaction behaviour (facilitates timely user adapted interactions), handling of large numbers of 
modalities and applications, openness by allowing different processing approaches and support 
for distributed development as described in [42]. Figure 4 shows the related software architecture 
with its main components. In the uppermost area of the illustration the architecture defines 
functionalities for multimodal input processing, starting from specific input recogniser (audio and 
gesture in this picture) with information flow towards the fusion components. Within the middle 
circle the SmartKom architecture defines a number of information models defined as shared 
knowledge services. In lower part components responsible for multimodal output generation can 
be seen, starting with a presentation planning component and the end components for delivering 
the intentional output to the user. Due to the SDDP paradigm in SmartKom components as the
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Intention Analysis, Dynamic Help, Action Planning, Function modelling provide the means of 
allowing applications to get support for fulfilment of certain application tasks. Service or 
applications are interfacing with the system trough the Function modelling. For this the 
SmartKom defines a multimodal mark-up language (M3L).
In contrast to architecture based approaches, research has been performed on Model-Based User 
Interface Development Environments (MB-UIDSEs). These in general are aiming "... to provide 
an environment where developers can design and implement user interfaces (UI) in a professional 
and systematic way, more easily than when using traditional UI development tools.” [43]. The 
idea is to give a user the tools at hand to develop an own application user interface without 
necessarily having the need for developer background. For example the interface design 
environment Mobi-D [44] provides a series of declarative models, such as the user-task, dialog 
and presentation model supported by an architecture to allow the end user to participate in more 
aspects of the development. Models are usually expressed by an interface modelling language. 
But these approaches are usually constraint on normal user interfaces in the common sense, such 
as desktop environments.
With the concept of “plasticity of user interfaces” [45] a concept for targeting the challenge of 
changes in user interfaces based on the context of use is provided. Plasticity in this respect “...is 
the capacity of an interactive system to withstand variations of context of user while preserving 
usability.” [45]. The context of use is defined by two classes of attributes. First the information 
attributes of the physical and software platform, which are a direct part of the user interaction with 
the system. Further the attributes of the environment which can affect the user interface indirectly. 
The concept in this sense links strongly to the research area of context-awareness, which is 
reviewed later in Section 2.3.2.
The authors provide an initial reference framework which is based on models, known from 
model-based approaches, used in current praxis: concepts, tasks, task oriented specification. 
Moreover they extended it with the notion needed for the context of use, such as platform model, 
environment and evolution model. Figure 5 shows the models and their relationships in different 
contexts.
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Figure 5: Revised reference framework for supporting plastic interactive systems [45]
The following list gives an indication of what the models include and in addition a possible 
adaptation of the reference framework for multimodal interfaces in mobile environments:
Concepts model relevant to the domain of discourse -  this could be linked to the model of 
the application domain in case of Mobile applications
Task models describe how user is carrying out a task -  this links to the definition of the 
dialogue model for multimodal user input
The platform model defines the physical characteristics of the used User Interface 
Platform -  in the case of multimodal interfaces it should describe the physical 
characteristics of the surrounding devices
Environment models describe actually the context of use -  relevant context information 
for the adaptation could be described here, in a wider sense this would include the user 
preferences for adaptation
Interactor models describe the interface bits (widgets) which allow for presentation and 
inputs of the user -  in multimodal interfaces these bits could be defined as multimodal 
agents or services running on user interface devices, which define the modalities a user 
can use for interaction with the Mobile multimodal applications
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In addition to the reference model itself the authors defined a process for the run time behaviour. 
The runtime process is structured into sensing the context of use (acquiring context values, like 
physical information), detecting context changes (changes occurring over time, within a certain 
threshold) and identification of context changes (mapping the context changes to actual higher 
level context changes as used by applications).
Concluding one can argue that the restriction of the work very much lies in the limitation of the 
approach which relates to single user interfaces, such as computers, mobiles. It does not integrate 
more than on user interaction device at the same time. The model itself though gives a good 
indication how user interfaces can be modelled in dependence of different contexts.
FAME could be seen as such a model-based Framework for Adaptive Multimodal Environments 
[8]. It defines a so called -  behavioural matrix -  capturing adaptive multimodal interface analysis. 
Related to this it defines a general framework and guidelines for the development process of 
multimodal applications.
It defines an adaptive multimodal system with the core being the adaptation module. The rather 
general description includes the adaptation module taking into account different models captured 
from the user, the devices, the environment and the general interaction description
Supporting components which feeds the several models are providing the events for device 
changes, environmental changes and user inputs. Based on the adaptation decision the system 
produces an adaptive presentation layout of the application and the decision on which output 
devices to use.
The approach seems to be restricted only to the definition and analysis of multimodal 
applications. Nevertheless, it seems that the behavioural matrix provides a powerful tool on 
analysing potential multimodal applications. Developers can therefore analyse the settings in 
which the application resides and define their specific parameters.
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Due to the increasing interest the W3C Multimodal Interaction Activity defined a W3C 
Multimodal Interaction Framework [10]. The framework provides well described guidelines on 
how to design architectures for Multimodal Interface systems. Since frameworks in general are
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one abstraction level higher then architectures it does not describe specific functionalities, but 
rather structures relevant areas of concern for multimodal interaction. In Figure 6 the main 
framework parts are depicted and put into their relationship.
The modelling strongly complies with the before given definitions of Multimodal Interfaces. A 
human user serves the system with input through different input channels and receives media 
representations in combined single modality modes such as audio, speech, video, text etc. The 
coordination of inputs and outputs is defined with the interaction manager as shown in the centre 
of the illustration. An application can use provided coordination functionalities to be multimodal. 
Additional for completion of the architecture and accordingly to the requirements for multimodal 
interaction of the W3C the framework defines a session component which allows state , 
management of the multimodal interaction for temporary and persistent sessions. Finally and 
important the system and environment component allows to include current information about 
available modalities and devices.
The framework is targeted to different areas as to the mobile, automotive telematics, multimodal 
interfaces in the office and multimodal interfaces in the home. Although this probably scratches 
most areas the framework itself was motivated from an internet perspective.
There are a number of further frameworks existing, which are mostly of older date and missing 
current research results. Therefore from the ‘state of the art’ point of view the given examples of 
multimodal user interfaces and related user interface concepts should provide a very good 
overview. In essence multimodal interfaces should be able to recognise interaction and 
fuse/integrate user input from different input sources (e.g. gestures, speech input, etc.). Based on 
the given application multimodal interfaces should provide an output presentation fitting to the 
current available devices and media content. In order to reach this goal a number of support 
models (e.g. environment, user intention) and functionalities need to be provided. The fact of 
adaptation for certain situations needs to be acknowledged and gains an important role especially 
in mobile environments. Devices are available in certain location, but not in others. Interaction 
recognition and Intention recognition / action planning are not the main focus of this thesis. They 
are acknowledged as important features of multimodal interfaces, but not further discussed in 
detail. Subsequently the elements of multimodal integration are reviewed in the next section. 
Presentation adaptation as the mean to provide information to the user accordingly is discussed as 
part of Multimedia in Section 2.2.
2.1.2 Multimodal integration/fusion
In general multimodal input in the literature is referred to as multimodal fusion, or multimodal 
integration. However the objective of these mechanisms is to fuse or integrate several input
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modalities from either active user input or passive user input. Active user input is received from 
the user directly interacting with the multimodal interface (e.g. speech, gestures, keyboard input, 
pen input, etc.) whereas passive user input could be from sensors sensing the users state (e.g. gaze 
tracking, heart rate, mood, stress level etc.). Multimodal input can occur in sequential or parallel 
manner. Therefore in important aspect for detecting the dependencies of single modalities is their 
synchronisation. For thé interpretation it is important to know the temporal dependency between 
multimodal events.
Current solutions can be positioned in categories of different fusion algorithms. These are 
classified based on what level in the system the fusion of modalities happens. In [3] such a 
classification is provided with the definitions for feature-level fusion, semantic-level fusion, 
frame-based fusion and unification-based integration. Feature-level fusion takes low-level feature 
information from parallel input signals to process closely synchronised input (i.e. speech and lip 
movements). Semantic-level fusion integrates semantic information derived from parallel inputs 
(i.e. for speech and gesture input). Frame-based integration matches patterns of attribute-value 
data structures to fuse semantic information derived from two input modes into a common 
meaning representation (i.e. during multimodal language processing). Unification-based 
integration is a logic-based method for integrating partial meaning fragments derived from two 
input modes into a common meaning representation (e.g. during multimodal language 
processing). It is worth mentioning that these definitions do strongly relate to speech input and the 
objective to fuse two input modalities. Although it gives a good view on which methods are 
available, beside there is a lot of more background and/or dynamically available sources that 
provide various information pieces that contribute to understand a message accurately [46].
Humans do integrate multimodal and context information in a seamless manner. It is invisible and 
often difficult to explain (think the McGurk effect [47] or the case of synaesthesia, whereas the 
senses are mixed, resulting in coloured hearing, ‘auditory smells’, ‘tactile sounds’, etc.). 
Neuropsychological evidence shows that cross-modal interaction occurs constantly, more strongly 
in cases where one of the sensory inputs is degraded or missing. Multisensory processes in 
humans integrate cross-modal inputs into a single reference scheme [48]. Only after this fusion 
the actual perception and subsequent action formulation takes place.
Technically speaking and in general, in the context of multimodal HCIs, the above described 
hypothesis triggers the implementation of a unified framework which is capable to integrate 
various multimodal inputs seamlessly, allowing them to interact and influence each other in cases 
whenever successful meaning delivery requires so. Taking the model of the single reference 
scheme, it is envisaged that applying a unified semantic decoding-integration method for 
language, other sensory and context inputs will eventually reduce system complexity by 
eliminating redundant elements.
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Therefore another categorisation can be the division into early and late fusion. In case of early 
integration low-level features are used within a statistical framework. This is doable for highly 
correlated input sequences, such as audio and accompanying lip movements.
Late fusion aims to integrate symbolic elements that are produced by various modality-dependent 
recognisers. Here the used technologies exhibit a wider range, including rule-based 
implementations [49], unification grammar-based approach [5], agent-based technology with 
simple voting mechanism [50], finite-state transducers [51] Statistical methods were reported by 
[52], [53]. Clearly there is no mainstream approach for late fusion.
From the ‘state of the art’ work it can be seen that many different research aspects in terms 
integration of multimodal input have been studied. It is identified that no sufficient work on 
mobility aspects of distributed user interfaces and context-awareness has been performed so far. 
Therefore for this thesis mobility aspects of multimodal interaction are of main interest and how 
to make multimodal integration available to several Mobile applications in a generic fashion. 
Therefore the contribution is to study an exchangeable modality mechanism for multimodal 
application control in different mobility situation. No direct work is intended on multimodal 
integration of two or more modalities.
2.2 Multimedia
For the purpose of this thesis multimedia research is considered as means to present information 
or media content to the user as an output of the multimodal interaction process with a Mobile 
application in a distributed multi-device environment. As identified in the beginning of Chapter 2, 
the four main areas of concern are presentation adaptation in general, multimedia presentation 
modelling, cross-domain multimedia delivery and multimedia application mobility. Multimedia as 
defined by Steinmetz:
“refers to the integrated generation, representation, processing, storage, and 
dissemination of independent machine processable information expressed in 
multiple time dependent and time independent media such as data, graphics, 
drawings, voice, audio, and video. “ [30]
The important finding here is that multimedia has time dependent and non time dependent 
relations of single media (or media contents). That it has to be encapsulated in a representation 
and to be processed. Generation and storage of multimedia are important aspects too, but not in 
the main scope of this work.
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2.2.1 Presentation adaptation
Identified as research area in the beginning of Chapter 2 with overlapping characteristics for both 
multimedia and multimodal user interfaces, this section describes the issues related to multimedia 
presentations and presentation adaptation as basis for the multimedia presentation delivery part of 
this work.
User interaction demands an appropriate presentation of information and media content to the 
users. The media content is provided by the system or services and selected based on the users 
input, service logic and available media contents. These contents can be basically anything from 
plain text, to audio or video, as well as combined and structured media. Media contents can be 
semantically enriched (or annotated) in order to allow a better selection of the media element 
itself. For example pictures can be annotated (e.g. flickr [54]) by semantic elements such as the 
location or motive on the picture. As described in [55] multimedia annotations research is 
concerned about two main streams: metadata association and content enrichment. Whereas the 
first is the basis for content searching and the latter allows users to enrich the basic multimedia 
content. Although an important aspect in multimedia research, in this work the focus lies more on 
the adaptation process itself. It can be envisaged that annotation parameters such as the owner and 
rights for the media content could be important for adaptation scenarios, especially in multimedia 
scenarios that incorporate user mobility (e.g. a “private” tag on a picture should prevent it from 
showing in a public environment).
Several projects have been working on presentation adaptation (often named multimodal fission). 
In [56] a good summary of multimodal fission related topics is given as well as a listing of 
systems incorporating presentation adaptation aspects. The work identifies three main 
characteristics for according multimodal fission system modules namely content selection and 
structuring, modality selection and output coordination.
Content selection in presentation adaptation systems refers to the planning or strategy of 
constructing an answer to a given user request, therefore planning the content (i.e. here content 
refers to actual information to be conveyed to a user, rather than multimedia content) to be 
selected and how it is to be structured to optimally achieve a communication goal.
Closely related to the content selection the modality selection defines the mapping of actual 
content elements to the available modalities. André summarises the task of modality selection as: 
“Given a set of data and a set of media, find a media combination that conveys all data effectively 
in a given situation." [57]. Therefore the previous generated system answer is translated to an 
optimal media content or presentation combination. Already at that stage certain situational 
characteristics should be included.
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In order to achieve a consistent presentation between the chosen content and the modality 
selected, usually explicit output coordination is performed. In [56] three different kinds of output 
coordination methods are mentioned. If more than one modality is used for example on different 
output devices the physical layout of the presentation has to be composed. If the presentations are 
time dependent, temporal coordination is necessary. In some systems cross-modal referring 
expressions are used as part of the presentation. A good example of this is given in the SmartKom 
system and described in [58]. The system guide called Smartakus, which is a so called life-like 
character interacts with the user as a representation of the system, while referring to important 
elements in the current presentation of the chosen multimodal application.
In summary it can be said that presentation adaptation (aka fission or output coordination) in 
multimodal user interfaces originally is mostly concerned about multimedia presentation 
generation. Within this work the multimedia presentation delivery aspects of presentation 
adaptation are put in the foreground. Related to this, the work of André in [57] as mentioned 
before proposes a generic reference model for multimedia presentation adaptation systems. 
Several layers share the responsibilities of the aforementioned presentation generation. Two of 
these layers, namely the presentation realisation layer and the presentation display layer are 
incorporating presentation delivery aspects related to the idea of this work. This includes spatial 
layout arrangement and presentation schedule handling.
In multimedia, content adaptation is performed for content delivery to a specific device over the 
network. Content selection and related content transcoding is of main concern. Mohan, Smith and 
Lee provided one of the first comprehensive systems for scalable delivery of multimedia for 
pervasive computing as described in [59, 60]. They introduced an InfoPyramid approach being 
able to take an original content like a video to derive other representations of it (e.g. like a 
sequence of images, a text that describes the video or audio) and at the same time different 
transcodings of it (e.g. the video could be held in lower resolutions, colours, etc. or text could be 
in full or summarised, etc.). The emphasis lies on content selection based on content value scores. 
Transcodings are penalised, for example due to compression of videos. They also assign scores 
for relative content value and data size. The implementation is based on a server side proxy for 
Web contents. Then based on the bandwidth, potential delivery time, storage capacity, screen area 
the optimal content can be selected.
Later work by Lum and Lau such as in [32, 33] do describe the need of contextualisation and user 
preferences based content adaptation. They propose a context-aware decision engine for Web 
content presentation adaptation. The focus lies on user preferences based quality values. Quality 
of service (QoS) in their view is a user-oriented property. Therefore for a negotiation of the 
optimal presentation adaption they consider user’s preferences, device rendering capabilities and 
network connections characteristics. Especially interesting is how they manage to allow users to
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define their preferences. Various quality axes are available for the user to define his/her 
preferences, negotiation for optimal content version. Classic multimedia focuses mostly on 
optimal transcoding of content for one presentation to one device rather than about structured 
multimedia delivery distribution in multi-device environments. In this work content transcoding 
and selection is seen as an integral part of an overall delivery process in order to provide a wider 
variety of choices on single media items for the optimal delivery.
Presentation delivery in intelligent environments has been mentioned in the state-of-the art mainly 
in the work of the DynAMITE project [61] with the focus on presentation planning in home 
environments. A general overview of the work is given by Elting in [62]. The presented system 
generates presentations of movie media for dynamic sets of output devices. One of the main 
contributions is the presentation planning strategy. Depending on the devices and resources 
subscribed to an interaction channel, a movie database application is distributed across these 
devices based on pre-defined presentation strategies. Outputs for each device are constructed 
based on the application semantics. In a later publication in [63] three main requirements for the 
self-organisation of multimodal output coordination in distributed environments are given. Two of 
them are most applicable and also relevant for the idea of mobile multimodality. First it is 
mentioned that user interface with its presentation should be adaptive in the case of changing 
resources (e.g. the user changes the room and different devices are now available). Therefore it 
“requires UIs and presentation to be resource-adaptive in order to be rendered on different 
devices'" [63]. And second media content presentations are often not constrained on single 
devices. This requires the system to be able to handle multi-device presentations. Consequently 
the content and modality selection must be able to “be decomposed into parts which can be 
rendered on the single devices, and eventually the devices must be synchronised" [63]. Although 
the approach seems flexible in terms of device inclusion, the presentation strategy limits the ways 
on how the presentation can be delivered. Constraints are fixed, so if for instance the user changes 
the location and a device with the given constraints are not available the presentation is not 
deliverable. The better way is to decouple the presentation planning from the application. 
Therefore the application is enabled to deliver the presentation just with its temporal and spatial 
arrangement of media items, therefore its multimedia presentation, and the system then looks for 
the best possible ways of delivering the presentation to the given environment based on the user 
context and preferences. Therefore the same multimedia presentation can behave differently, but 
still optimal based on the current context.
2.2.2 Multimedia presentation modelling
The basis for multimedia presentation delivery is the underlying description model of media 
items. Single media items are usually described in terms of their characteristics, format, encoding
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(e.g. video has a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels and is encoded in mpeg-4). The temporal and 
spatial combination of single media items in a structured way is considered a multimedia 
presentation. Multimedia presentations are usually expressed through a multimedia document 
model or multimedia format. It is not the aim in this thesis to compare the several multimedia 
document models, but rather select a document model which provides the flexibility needed for 
multimedia presentation in ubiquitous environments. The World Wide Web Consortium’s 
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [21] offers a standardised document 
model for multimedia presentation which clearly allows that. As described in [31] a multimedia 
scenario and a document model is translated into a computer description, being available for 
presentation execution. The authors of this publication compare SMIL with other document 
models based on an analysis of 29 qualitative interval relationships. Other formats include 
QuickTime, SWF, Realmedia, ASF and MPEG-4. Their extensive temporal model shows that 
only SMIL is capable of supporting complex time dependencies. Furthermore SMIL supports 
spatial arrangements of media contents through layouts.
Within this thesis the SMIL document model is used as the reference multimedia presentation 
description language. The challenge as mentioned in the introduction is the distribution of 
multimedia presentations to the current user environment in an optimal fashion. SMIL provides 
the structural basis for this.
2.3 Ubiquitous computing
Mark Weiser summarised the vision of ubiquitous computing by his early statement:
“The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves 
into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it. ” [64]
In his article he talks about a change of the single personal computers usage patterns towards 
numerous computers available to users disappearing into the background. Computers and 
interaction devices that support users computing tasks should not be in the main focus of Human- 
Computer Interaction, but rather should seamlessly blend in with the user’s environment. Several 
interaction devices, such as tabs, pad, and board-sized surfaces, constructed for a particular 
computing task, should be smartly integrated for a combined and consistent user experience. 
Numerous of these computers and interaction devices work interconnected to each other and to 
the benefit of users, while they are moving freely.
In a recent work [35] da Costa et. al. studies ubiquitous computing challenges and issues as 
introduced in the beginning of Chapter 2. Based on the challenges he presents a general
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architecture model for ubiquitous computing. Some of the characteristics are in fact very 
important for a true Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces experience.
The identified challenges of invisibility and transparent user interaction meet the expectations of 
multimodal user interfaces as described earlier in defining adaptable applications, interaction 
devices and abstract user interfaces. This should minimise the seamless integration efforts and 
support minimal user intervention in order to preserve the user attention and meet the users’ 
intent. The authors explain that applications should be designed device neutral and highlight the 
fact that this can be accomplished dynamically during execution based on abstract definitions (i.e. 
abstraction of multimedia presentation in document formats and multimodal user interaction 
abstraction), specific device features and context information. All adaptation should happen with 
minimal user intervention.
Context management and context awareness are concerned with providing the basis for adaptation 
in defining interaction elements and services on an abstraction level which hides the underlying 
information gathering procedures. Abstraction is an important characteristic for adaptation 
systems in general. Services and applications can make use of aggregated sensor information, 
know about discovered devices or can instantiate actions for changes in the environment in a 
homogeneous manner. Context-aware systems are usually supporting functionahties such as 
subscription and notification to and of context events, context query to fmd the suitable 
information, context transformation for the conversion of low-level data into high-level 
semantically enriched context and not at last the aggregation of context information for generation 
of enhanced context.
Mobility is an aspect which relates to the fact that users are changing location or devices change 
frequently. The environment and applications should migrate from one device to another together 
with the user. This can be linked back to session mobility as described in multimedia. Two 
aspects are highlighted in particular in this respect. The first is logical mobility. It accounts for 
data and application mobility. One part of this is the systems components itself. While users are 
advancing through mobility scenarios components should be instantiated during run-time through 
code migration. The second part accounts for coherence and synchronisation of data used in 
different locations (i.e. the user is using a Mobile application on his mobile device, but decides 
using a laptop, therefore data as stored on the mobile device should be available on the laptop in 
order to continue the application session seamlessly). The second aspect is mentioned as physical 
mobility. As devices move along with the user, they will switch networks and therefore change 
network addresses. This typically is a problem also mentioned in mobile communications. In 
order to overcome this normally location management strategies need to be employed. Handovers 
are another problem.
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Spontaneous interoperation accounts for component association during run-time. Components 
should be able to communicate between each other. Different techniques such as asynchronous 
event invocations are typical for context-aware systems (or middleware). Associations of 
components can be orchestrated between components themselves or controlled from the outside 
through composition. Lower level components are adapted consistently through encapsulated 
higher level components.
Privacy and trust, dependability and security, and scalability are system properties especially 
important for real life and large scale deployments of ubiquitous computing architectures. Privacy 
concerns about user’s personal information exposed to an environment. This includes protection 
of sensor information, e.g. location information. Trust needs to be managed for negotiating access 
to exchanged information to other people and applications as well. Dependability relates to 
system properties such as reliability, availability, maintainability and integrity. All have to be 
ensured from application development, through to deployment and usage scenarios. Failures 
should be taken into account whether they are originating from devices, applications or network 
services. The system should be able to adapt to prior specified situations, whether they are caused 
by failures or system changes. Security is related to dependability ensuring availability, integrity 
and confidentiality of a system. In ubiquitous computing security mechanisms have to scale to all 
kind of devices even those with hmited resources. It further should support mobility. Finally 
scalability is of high importance for the mass of users, interactions, components and devices. Due 
to communication times and synchronisation issues scalability should be localised, giving 
priorities to local resources, as well as considering their locations in general.
Heterogeneity concerns about the infrastructure differences, which are imminent due to different 
manufacturers and characteristics of devices, software and communication protocols. Application 
logic should be device-independent and underlying middleware could support the adaptation 
processes. This is also referred to as decoupling of the physical from the application world. This 
also concerns interoperability between software components through standardised data models 
and formats.
As can be seen from this discussion as fully described in [35], Ubicomp provides a complex 
research field on the different issues. It should be mentioned that this work does not research into 
the last mentioned points such as privacy, trust and security. The later provided requirements 
definition touches on most of the points . A summary which characteristics are considered to what 
extend is given at the end of this chapter. Two important aspects which have been reviewed closer 
than others are examined in the following. The first and foremost area of concern relates to device 
discovery in order to support context-awareness and mobility of Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces. Here especially the device independence work, with their device description work is of
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high interest, as is explained later. Further ‘state of the art’ on context-awareness is reviewed 
building a link to multimodal user interfaces.
2.3.1 Device independence
Heterogeneity of devices, software and networks as described before makes it necessary to create 
a middleware to hide this complexity from application logic. This includes functionalities such as 
discovery and a consistent description for the discovered devices and their characteristics 
including the installed software and network connections available.
Several activities on defining device and/or device service descriptions have been accomplished 
in the recent years. The important motivation for the accomplished research work is to define 
capabilities of devices or services in a consistent and widely accepted and usable way. Different 
standardisation bodies, such as the W3C CC/PP [65], UPnP [66], Bluetooth, ZigBee, FIPA [67] 
provide descriptions for their according fields.
With device independence work the W3C [68] wants to address the challenge of generating and 
access of Web content through different devices. The main activities as described in [69] ensuring 
devices make their characteristics available for the use of processing. Further authors should be 
assisted in creating sites and applications that support device independence. It also addresses the 
ways to deploy them widely.
Whereas for example the CC/PP should provide a standard description framework and in the 
special case used by UAProf [70] for smart phones the UPnP initiative tries to define device 
services for media delivery in intelligent networks. This section provides an overview and the lists 
the main characteristics of device description efforts.
CC/PP stands for “Composite Capabilities / Preferences Profile”, and is a recommendation of the 
W3C for expressing device capabilities and user preferences to tailor Web content to the recipient 
needs and capabilities. It is based on the Resource Description Framework RDF/XML [71] 
syntax, and provides the means to create vocabularies to produce device descriptions among other 
things. However, it cannot be used as is, since it does not define any specific vocabulary to 
describe device capabilities. Nevertheless, CC/PP is the most established device description 
framework available, and as such it is relevant for device description work.
The User Agent Profile (UAProf) is a particular vocabulary on CC/PP for WAP enabled cell 
phones developed by the Open Mobile Alliance (CMA). It aims at having compliant mobile 
phones publish their capabilities to a server using CC/PP in a way that Web servers can gather 
knowledge on how to serve tailored content to the phone embedded Web browsers. Despite the 
fact that this approach is restricted to mobile phones, it shows a concrete application of CC/PP
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and associated mechanisms, such as the retrieval of device capabilities from a Web repository 
which is an interesting solution.
In order for a multimodal engine to reason, and make decisions on the choice of the best device 
combination to create a user interface, a common vocabulary and associated structure are 
required. Such device ontology has been investigated, for example by the FIPA Device Ontology. 
The idea is to define ontology’s to describe any device of any kind. Based on this a description 
could be produced using CC/PP or another language.
UPnP uses XML based descriptions to achieve peer-to-peer network connectivity between 
intelligent devices, based on Internet technology. To describe networked devices, it proposes an 
interesting embedded device concept that aims at subdividing a physical device, or root device, 
into a sum of logical devices. This interesting approach allows describing hierarchically the 
different hardware components of a device, and seems pretty suitable to describe different 
physical modality rendering devices such as screen, keyboard, etc.
To realise Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces, the system must discover not only surrounding 
devices and their capabilities, but also the modality software services that they offer. Some 
service description/discovery frameworks exist (UPnP, Salutation, Jini, Bluetooth SDP, and many 
others), but the need to relate a modality service description to its physical host capabilities is not 
addressed by most of these solutions. For example, it would be necessary to infer from such a 
relation that a screen usable by a video service is already in use, or visible to other users, or 
simply has physical characteristics that make it unsuitable for the planned usage.
In order to reason or do adaptation about multimodal interaction within a heterogeneous 
environment an appropriate description format has to be provided. Further a generic discovery 
mechanism must be able to integrate different lower level descriptions into this description 
format. It has to be generic enough to enable the description of any interaction device for 
multimodal input and multimedia output. It is necessary to link capabilities of a software agent 
residing on a device (e.g. a media player with external interface) with the physical capabilities of 
the underlying hardware. For example the maximum rendering resolution of a video modality 
agent is dependent on the physical maximum resolution of the underlying physical screen. 
Modality agents should have defined modality types with related format information, in order to 
perform modality and format transformations.
2.3.2 Context-awareness
Context-awareness in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces is important when it comes to user 
situation optimized adaptation, taking the “user context” into account. In an integrated system, 
such as the proposed UIAF, it becomes clear the multimodal user interface functionalities will
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depend on context-awareness functionalities. The following list reviews context-awareness facts 
that are related to Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces as presented in this thesis:
In context-aware systems reasoning on the user behaviour can enhance the systems 
adaptive behaviour. Since multimodal user interfaces usually perform integration of user 
input these enhanced user input information can be valuable for context learning.
Discovery functionalities of context-awareness systems provide information about 
available user interface devices that can also be further used for context interpretation.
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces may benefit greatly from information about the 
current user context. Interpretation of multimodal user input and presentation adaptation 
are functionalities that can be enhance through context information to provide a better 
user experience in turn. Recommenders known in context management systems facilitate 
interpretation functionalities necessary to realise the adaptive behaviour. 
Recommendations can be enabled through user preferences learning, based on user 
behaviour in a current context.
Research on context-awareness concentrates on the provision of relevant context information 
describing a user situation for any kind of application that could adapt its behaviour based on this 
information. The broadly accepted definition of context is:
“Context: any information that can be used to characterize the situation of 
entities (i.e. whether a person, place or object) that are considered relevant to 
the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and the 
application themselves. Context is typically the location, identity and state of 
people, groups and computational and physical objects. ” [72]
Primary context related to this definition are location, identity, time, and activity as also described 
in [72]. From this it is possible to derive the second level of context. For example location can 
include the current location of related friends.
A definition for the term context-aware is also given by Dey and Abowd:
“A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information 
and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task. ” [72]
Although there are different efforts in context-awareness research the given definitions are the 
most commonly used. Since the focus of the work does not concentrate on Context-Awareness 
itself a deeper review seems not to be necessary. Nevertheless, it is worth to look at available 
context management frameworks in order to evaluate which kind of functionalities are available 
in order to achieve adaptation capabilities for Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces.
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2.3.2.1 Context management and context management frameworks
Context Managements Frameworks have been researched in order to provide a flexible and 
scalable approach for applications to access for the application relevant context information. In 
the following some of the most important context frameworks are reviewed.
One of the most important efforts has been made by Dey and Abowd with their work on the 
context-toolkit [73]. The architecture as shown in Figure 7 is kept simple but includes some 
important findings. First they defined so called Widgets which encapsulate information about a 
single piece of context. Basically they are connected to sensors which provide data about location 
or activity. This actually compared to other approaches to be one of the most relevant property of 
context-awareness architectures, since data from heterogeneous data sources has to be gathered in 
a consistent way. This links to the concept of middleware [74].
Sensor, Sensor
WidgetWidget
Liteipreter Interpreter
Aggregator
Application
Figure 7: Sample configuration of context components [73]
Further it defines aggregators for aggregating context information from different widgets. They 
can be seen as the mediators to the applications. Finally context interpreters are used to abstract or 
interpret low level information into so called higher level context information. A common 
example is to gain abstract location information of one person as for the example “user is at 
home”, which can be derived from the GPS location of the user the fact that a certain GPS 
coordinate links to the user’s home.
The Context Management Framework introduced in [75] provides an approach for multi-domain 
distributed context and multi-interpreted-level context. Therefore context information is provided 
and accessed in a distributed manner supported by the framework. Due to its multi level 
interpretation context information can be accessed on different levels of abstractions reaching 
from low level sensor information to context information of higher abstraction. The authors quote 
main characteristics as heterogeneous context exchange protocols and a peer-to-peer brokering 
approach. Further the quality of context (QoC) and intelligent context-handling functionalities are 
provided by the approach.
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Five general requirements on service enablers dealing with heterogeneous information and 
context processing are presented. They need to ''Find and provide access to sources of contextual 
information "Gather the information from these context sources and exchange this 
"Interpret the context information and derive a plausible and usable semantic piece of 
information "Capture and represent the contextual information in syntax and semantics that 
are interoperable [...]” and "Support for anticipatory responsiveness to (upcoming) changes in 
the environment by proactively triggering mobile services in advance to changes actually having 
occurred^'. The full descriptions are presented in Kranenburg et al. [75]
The general concept of context-awareness and the summarised requirements are applicable to 
personalisation components that incorporate context-awareness for user interface adaption. The 
next section identifies links between context-awareness concepts and multimodal user interfaces.
2.3.2.2 Context-awareness in multimodal interfaces
Making multimodal interfaces context-aware is motivated by the assumption that an integration of 
both areas can significantly benefit from each other. In the middle of this stands the user who 
should be enabled to have a more natural and therefore efficient interaction with the system. The 
general idea of Context-awareness can provide the concepts to this. Information about the user 
situation and his location in relation to other objects for example can be valuable to multimodal 
integration as well as for multimodal output. For the input it can be known what the user is 
referring to a certain object while asking for information. Output of media content can be 
delivered to the nearest device. A number of more scenarios can be imagined.
Although there has not been a final conclusion on this topic a number of different concepts have 
been proposed. In [76] an approach for conceptual integration of sensor information with active 
user input in order to reduce the interaction overhead has been evaluated. Other activities such as 
[77] try to statistically integrate user input such as speech with location information. Deictic 
expressions are extracted from the speech input. The outcome is an integration concept of the user 
referring to a location or object by saying for example "over there'' a number of possible meant 
location or objects can be produced.
Context-information not only can be used for user input interpretation, but also to adapt the output 
behaviour of a multimodal interface. Based on certain location, such as home, in car or at office 
different adaptation behaviours can be possible appear. This depends on the user’s preferences 
and the current situation (therefore the context a user is in). In accordance to this work an 
approach to context personalisation of a multimodal application to this has been described in [78]. 
An updated version of an illustration of this is shown in Figure 8. Another potential advantage is 
that context-aware systems can learn from the user behaviour in relation to a certain context and 
recommend modality usage.
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Figure 8: User interface adaptation and context-awareness in the EU-IST MobiLife project [78]
Recommendations are common in Internet systems in order to find Web pages, products, or news 
selected to be relevant based on prior behaviour or even common behaviour of other people. Such 
a system has been proposed in [79] for example.
2.4 Challenges definition
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces provide a complex and wide field for research. The ‘state of 
the art’ review has summarised the relation between ubiquitous computing, multimodal user 
interfaces and multimedia. It was shown that these allied fields are important for enabling the 
overall vision. The research areas have to be combined by integrating their observations into one 
consistent approach. This thesis contributes towards this goal using a software architecture based 
solution approach leading to the User Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF) as introduced in the 
Chapter 3. The UIAF provides the basis for research on data definitions and processes within. In 
the related work a number of gaps, which can lead to new research findings have been identified.
Figure 9 illustrates the research contribution schema for this thesis as derived from the related 
work overview as presented in Figure 3. Three categories of research intensity are defined. The 
inner circle indicates that no explicit research is carried out on the highlighted topics. These are 
spontaneous interoperation, privacy and trust, dependability and security. Spontaneous 
interoperation refers to the capability of devices or objects to instantiate an interaction with other 
devices or objects on their own. For the desired Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces model in this 
work a centralised approach (through the portal device) has been considered and therefore no 
spontaneous interaction between devices is supported. Privacy and trust are topics that are usually 
achieved through properties defined for multimedia contents and for devices. It could be 
considered in the multimedia delivery process as an additional decision layer for future work. 
Dependability and security are system quality properties that are important in real-life systems. 
Especially security analysis of a system is a complex process on its own and has not been
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considered, since it would break the boundaries of the thesis. It should be considered for future 
work instead. Dependability is important for advanced prototypes and systems, once they are 
deployed in real-life. This work lays the functional foundation for possible future commercial 
systems and presents prototype implementations as a proof-of-concept, but does not claim to be a 
finalised product. For this reason dependability is a system property that has been neglected for 
this thesis. Instead it should be considered once a production system implementation has to be 
achieved.
The middle circle indicates that functionalities and characteristics of these categories are part of 
the software architecture approach in order to support the research investigation on processes in 
the categories of mobility, modality integration, presentation adaptation and Context-Awareness/ 
management. The four main research contribution areas are highlighted on the outer circle.
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Figure 9: Contributions to research areas
The four research areas are addressed by overcoming seven formulated research challenges that 
have been derived from the related work shortcomings on specific topics. An explanation and 
listing of those is provided further below. In order to understand the dependencies of this thesis 
research challenges and how they contribute to the identified related work areas, a dependency 
graph is defined, as illustrated in Figure 10. The seven challenges are highlighted in green and are 
numbered. Different dependencies relationships are defined. These are contributes, enables and 
uses. By addressing the defined challenges, a contribution (contributes) to the specified research 
areas is made. From the challenges certain functionalities for the UIAF are derived. These result 
into UIAF functionalities as described in Chapters 3 and 4. Functionalities in the UIAF system are
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interdependent, such as the related challenges. The (1) Mobility challenge stands in the centre of 
this thesis as an important research aspect for Multimodal User Interfaces. Most of the UIAF 
functionalities are focused on enabling this general challenge that at the same time is an identified 
research area in the related work. Mobility is a system property that allows an adaptation system 
to react to different mobility situations a user might be in. In order to achieve mobility of 
applications in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces this work proposes 5 challenges, namely (6) 
Discovery, (7) Integration of context information, (2) Device and modality description, (3) 
Multimodal application control and (4) Multimedia presentation delivery.
(1) Mobility[ e n a b le s - ■ e n a b le s
e n a b l e se n a b l e s e n a b l e s
(7) Integration of 
context Information
(2) Device and 
modality descript. (6) Discovery
c o n t r ib u t e s c o n t r i b u t e s c o n t r ib u t e s
Context-Awareness / 
Management
(4) Multimedia 
iresentation delivei
(3) Multimodal 
application control
- e n a b le s -- e n a b le s -
c o n t r ib u t e s c o n t r i b u t e s
Multimodal
Integration
Presentation
AdaptationContent Transcoding
J L J L
Multimedia
Presentation
Modelling
Interaction
Recognition
Cross-Domain
Delivery
Transparent User 
Interaction(5) Hetereogeneity Scalability Invisibility
Supported through architecture design
Figure 10: Dependency graph for research contributions to related work research areas
In this simplified overview (2) Device and modality description, (6) Discovery and (7) Integration 
of context information contribute to the research area of Context-Awareness/Management. With 
these new contributions Context-Awareness/Management functionalities enable (3) Multimodal 
application control and (4) Multimedia presentation delivery. (3) Multimodal application control 
itself contributes to the research area of Multimodal Integration that uses findings in 
functionalities from the research area of Interaction Recognition. (4) Multimedia presentation
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delivery contributes the Presentation Adaptation research area that uses findings in 
functionalities from the research areas of Content Transcoding, Cross-Domain Delivery and 
Multimedia Presentation Modelling.
In the lower part of Figure 10 the four research areas Heterogeneity, Scalability, Invisibility and 
Transparent User Interaction are shown as supported properties of the UIAF architecture 
design. Here (5) Heterogeneity is highlighted as one minor research challenge for this thesis, 
since a special component (Device Agent) is designed to support logical decoupling of the 
physical devices and the UIAF decision components. Scalability as a system property has not 
been investigated as a main target, but certain functionalities of the UIAF, like the discovery are 
aiding a scalable system. This applies as well to Invisibility, whereas here the possibility of the 
UIAF to incorporate learned user preferences aids the aspect of meeting the user’s intent, as one 
part of the definition of Invisibility. Transparent User Interaction targets the construction of user 
interfaces based on abstract user interfaces during design time and the dynamic generation of 
those during run-time. With the UIAF being based on multimedia presentation descriptions and 
the multimodal application control model, this research area is partly addressed, although not in 
the focus of the work.
In the remainder of this section the mentioned challenges are explained, providing the basis for 
the UIAF system design of Chapter 3 and the UIAF functionalities definition in Chapter 4.
Challenge 1: Mobility
Mobility is a system property, when designed and implemented correctly, allows users to move 
their user interface configuration freely between different locations, available user interface 
devices, contexts and in application scenarios without the difficulty of manual system 
configurations. User’s applications are made situation aware in order to overcome this challenge. 
This includes information gathering on the user’s location and available user interface devices to 
adapt the system automatically and in the most suitable way. User preferences, learned or defined 
manually, are applied in similar contexts, aiding seamless Mobility in Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces applications. This work considers Mobility for the adaptation processes in multimedia 
presentation delivery and multimodal application control. For the multimedia presentation 
delivery a complete multimedia presentation delivery process is defined and evaluated within the 
UIAF system. Mobility is studied in the scenario based evaluation with the Multimedia Infotainer 
application that allows for situation changes through a typical mobility scenario. Complex 
multimedia session continuity is studied on adaptation decision level in the Multimedia Content 
Guide application, through the introduction of situation triggers during the user interaction 
session. Context changes are detected through user interface device discovery. Furthermore that 
allows the multimodal application control mechanism to detect user input devices for its
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exchangeable modality application interaction. Both aspects provide a contribution beyond the 
current ‘state of the art’, whereas the multimedia presentation delivery process is the main 
contribution in this work.
Challenge 2: Device and modality descriptions
For any kind of device dependent adaption an according description model has to be available. 
This has to be suitable to the adaptation system. The related work analysis supports this statement, 
but ‘state of the art’ device descriptions approaches do not provide the best solution for the 
problem of optimally representing the capabilities of devices in multimedia/multimodal 
environments. Device and modality descriptions must be expressive enough to capture 
characteristics, like physical capabilities of devices and their multimodality/multimedia 
capabilities network connectivity. Further they have to provide a suitable basis for multimodal 
adaptation. The aim of this work is to research a device description, which supports the definition 
of ternary relations between media items and devices with their multimedia capabilities in order to 
enable a flexible multimedia presentation delivery process. Further the description set supports 
multimodal application control targeted on input user interface devices and multimodal 
application input models.
Challenge 3: Multimodal application control
The interpretation of user input and its meaning usually depends on the current context the user is 
in. Definition and specification of mechanisms to analyse the user input is a research subject on its 
own. A challenge that is yet to be overcome is the flexible exchangeability of user input 
modalities for multimodal application control. Within this thesis multimodal application control is 
studied for different mobility situations, mainly location and device context, based on a specified 
application input model. It relates to a simplified semantic level unification based approach. It 
demonstrates a decoupling of multimodal user input interpretation from applications. Therefore 
applications can delegate exchangeable multimodal user input interpretation to a Modality Fusion 
matching framework. The Modality Fusion component is designed as part of the UIAF system 
and accepts interpreted user input with the possibility to match this against the multimodal 
application control model. Once a suitable user input is detected the applications are informed 
through an application model change notification according to a model view controller (MVC) 
approach.
Challenge 4; Multimedia presentation delivery
Multimedia presentations provided by Mobile applications should to be delivered to the best 
suitable media output channels available to the user at any time. Considering the user context, and 
therefore context information, assures the best selection of these channels (e.g. audio, video, etc.). 
The challenge addressed is the definition of a multimedia presentation delivery process that
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incorporates all necessary steps in order to distribute media item sequences based on a 
presentation schedule. This process needs to be formalised and quality of presentation measures in 
certain user interface device configurations are introduced on the several adaptation levels. The 
adaptation levels include media item to device capabilities matching, transformation inclusion and 
context-aware fine tuning. Further supporting functionalities, like presentation schedule 
generation and device specific presentation delivery have to be defined. For the link to context- 
awareness a context recommendations mechanism provided by personalisation components can 
facilitate a learned user preferences for context situations to minimise the user configuration 
effort. An algorithm providing the expected behaviour needs to be defined, taking into account the 
available devices.
Challenge 5: Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity of devices makes the uniform interfacing with devices a difficult task. By defining 
uniform software components wrapping the physical devices it will be assured that the exchange 
of device and modality information and also the request for modality in- and output is handled in 
a consistent way. The definition of so called Device Agents (DAs) can accomplish this task. 
Logical decoupling can also be reached by specific adapter components integrated into session 
handling mechanisms. Execution of a decisions and feedback is then entirely handled by this 
mechanism and new device access can be integrated, when appearing. This challenge is only a 
minor challenge in this work and is supported on UIAF system design level.
Challenge 6: Discovery___________________________________________________________
Discovery detects available devices and services in the user’s environment due to changes of the 
user being on different places while using Mobile applications. Especially the information about 
available user interaction devices (modality input and multimedia output) is from interest for any 
kind of environment dependent decisions. Discovery can also be seen as a context-awareness 
enabler. Different device classes are supporting different discovery mechanisms (e.g. Bluetooth, 
UPnP, SIP, etc.) for different application areas, although devices across these classes still are 
equally suitable for user interface integration. Integrated device discovery frameworks are the 
means to overcome proliferation of the different discovery mechanisms. Therefore an integrated 
approach using a pluggable discovery framework is presented as part of the UIAF system forms 
the contribution for this work. The basis for the integration of discovery information of user 
interface devices is a suitable device and modality description approach. It further aids to address 
heterogeneity.
Challenge 7: Integration of context information
Mentioned before, context information is essential to achieve the targeted adaptation results. 
Therefore, mechanisms to take user preferences and interpreted context information into account
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need to be elaborated. For multimedia presentation delivery, modality recommendations provide 
the means of integrating context information in a unified way into the decision process. Modality 
recommendations define which device or which modality should be used or not used in the 
current user situation based on context interpretation and context inference. The contribution of 
this work is the definition of the integration process as part of the UIAF. This is based on joined 
research work on association rule mining.
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Chapter 3
3 UIAF system design
Due to the complexity of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces and its challenges, the User 
Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF) system has been designed. Through its software 
architecture structure, the UIAF system design facilitates the creation of experimentation 
platforms in order to study different user interface adaptation functionalities. Hereby the system 
design follows the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model as introduced in Section 
1.1.1. The contribution of this chapter is the description of the UIAF system design including a 
stakeholder analysis, a requirements definition, a use cases analysis and an architecture definition. 
Chapter 3 includes an UIAF initial system architecture description that was defined as part of the 
EU-IST MobiLife project [80]. General information about the UIAF system can be found in [18, 
81] and further is provided through publications listed at the end of Section 1.1.1.
The envisioned UIAF system has to be classified as software-intensive system. Software systems 
and their architectures are expressed through an architectural description, which allows their 
communication among stakeholders. Through architectural descriptions comparison with other 
architectures is enabled. Further an evaluation of the system against the architecture description 
can be achieved. One common definition of software architectures is:
“The Software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure of 
structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible 
properties of those elements, and the relationships among them. ” [17]
Based on [17] and other relevant work in this area the ISO/IEC and IEEE produced a standard for 
recommended practice for architectural description of software-intense systems [82]. Herein it is 
postulated (among other things) that a system has one or more stakeholders, a system exists to 
fulfil one or more missions in its environment and that an architectural description of a system is 
organised into one or more constituents called (architectural) views.
System design is a discipline of Software Engineering. Common principles are applied in order to 
design and specify software systems. Several efforts have been made to describe the process from 
a system need to a fully reliable and scalable software system. In general “Software engineering 
is an engineering discipline which is concerned with all aspects of software production.” [83].
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Throughout Chapters 3 to 6 several structures and methods of software engineering are used in 
order to describe the UIAF system design following UML [84] notations.
In line with the solution approach as introduced in Section 1.3 the rest of Chapter 3 describes the 
UIAF system design. First relevant stakeholders and their expectations on systems realising 
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces are discussed. These expectations have been accumulated 
through observation and discussions during work in two European projects (EU IST-MobiLife 
[80] and EU-IST SPICE [85]). In both of the projects major European companies have been 
working and expressing their vision on future technology development for mobile terminals, 
service platforms and the Web integration based on user scenario descriptions. Their opinions 
influenced the direction of the scenarios development directly. Due to the many stakeholders in 
this exercise, these scenarios provide a good insight in what future application can be expected. 
Multimodality plays a major role in this, due to increasing functionality complexity, better 
interaction means have to be provided at the same time. The scenario descriptions are in-line with 
the evaluation scenario descriptions as presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Despite common interests 
for all stakeholders, each of them has a specific view, matching their area of competence and 
technology development. According to this the stakeholders analysis summarises the different 
expectations for each stakeholder.
According to the ISO/IEC architectural description standard as introduced before, a system exists 
to fulfil one or more missions. The mission of the UIAF system is defined through the related 
work analysis with its challenges definition. With the requirements definition in Section 3.2 the 
system mission is formalised. Whereas the requirements describe the expectation on the UIAF 
system the use case design in Section 3.3 defines the primary functions from a system actors’ 
point of view. Therefore the system actors and the primary use cases are introduced. From the use 
cases the UIAF system architecture is designed in the Section 3.4. This includes a description of 
the initial system architecture, the main interaction sequences design and the architecture 
interfaces definition of the different UIAF system components. And finally Section 3.5 concludes 
Chapter 3.
3.1 Stakeholders
Starting with the stakeholder definition, the purpose is to show that several stakeholders with their 
respective functional requirements have been considered. A stakeholder analysis is a common 
methodology, used for example in the Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) [86] to better 
understand the use of the system towards different Stakeholder categories.
DLNA is a cross-industry organisation allowing better interoperability between consumer 
electronic devices by homogenising the networked access (Wired and Wireless Networks) to
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acquire, store, distribute, record, manage, view, print and carry multimedia content in single user 
and multi-user scenarios. Defined stakeholders in this respect are the consumers, content and 
service providers, and manufacturers. Consumers are looking for seamless access to content 
throughout their home, together with sharing it with others easily. Content and service providers 
are provided with barrier free technology for secure end-to-end connectivity and high quality 
media streaming. Manufactures are searching for ways to differentiate and expand existing 
product categories. Multimedia here is seen as a growing standard feature in mobile devices, 
which needs integration with the other devices. For content and service providers as well as 
manufacturers these are important business factors for increased revenue opportunities. [86]
This shows that systems in this category are of general interest for several players. The 
stakeholder analysis in this work therefore takes the DLNA analysis into account, but widens the 
scope towards general mobile environments distinguishes between terminal manufacturers and 
device manufacturers as well as between content providers and telecommunications providers. It 
also takes into account the application developers as an important factor for providing new 
multimedia applications. With the following table identified stakeholders for the architecture are 
introduced and their interests and impacts on the architecture are described:
Terminal Manufacturers (TM) -  Enabling their terminals with functionalities to 
incorporate new interaction means to seamlessly integrate with the users’ technical 
environment and providing tailor made Mobile multimodal and multimedia applications 
for their own devices. The seamless integration of the environment for multimedia and 
interaction usage gives terminal manufactures the possibility to extend the purpose of 
their devices to become environment and multimedia controls, making them an even more 
integral part of the user’s life and experience. In this work the terminal manufacturers are 
providing their terminals as the portal device.
Telecommunication Platform Providers (TPP) -  Enhance their platforms with novel 
enablers to attract third parties to deploy their services to the platform. The demand from 
the stakeholder category is mainly that devices and/or terminals in the environment 
should be connected to their platforms and enablers have to be part of their service 
runtime environment.
Content Providers (CP) -  Search for means of presenting tailor made content and 
possibly also to have a mean to present their content in a more consistent and most 
appropriate means to the user. Examples for this category can be found in mobile TV and 
IPTV area, where the selection and distribution of the right content to the right time 
custom made for a certain user group is an important factor.
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Application Developers (AD) -  Of course novel technologies should provide easy 
application programming metaphors to simplify the development of according Mobile 
multimodal applications for end-users. According to the object orientation and Web era is 
the reuse of specific functionalities a central factor. This is valid for both mobile device 
application developments as well as teleconununication provider services.
End-User (EU) -  New experiences of Mobile applications and multimedia content in a 
more integrated manner with the environment is important for users. This can lead to 
simplified interaction means, reduces control overhead, and can be optimised in terms of 
the system feedback to the user needs and their context situation.
Web Community (WC) -  Not only terminal manufacturers or teleconununication 
platform providers are potential users of the mobile multimodal components. Because 
novel contents are mostly produced in the World Wide Web driven by the Web 2.0 
paradigm. The potential here lies in the distribution of content from the Web towards 
devices in the environment of the user, in the same seamless and more integrated fashion 
as for terminal manufacturers as well as the telecommunication providers. The Web 
Conununity could be seen as content providers. In this work commercial content 
providers are distinguished from the content providers of the Web Conununity. In future 
they will grow stronger together.
- Device Manufacturers (DM) -  This stakeholder group plays a role for the integration of 
several devices in the overall solution for Mobile Multimodal Interfaces. Throughout the 
work a solution will be presented which takes into account the current device discovery 
interfaces such as Bluetooth, IP, UPnP, etc.
It is important to mention stakeholders as part of the software architecture description process as 
they are putting forward the different requirements of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces 
systems. Through the stakeholders the mission of the system can be defined. Since this is a 
research thesis most of the research issues have been identified through the ‘state of the art’ 
review and identification of open challenges. With this list of stake holder position it becomes 
clear that addressing the challenges can have an actual impact on real world advance of 
technologies in terms of societal and business aspects. In the middle of the intention users should 
gain an enhanced experience of application interaction as argued before. For the evaluation of the 
UIAF and the researched functionalities the terminal manufacturer and telecommunication service 
provider stakeholders have been taken into account through implementing and evaluating UIAF 
functionalities on their respective platforms. Application developers are provided with a prototype 
system that should simplify the development of Mobile multimodal applications as demonstrated 
in the evaluation of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 based on example multimedia applications.
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3.2 Requirements
Having set the scene with the overall challenges in Section 2.4 of the related work review, this 
section elaborates on the details of the requirements definition for Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces driving the UIAF system design. Collection of requirements is a formal system design 
approach. Nevertheless, as part of this work it will account for two major purposes. First the 
analysis and the resulting requirements catalogue is a contribution of this thesis, since it provides 
a breakdown of requirements based on the overall challenges. And second, requirements will form 
the basis for the identification of use cases and the later introduced UIAF architecture design.
The presented requirements are a result of a requirements modelling process. Hereby, ‘state of the 
art’ challenges in multimodal user interfaces, ubiquitous computing, and multimedia built the 
basis and new user interaction scenarios (as well used as evaluation scenarios for the UIAF 
system) provided additional requirements as presented later in Chapters 5 and 6. Requirements 
have been grouped according to their functionality categories, which already give a hint on the 
UIAF system structure. Although the modelling of requirements is a formal process, the outcome 
to be expected may vary in quality, based on the attention given, the amount of focus and 
information available. The focus in this thesis is provided through the clear research statement 
based on the ‘state of the art’ analysis together with the defined challenges. The information can 
be seen as the actual ‘state of the art’ itself and the stakeholder expectations. From here 
requirements have been carefully extracted by trying to detect lowest granular functionalities and 
formulate them as requirements towards the UIAF system. Furthermore requirements 
dependencies have been formulated as can be seen in Section A.I. In every modelling process 
some requirements might be missing in the system design or might not be valid anymore at the 
time of the design. For this reason and instead of depicting the complete requirements modelling 
process, each of the requirements are mapped against the challenges with a description on how a 
system design based on the requirements would fulfil them.
The requirements definition distinguishes between non-functional (describing system qualities) 
and functional requirements (actual functionalities). Non-functional requirements are often 
referred to as quality requirements of the system. In the context of this work major attention has 
been put to the functionalities definition. Therefore only a limited set of quality requirements have 
been considered for the general system design and mechanisms. There are a number of quaUty 
parameters, such as performance, real-time aspects and others that have not been considered. The 
reasons for this have been ,described in Section 2.4 during the challenges definition. The 
requirements model main categories are depicted in Figure 11. For the non-functional 
requirements the categories of modifiability and usability have been defined. Modifiability 
describes the capability of the system to provide a wide flexibility towards easy changeability of
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the system in the design and during runtime. Usability summarises users’ requirements towards 
the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces systems.
req UIAF System Level Requirements
Functional Requirements
+ G eneral System  R equ irem ents  
+ M anage H etero g en eo u s Environm ents 
+ M ultim edia Presentation Delivery (M odality Fission) 
+ User Interaction Coordination (M odality Fusion)
+ Stakeholder specific
Non-Functionai Requirements
+ Usability
Figure 11: System level requirements
General system requirements is the main functional requirements class, together with the 
requirements on managing heterogeneous environments, multimedia presentation delivery (also 
related to the Modality Fission capability of a multimodal user interface system), stakeholder 
specific requirements and user interaction coordination (also related to Modality Fusion 
capability of a multimodal user interface system). In the following sub-sections the details and 
dependencies of the non-functional and functional requirements are explained and linked to the 
general goals of this work.
custom Functional Requirements
Manage Heterogeneous Environments
+ R E Q 0 0 1  - D i s c o v e r  D e v i c e s  
+ R E Q 0 2 2  - H id e  u n d e r l y i n g  c o n n e c t i v y  c o m p l e x i t y  
+ R E Q 0 3 2  - H a n d l e  M u l t i m e d i a  D e l iv e r y  S e s s i o n s  
+ R E Q 0 6 0  - D e v ic e  d e s c r i p t i o n s  d a t a  m o d e l
User Interaction Coordination (Modality Fusion)
+ R E Q 0 2 1  - I n p u t  s t r e a m  r e c o g n i t i o n  
+  R E Q 0 2 4  - F u s io n  o f  i n p u t  s t r e a m s  
+  R E Q 0 2 5  - D e f in e  a p p l i c a t i o n  f u s io n  m o d e l
General System Requirements
A
+ R E Q 0 1 4  - P r o v id e  d e c o u p l i n g  o f  a p p l i c a t i o n  lo g i c  a n d  u s e r  i n t e r a c t i o n  
+  R E Q 0 1 5  - R e a c t  to  u s e r  s i t u a t i o n  c h a n g e s  
+ R E Q 0 1 6  - U s e r  p r e f e r e n c e s  s u p p o r t
\
sta k eh o ld er  sp ec if ic
+ R E Q 0 4 6  - T P P :  H a n d l i n g  o f  s e v e r a l  u s e r s  a n d  s e r v i c e s  
+ R E Q 0 5 0  - C P :  H a n d l e  c o m p l e x  m e d i a  
+ R E Q 0 6 4  - T M : E x t e n d  d e v i c e  s c o p e  
+ R E Q 0 6 5  - A D : T o o l s  fo r  e a s y  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  
+ R E Q 0 6 6  - W O : B r in g in g  W e b  C o n t e n t  to  t h e  u s e r  e n v .
Multimedia Presentation Deiivery (Modality Fission)
+ R E Q 0 5 5  - D e v ic e  s p e c i f i c  p r e s e n t a t i o n  g e n e r a t i o n  
+ R E Q 0 5 8  - O u t p u t  d e c i s i o n  
+ R E Q 0 5 9  - C o n t e n t  A d a p t a t i o n
Figure 12: Functional requirements breakdown
The functional requirements are the core requirements driving the functional decomposition of the 
UIAF architecture design in Section 3.4. Requirements are structured in a tree like dependency 
structure. High level requirements are divided into more specific sub-requirements. In addition 
they are captured in categories, collecting requirements of the same goal. The top level 
requirement category includes the general system requirements. Further categories include
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manage heterogeneous environments, user interaction coordination, stakeholder specific, 
multimedia presentation delivery and are actual specialisations of the top level. Figure 12 shows a 
schematic overview of the categories and their dependencies. Each categorisation includes a set of 
requirements relating to the purpose of the category. Many of the requirements are further broken 
down into sub-requirements not shown in the diagram. The complete requirements catalogue is 
available in the Appendix to this thesis in Section A.I.
In the remaining part of the section the main requirements of each category are detailed and 
linked against the overall challenges in order to show how the requirements support them. For this 
purpose requirement tables present the detailed requirements of each category as imposed by the 
related challenges. This assures that the challenges identified in Section 2.4 are met by Mobile 
Multimodal User Interface system architectures that are based on the presented requirements. 
With the UIAF such architecture is presented in Section 3.4.
3.2.1 Manage heterogeneous environments
The system must be able to perform in a heterogeneous environment. In mobile situations users 
are changing the environment and therefore the devices frequently. Therefore the management of 
modalities, device characteristics and device access is a necessity for the system. This category is 
divided in the following main requirements;
- Discover devices (REQOOl) -  Discovery for multimodal user interface systems has 
specific requirements, such as the ability to discover through a number of different 
discovery methodologies. The envisioned system therefore needs to provide for a 
discovery framework able to discover devices and their capabilities towards usability for 
multimedia delivery and multimodal application control. Information need to be stored, 
updated or deleted according to the availability of devices and the Mobile Multimodal 
User Interfaces system needs to be notified about occurring discovery events.
Hide underlying connectivity complexity (REQ022) -  In order to provide flexibility 
independent of the devices service interface access, the framework must provide a 
functionality to hide underlying device service invocation complexity. Independent from 
the framework decision the devices should be able to be accessed in the same manner. 
UPnP for example defines services for the device access. Nevertheless, more than one 
solution should be supported for accessing the device service interfaces.
Handle multimedia delivery sessions (REQ032) -  Sessions provide the means of adding 
status to an ongoing communication. Here mostly multimedia sessions are of interest. 
Especially the time and content progress information of a presentation session is of 
interest, in order to be able to synchronise complex multimedia sessions or transfer a
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session or part of a session from one device to another. This is based on the assumption 
that multimedia sessions can include different types of contents, such as text, video, 
audio, pictures organised in a time and spatial dependent manner. For very fine granular 
session handling there would need to be a clock synch between devices. This is not part of 
this thesis implementation, but a requirement for these systems in general.
Device descriptions data model (REQ060) -  Suitable device descriptions are the basis for 
decisions in an adaptation system. Captured during the discovery process it needs to be 
stored into a device descriptions data model. This model has to be specifically designed 
for the needs in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces.
The four main requirements for managing heterogeneous environments fulfil mostly the 
challenges on mobility (challenge 1), device and modality descriptions (challenge 2), 
heterogeneity (challenge 5) and discoveiy (challenge 6). Table 1 shows the dependencies between 
the main requirements and how they fulfil the listed challenges.
Challenges/
Requirements
dependencies
Challenge 1 : Mobility Challenge 2: Device 
and modality 
descriptions
Challenge 5: 
Heterogeneity
Challenge 6: 
Discovery
Discover
Devices
Hide 
Underlying 
Connectivity 
complexity
Handle 
Multimedia 
Delivery 
Sessions
Manage device 
information in an 
according device 
description data 
model.
Allow for 
different 
discovery 
mechanisms.
Ability of transferring 
complex sessions 
from one device to 
another in a 
synchronised manner.
Provide uniform 
device interfaces as 
a middleware to the 
overall system.
Instantiation of 
synchronised 
communication/deli 
very sessions for 
logical decoupling.
Device 
Descriptions 
Data Model
Provide a data model 
suitable to Mobile 
Multimodal User 
Interfaces.
Integrate different 
discovery 
information in one 
consistent internal 
device description 
data model.
Fetch device 
descriptions 
according to 
single discovery 
mechanism.
Table 1: Manage heterogeneous environments, relation between challenges and requirements
The research contributions related to this requirements category are a device discovery framework 
for heterogeneous environments and a device description approach for Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces. Both are described in the UIAF functionalities Chapter 4 in the device discovery 
Section 4.1.
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3.2.2 User interaction coordination
The system should provide an application control metaphor, which decouples the multimodal user 
interaction or Modality Fusion from the application logic. It is widely accepted that users interact 
natiurally in a multimodal fashion when presented with applications that provide multimodal 
interaction [87]. As described earlier the requirements in this category are not focused on the 
standard multimodal user interaction mechanisms of intention recognition/task planning. 
Exchangeable modalities in different situations are the focus in this work. Further users should be 
able to use multimodal user interaction for system control (i.e. pause a multimedia presentation 
delivery session), in order to provide a way for users to control the multimodal user interface, 
behaviour. These are the requirements for user interaction coordination:
Input Stream recognition (REQ021) -  Recognition of user input from different 
modalities (e.g. speech, gesture, button pressed) is one key characteristic of user 
interaction coordination. It has to be taken care that the interpretation elements are 
following the same semantic meaning. Time stamping of recognition events is another 
important aspect in case an actual fusion of several interaction events should be achieved. 
Recognition can also provide a low level of fusion capability, but still needs to feed into a 
consistent semantic model for further processing. In general the system must be able to 
support user interaction input stream recognition.
Fusion o f input streams (REQ024) -  Multimodal integration or multimodal fusion of 
input streams as discussed in the related work is one of the main characteristics of 
multimodal user interface systems. Fusion is based on a so called fusion mechanism or 
algorithm. For flexible fusion a system should provide for a fusion framework which 
allows for different fusion algorithms. Further fusion should be designed to accept 
application specific fusion models. A general fusion model for the system control has to 
be taken into account, which allows the user control of the system behaviour, for example 
for manual presentation control (play, stop, and pause). Context information should be 
taken into account; this basically can be achieved by supporting the device and modality 
description challenge. For a better context-awareness fusion can also take other context 
parameters than direct user interaction into account, such as passive user input gathered 
from sensors (e.g. activity sensor). Active and passive user input should first be 
interpreted before being used in the multimodal integration to reduce processing 
overhead.
- Define application fusion model (REQ025) -  This requirement relates to the capability 
of a Mobile application to define its own multimodal input model. The so called fusion 
model is provided to the fusion framework to perform multimodal integration on behalf of
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the Mobile application, releasing any application from an own multimodal integration 
mechanism. With this kind of model based mechanism the design and development of 
Mobile multimodal applications is simplified. An application developer can choose which 
model suits the application best and only define the application specific command 
invocations. Therefore the reaction of the Mobile application towards a user interaction 
event.
The three main requirements for multimodal application control fulfil mostly the challenges on 
device and modality description (challenge 2) and multimodal application control (challenge 3). 
Table 2 shows the dependencies.
Challenges/
Requirements
dependencies
Challenge 2: Device 
and modality 
descriptions
Challenge 3: Multimodal 
application control
Input stream 
recognition
Defined input modality 
classes.
Defined recognition data 
model. Timing information 
of input received.
Fusion of 
input streams
Making the application 
input model 
comparable with 
device descriptions 
model.
Defined input interpretation 
mechanisms based on 
application input and 
recognition data model. 
Provide distinctive system 
control.
Define 
application 
fusion model
Application input model for 
different fusion techniques.
Table 2: User Interaction coordination, relation between challenges and requirements
The research contributions related to this requirements category are a multimodal integration 
framework for application control and the definition of an application input model. Both are 
described in the UIAF functionalities Chapter 4 in the multimodal application control Section 4.3.
3.2.3 Multimedia presentation delivery
The system must provide an optimal way to decide and deliver rich multimedia presentations in 
ubiquitous environments. It should be able to support single multimedia contents, as well as more 
complex multimedia presentations. This category defines the following main requirements:
Output decision (REQ058) -  An optimal selection of the media items in a multimedia 
presentation and the matching devices in the environment demands for an adaptation 
process incorporating a number of steps. Incoming multimedia presentation descriptions 
need to be parsed into an internal presentation data model, making it process able for the 
adaptation step. This internal data model should be as much a possible multimedia 
presentation and multimedia content format independent, allow handling different
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formats. Secondly for each multimedia presentation a presentation schedule has to be 
established, in order to identify parallel multimedia contents or streams (e.g. video with 
subtitles). Flexible multimedia content characteristics against device capability 
comparison are further important aspects for distribution decision. After any decision 
with ambiguous delivery choices, in terms of available device/content choices, a user 
feedback mechanism should be available. This is a quality requirement related to 
usabihty. An optimal selection in future situations can be facilitated by capturing these 
user choices and using learning capabilities of a context-awareness component. The 
interfacing towards these components needs to be well defined. And finally the decision 
or presentation preparation part should provide device tailored individual presentation 
descriptions.
Content adaptation (REQ059) -  Inevitably some contents may not suit the available 
devices in the environments nor match with the context situation at hand (e.g. in-car news 
should be automatically delivered in speech). Therefore, content adaption is an important 
aspect in the presentation delivery process. Nevertheless, there are some specifics which 
content adaptation has to fulfil for optimal processing. For the decision itself not the 
actual transformation of content from one to content is the important aspect, but rather a 
clear view in which format, with which quality content can be provided. Feeding this in 
the adaptation and delivery process allows for better choice of situation and device 
matches.
- Device specific presentation generation (REQ055) -  This high level requirement relates 
to the tailoring of presentation descriptions to the specific devices. For each device an 
according presentation description, with the references to the contents needs to be 
provided. Time and structuring information of the original presentation has to be kept in 
this process.
The three main requirements for multimedia presentation delivery fulfil mostly the challenges on 
mobility (challenge 1), device and modality descriptions (challenge 2), Multimedia presentation 
delivery (challenge 4) and Integration of context information (challenge 7). Table 3 illustrates the 
dependencies.
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Challenges/
Requirements
dependencies
Challenge 1 : Challenge 2: 
Mobility Device and 
modality 
descriptions
Challenge 4: Multimedia 
presentation delivery
Challenge 7: 
Integration of 
context information
Output
decision
Reacts to situation Match-ability of 
changes. Able to device descriptions 
invoke re-decision and content 
descriptions. 
Defines quality 
based capability 
comparison 
mechanism.
Define a complete 
adaptation and delivery 
process. React to 
multimedia delivery and 
context change triggers. 
Create internal 
presentation structure 
and schedule table.
Take context 
information into 
account by situation 
injections. Integrate 
with learning 
mechanism.
Content
Adaptation
Device
specific
presentation
generation
Provide list of 
alternative contents.
Provide device specific 
presentation descriptions 
for device dependent 
content rendering.
Table 3; Multimedia presentation delivery, relation between challenges and requirements
The research contributions related to this requirements category are the complete definition of the 
multimedia presentation delivery process. The details are described in the UIAF functionalities 
Chapter 4 in the multimedia presentation delivery Section 4.2.
3.2.4 General system requirements
This category captures requirements on the system, which are of general interest, but are either 
not part of the functionalities related to the other categories (e.g. application programming 
interface (API)) or more general of nature and needs special functionalities of the other categories 
(e.g. react to user situation changes). The following list describes the requirements of this 
category:
Provide application programming interface (API) (REQ014) -  Wider usage of the 
system can only be reached by providing an API or interface model that allows making 
use of the frameworks offered functionalities, in regard to the Mobile and Web 
applications. This is more an implementation requirement, but also links to the demands 
of application developers to use multimodal and multimedia presentation in an accessible 
way.
React to user situation changes (REQ015) -  This general requirement refers to the 
systems overall capability to react to situation changes. It’s a driver for the discovery of 
devices requirements as well as the context-aware presentation adaptation and delivery 
algorithm. It’s directly derived from the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system 
model described in Chapter 1.
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User preference support (REQ016) -  Every user demands for different needs in a 
multimodal interaction and multimedia delivery scenario. User preferences should be 
taken implicit or explicit into account. Explicit user preferences describe a situation in 
which users define their own preferences. Whereas implicit user preferences can be 
derived from user behaviour and usage patterns in different context situations. Imagining 
the difficulty which is involved for a user to define all preferences in all possible 
situations, the implicit method seems a preferable option. User preferences itself are not 
the main focus of this work, but are considered for completeness. Especially in the 
Multimedia presentation delivery process so called context recommendations are used to 
infuse personalisation preferences through learning techniques
3.2.5 Stakeholder and non functional requirements
In the beginning of Chapter 3 some non-functional and stakeholder requirements have been 
introduced. This section gives a brief summary of the requirements arising from these categories.
Every stakeholder has general needs on the system under investigation as described in the 
previous stakeholder Section 3.1. These general observations are translated to requirements of the 
stakeholder specific category as depicted in Figure 12 of the requirements definition in Section 
3.2. Only requirements deemed most important as part of this work are listed here. The complete 
list and detailed description of these can be found in the requirements catalogue in the Appendix 
to this thesis in Section A.I.
Usability is a quality requirement of users to the UIAF system during the execution or run-time. 
Through user research studies, such as described in [88] as part of the EU-IST MobiLife project, 
it can be learned that users ultimately want to be in control of automatic systems or automatic 
decision made for them. And although that is a difficult goal to achieve, since potentially many 
parameters are considered in complex decisions the user always should have the feeling to be in 
control. Therefore, being in control (REQ013) captures this non-functional requirement.
Further non-functional requirements could be captured, with a better understanding of how the 
system should behave. Nevertheless, with the focus of this work for a functioning Mobile 
Multimodal User Interfaces realisation, these are aspects for future research.
3.3 Use case design
From the requirements a primary use case model is derived, identifying the high level use cases 
the User Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF) should fulfil. The model hereby defines the main 
actors with their respective use cases towards Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces adaptation. Use
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cases define an efficient modelling technique to illustrate system behaviour. Formally said, use 
cases describe the functionalities of the system from the users perspective [89]. Figure 13 shows 
the primary use cases diagram.
Jser Interface Device
uc Primary Use Cases
U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  A d a p t a t i o n
manage 
heterogeneoussubscribe for raw modality informatio environment
i n c l u d e
subscribe for 
interpreted modality 
Information
m e  u d e coordinate user 
interaction
m e  u d e
Mobile &
application request multimedia 
presentation output
deliver multimedia 
presentation
— ( .« in c lu d e » .  —
i n c l u d e »
m e  u d e
O ’
m e  u d e
validate with user 
situation
Multmodal Interface User
interact multimodal 
with application
provide user 
Interaction feedback Personalisation
Figure 13: Primary use cases
The earlier introduced requirements and the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces model are the 
basis for the design of the primary use cases. Later the interaction sequences Section 3.4.1 of the 
UIAF initial system architecture design demonstrates how the use cases fulfil the requirements 
categories. In the remaining part of this section the actors and primary use cases are described.
3.3.1 System actors
In use case models “Actors represent the roles that people, other systems or devices take on when 
communicating with their particular use cases in the system. ” [89]. Five actors have been defined 
for the user interface adaptation use case, listed and explained as follows:
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User Interface Adaptation -  The user interface adaptation is the coordinating system for 
handling Mobile applications and user requests. But at the same time it is an actor 
towards user interface devices and the personalisation system.
Mobile and Web applications -  The system under design supports applications and 
therefore provides application logic only in a limited fashion to the user. As part of the 
overall goal of this work, easy enrichment of Mobile and Web applications with 
multimodal user interface technologies through the UIAF is in the centre of interest. This 
actor therefore demands functionalities, which allow the easy integration and usage of the 
functionalities provided.
Multimodal Interface User -  Naturally the human users of the system are able to 
communicate with the Mobile and Web applications through their portal device and 
available user interface devices. They therefore are influencing user interface adaptation 
in the described goals of the system. This actor therefore demands functionalities that 
present users with an improved integrated interaction experience, including the 
environment configuration and the current context situation.
User Interface Device -  The system is a user of user interface devices and their 
integration in the user and application interaction. They provide the capabilities for 
multimodal user input and multimedia output. For the dynamic integration factors like 
discoverability, capability descriptions and connectivity are important. This actor 
therefore sets out the demands on the system to provide flexible mechanisms to manage 
these heterogeneous devices.
Personalisation -  Personalisation and context-awareness are enablers to improve user 
experience, by allowing the system to react to users’ behaviour in different usage 
scenarios and environments. Since the UIAF provides parts of the context-awareness by 
tracking the environment for available user interface devices and performs adaptation 
according to it, the personalisation system represents mainly the capturing of learned user 
preferences based on user behaviour history data. On request they will be applied to the 
current situation and resulting recommendations will be given.
3.3.2 Primary use cases
After the introduction of the primary actors for the high level use case design, this section
describes the high level use cases of the user interface adaptation.
Control presentation -  After a multimedia presentation delivery decision, users should be 
able to control the executed presentation in a multimodal fashion. This means the system
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will evaluate incoming user input (e.g. button pressed, speech input) and allow 
presentation control in two ways:
o Timeline control -  Users can start, pause and stop the currently running 
presentation. Depending on the presentation description, users can interact with 
the navigation controls of the multimedia presentation.
o Environment control -  Users can change the delivery behaviour of the 
presentation, by diverting single content streams, or the full presentation 
manually to different devices in the environment.
Coordinate user interaction -  From several detected input devices in the user’s 
environment a semantically enriched input model is produced. During the input 
coordination process these inputs are matched against multimodality input requests of 
registered Mobile or Web applications. They are informed, when an according input 
pattern has occurred, which then can be used in the applications to trigger application 
logic (e.g. In-car menu navigation buttons (up, down, return) are detected, a Mobile 
application registered before wanting to be informed about menu navigation events from 
the environment. During input phase user interaction coordination detects a button has 
been pressed and automatically links this to the according application). Further the special 
case of free user interaction based on the environment needs to be taken into account. 
This refers to the feasibility of the system to allow users to use multimodality for 
coordinating the current presentation, to manual adjust its behaviour as described above. 
For this the system itself registers its control functionalities model (mostly session control 
functionality) and user interaction coordination joins it with the environment description 
to initiated session transfers or presentation controls. Refer to use case on control 
presentation.
Deliver multimedia presentation -  The entry point for this use case is request multimedia 
presentation output use case. The optimal delivery of multimedia presentations is the 
concern of this use case and can be seen as the major contribution of this thesis. Parsed 
multimedia presentations are analysed based on the currently available devices in the user 
environment, possible content adaptations and learned user preferences. The analysis 
phase provides a detailed delivery decision model and depending on the modus of the 
frainework or the delivery choices find during this decision phase, the presentation is 
automatically distributed to the user interface devices or to be acknowledged by the user. 
The content delivery process can be triggered through an application request and during 
run-time of the presentation context changes are taken into account through a situation 
trigger.
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Manage heterogeneous environments -  This use case summarises two aspects allowing 
the decoupling of the adaptation processes inside the UIAF from the physical world. One 
aspect is the discovery of the enviroiunent for available user interface devices and the 
other is the device/protocol dependent delivery of multimedia presentation contents by 
invoking according delivery methods on the devices. Further this should be supported by 
a session control mechanism allowing for synchronisation and session transfers in 
changing environments or user requests. Discovered devices’ semantic descriptions are 
updated to an internal device data model, which follows a number of requirements for 
multimoda) user interface and multimedia adaptation and defines another contribution of 
this work.
Multimodal Interaction with mobile applications -  Users can interact with their Mobile 
and Web applications in a multimodal fashion incorporating the user interface devices 
from the environment to the user interaction. This use case is the entry point for the 
coordinate user interaction use case.
Provide user interaction feedback -  Initiated by the deliver multimedia presentation use 
case this use case delivers user feedback to the personalisation system actor. Part of this is 
the linking of delivery decisions with the current context situation in order to leam user 
preferences for multimedia delivery in different user situations (e.g. home, office and car 
situations). The resulting model will be delivered to the personalisation system as the user 
feedback. In this work user feedback distinguishes three different circumstances:
o Change of delivery session -  With the control presentation use case, users can 
change the delivery behaviour of the system. By choosing other modalities and 
devices for the running presentation they are provided with the flexibility to 
control the system whenever they like.
o Manuel supported decision -  The deliver multimedia presentation use case 
performs in two parts. With the given presentation description the system can find 
all possible delivery solutions for the available devices in the current situation. It 
either can make an automatic decision, taking the highest scoring matches and 
apply or present the user with a ranked list of delivery possibilities. The user then 
can make a manual selection from the list presented. The selection is captured as 
input for the personalisation system.
o Resolving of ambiguous situation -  In some delivery scenarios the system might 
not be able to find the best solution by itself. Therefore a user intervention is 
necessary. Similar to the manual supported decision users can select from a 
ranked list to resolve the situation.
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Request multimedia presentation output -  Mobile and Web applications request for 
optimal multimedia presentation delivery in the current context situation. Applications 
forward their presentation description to the UIAF system. The system provides the 
parsers to generate an internal presentation model as basis for decisions of the deliver 
multimedia presentation use case.
Subscribe for interpreted modality information -  Applications can subscribe for 
interpreted modality information. Therefore they are provided with an input model 
description defining several input integration methods for the user interaction 
coordination. This method aims to simplify the use of multimodal input in Mobile and 
Web applications. User interaction is provided by the user interface adaptation system and 
is being re-used through an application interface. Applications therefore can concentrate 
on the definition of the business logic.
Subscribe for raw modality information -  Besides subscription for interpreted modality 
information, applications are still able to receive the raw modality input information. This 
is a minor use case, not further investigated as part of this work, but is kept for system 
completeness.
Validate with user situation -  Within the decision process of the deliver multimedia 
presentation use case, user preferences and context-situation are considered trough a 
personalisation system. This is the proposed method of building adaptive and context- 
aware multimodal and multimedia applications. The context-situation is mainly defined 
by the available user interface devices and their capabilities. Nonetheless, location of the 
user and other parameters are used to optimise the adaptation and decision process. The 
environment information necessary for the decision is provided by the discovery 
functionalities of the manage heterogeneous environments use case. Further user 
preferences are included in form of recommendations received from the personalisation 
system. User preferences could be either manually introduced to the system or learned 
from the user feedback. Although not a direct part of this work, user preferences learning 
has been investigated using an association rule mining approach. These functionalities 
should be part of the personalisation system.
The definition of the primary use cases concludes the UIAF system use case design. Use cases are
now available for the definition of the architecture design as introduced next.
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3.4 Architecture
The methodology used for the architecture design orientates on the object-oriented system design 
approach, as described in [89]. Therefore requirements and use cases are integrated to develop the 
architecture in order to reach the initial system architecture. Figure 14 shows an activity diagram 
of this process. Typically, developing architectures involves the definition of different architecture 
views that describe a system from certain viewpoints according to the IEEE standard 1471/2000 
[82]. In the case of the UIAF system architecture, first a functional decomposition is performed as 
introduced in this section and interaction sequences are derived together from the use cases 
further below.
Requirements List
Use Case Modei
Systems
Architect
Develop Architecture Initial System Architecture
Figure 14: Initial system architecture design activities [89]
The design of the system has matured during research. The principal design was achieved in the 
EU-IST MobiLife project carrying the name of User Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF). The 
main contributions of this thesis to the UIAF system design are the extensive requirements 
definition, the mapping against well defined challenges and the use case analysis as described 
before. This section adds the interaction sequences analysis and the architecture interface design 
to complete the overall UIAF system design. The initial system architecture provides the 
functional level decomposition of the target UIAF system into sub-systems and functional 
components.
System components of the UIAF are named and related to each other. The indicated relations 
define high level information flows in the system. The requirements analysis provides the 
guidance for the functional decomposition. System components inherit functionalities that assume 
from each atomic requirement. The requirements categorisation supports the grouping of the 
functionalities. The functional decomposition uses a modelling process that has been performed 
based on these assumptions. In order to proof that the functional decomposition of the UIAF 
system fulfils the requirements and use cases, a detailed functionality mapping is provided in 
Section 3.4.1 on interaction sequences. The interaction sequences in turn define the interfaces of 
the UIAF as described in Section 3.4.2. The overall UIAF functional decomposition is shown in 
Figure 15.
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Figure 15; Initial system architecture design for the UIAF system
The functionalities for the UIAF are divided into the Device and Modality Function (DeaMon) 
and the Device and Gateway Function (DeGan) sub-systems. These general sub-system 
components ensure the abstraction between the physical device and network world through 
DeGan and the adaptation business logic through DeaMon.
Inside DeaMon, functional blocks are categorised based on their tasks as input functionality 
(addressed to analyse the user modality input(s)), control functionality (addressed to handle 
modality devices descriptions and media content processing, collect necessary context data from 
context sources) and the output functionality (addressed to coordinate the media content output). 
Additionally DeaMon inherits a session control component to manage adaptation sessions for 
multimedia delivery and user input streams. The UIAF stub has a special task, being the interface 
component for the Mobile and Web applications requests and the personalisation system. It 
further coordinates the processes inside the DeaMon.
Figure 15 also shows Device and Gateway Function (DeGan) as a closely related support system 
to provide information for discovery of devices and modalities in the user’s proximity. Device 
Agents (DAs) define the consistent software interface for device functions invocations 
independent of the networking mechanism.
Each component contributes to the defined use cases, either on its own or in combination with 
other components. In the following this mapping of use cases and components is defined.
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3.4.1 Interaction sequences
This section introduces the UIAF interaction sequences, in order to illustrate the high level 
interactions of the framework. According to object-oriented system design:
“An interaction specifies the communication patterns amongst a set of objects or 
systems that are participating in a collaboration. ” [89]
Using this method, use cases can be transformed to actual system object interactions. The high 
level interaction sequence analysis is performed based on the UIAF initial system architecture 
design. During this analysis, the interfaces for the involved components are identified, which later 
will be used to construct the detailed module decomposition of the UIAF. Each of the interaction 
sequences starts with linking the sequence to the according use cases. Further the related 
interaction sequence diagram is introduced and explained. Sequence diagrams at this stage of the 
document are kept on a high abstraction level. This has been done to keep the consistency in 
design. Again the outcomes presented in these sections are results of the overall architecture 
modelling process. Together with the research work performed as presented in Chapter 4, these 
provide the final iteration of the modelling. A UML conform reference mechanism is used to link 
specific interaction- and process designs to the diagram. These are elaborated in Chapter 4 as 
well. The interaction sequence introduction starts with the multimedia presentation delivery.
3.4.1.1 Multimedia presentation delivery
The interaction sequence on multimedia presentation delivery describes an application requesting 
the optimal delivery of multimedia presentations including their multimedia contents. It fulfils its 
homonymous requirements category with the requirements REQ055, REQ058, and REQ059. 
Further it also fulfils the use cases on deliver multimedia presentation, request multimedia 
presentation output, validate with user situation, and provide user interaction feedback. Figure 16 
shows the high level sequence diagram of the multimedia presentation delivery. Within the 
diagram a referencing mechanism to more complex interaction sequences is used for the 
description processing and the adaptation decision process. The details on these are not part of 
the high level design, but are given more attention in Chapter 4 on the UIAF functionalities 
design.
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Figure 16: UIAF multimedia presentation delivery sequence diagram
The application (Mobile or Web) invokes the bind modality output request with an according 
service presentation description (1.0) on the UIAF stub. In the next step the presentation 
description is processed into an internal data representation (1.1) and made known to the system
(1.2). From there calculate bindings (1.3) method is invoked on the Modality Fission in order to 
start the decision process (1.4). With the final decision (1.5) the execution of the request is 
invoked on the session control (1.6) given the description of the request and the device id of the 
involved user interface devices. After a delivery session is established (1.7) session control 
invokes the Device Agent (DA) (1.8) with the content presentation. Finally the Device Agent 
‘shows’ the content (1.9). This concludes the high level multimedia presentation delivery 
interaction sequence.
3.4.1.2 Multimodal application interaction
The interaction sequence for multimodal application interaction is in line with the goal of 
supporting applications with the capabilities of using different input user interface devices for the 
user-application interaction. It fulfils part of the requirements category for user interaction 
coordination. Linking to the high level requirements REQ021, REQ024, and REQ025 it accounts 
for general application control. The earlier introduced presentation session control mechanism is 
described in Section 3.4.1.3. This interaction sequence fulfils the use cases on interact multimodal 
with application, coordinate user interaction, and subscribe for interpreted modality information. 
Figure 17 shows the high level sequence diagram of the multimodal application interaction. It
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combines the two sequences of an application requesting for modality input and users interacting 
with the application in a multimodal fashion through the user interface devices.
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Figure 17: UIAF multimodal user-application interaction sequence diagram
In order for an application to use multimodal support from the UIAF an application has to register 
its input model schema. Therefore it will invoke the bind modality input method on the UIAF stub 
giving its service specification for input interaction (1.0). The system accepts the request and at a 
later stage generates a dialogue identifier for the application and returns it. In this way the 
application can request for different inputs during its application logic and allows distinguishing 
between them. The input model mainly holds information about application controls, which can 
be invoked by a user in a multimodal fashion. Details of this process and the model are described 
in Chapter 4. The received description is parsed and analysed (1.1). After this the input modal is 
registered at the fusion component (1.2) given the application ID. This is particularly useful for 
systems handling more than one application at the same time, such as in IP Multimedia 
Subsystem (IMS) environments.
3.4.1.3 Presentation control
The system is designed to allow users to interact with their applications and multimedia content 
presentations in a multimodal fashion. Further the system is also addressing multi-device 
environments. This demands control mechanisms, allowing the user to change the device 
configuration of multimedia delivery sessions, best in a multimodal and flexible fashion. The 
presentation control interaction sequence is part of the high level requirements REQ032 on
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handling multimedia delivery sessions in the manage heterogeneous environments category. It 
also fulfils use cases on control presentation, coordinate user interaction and the session control 
aspects of manage heterogeneous environments.
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Figure 18: UIAF multimodal presentation control sequence diagram
Figure 18 shows the interaction sequence for presentation control. The first step of this sequence 
is the registration of the session control component, with its own input model to the fusion (1.0). 
This goes along with the previous interaction sequence on multimodal application interaction. It 
also is referred to as the system control model, which allows the fusion to distinguish between 
application feedback and system interaction request. Therefore, when users are interacting with 
the user interface devices in a multimodal fashion (1.1) fusion component will distinguish 
between the two. For example this could be done using natural language interaction combined 
with gestures. Users therefore could use sentences like “pause presentation” or “transfer this 
multimedia content from here to there”. In the first case this is interpreted into just pausing the 
session and in the second case the user points to one device running a multimedia content and 
invokes a transfer to another device. An example of similar system behaviour is described in 
[90], which shows a natural language interaction schema for the UIAF. Nevertheless, the received 
recognition input model is transmitted through the session control (1.2) to the fusion component
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(1.3). Knowing about the available device in the environment, fusion can interpret the incoming 
user input and match it against the semantics of the available user interface descriptions (1.4). 
Analysing the potential of being a control or transfer request (1.5) it then will decide on whether 
' to control the presentation or to transfer a multimedia session from one device to another (1.6 and 
1.8). The result is the same the session control issues the invocation of the control requests (1.7 
and 1.9). The interaction sequence could be enriched by adding an additional step for consistency 
check, when transferring the session, which in this high level diagram can be seen as implicit. 
This interaction sequence has been included due to consistency of the overall approach and 
described in [90] as mentioned before. It is not entirely in the scope of this work and therefore no 
details of this are included in Chapter 4.
3.4.1.4 Device discovery ,
Information about available devices in the user vicinity is the basis for an optimal multimedia 
presentation delivery. The device discovery interaction sequence provides the means to achieve 
this goal. There are a number of discovery mechanisms available for different purposes as 
introduced in the ‘state of the art’ of this thesis. In order to provide a wide range of devices, 
discovery is supported by several discovery mechanisms (discovery adaptors). The discovery 
adaptors are used to either discover the full device description or just the device ID. Specific 
device characteristics are important for multimodal and multimedia adaptation. Therefore device 
information is joined in a purpose made device description scheme. The schema details are 
introduced in Chapter 4. The device discovery links to the high level requirements REQOOl and 
REQ060 from the manage heterogeneous environments category. Further it fulfils parts of the use 
cases on manage heterogeneous environments and deliver multimedia content. Figure 19 
illustrates the high level discovery interaction sequence, starting from the discovery over storing 
the device description and the invocation of the decision process. Further details are given below.
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Figure 19: UIAF device discovery sequence diagram
The discovery process starts with the discovery component invoking all implemented discovery 
adapters (1.0). Discovery adapters then run their distinctive discovery mechanisms (1.1) and 
discover user interface devices (1.2). Depending on the discovery mechanisms the user interface 
devices advertise their discovery information (1.3), which can contain device and software 
characteristics. Device descriptions are forwarded to the discovery component (1.4), which then 
updates the internal tables with the user interface device characteristics through the Device 
Handler (1.5). After successful storage a discovery event is issued to the fission component (1.6). 
The calculate binding method is invoked, given the discovery event (1.7). Therefore the output 
decision is informed of an device context change. After this notification process the event specific 
part of the decision process is executed, in order to adapt to the current situation (1.8). This and 
the following steps are in line with the multimedia presentation interaction sequence
introduced earlier. So that the result of the decision process (1.9) is executed accordingly to this.
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3.4.2 Architecture interfaces
The interaction sequence design in Section 3.4.1 has shown how the UIAF initial system 
architecture design components interact for the several use cases with each other. This is an 
important step towards an overall system interface design, which is performed in this section. The 
methodology follows the object-oriented design as described in [89]. By collecting all interface 
descriptions used in the sequences and assigning them to the according components produces a 
first detailing of the initial system architecture design. This is important towards the low level 
component design and the implementation of the system. Figure 20 illustrates dependencies of 
components using a component diagram. The diagram shows the two main UIAF sub-systems. 
These are the DeaMon and DeGan depicted, using UML component design style. The lower level 
components are depicted using UML class diagram elements. Their dependencies are shown, 
using simple associations.
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Figure 20: UIAF class diagram showing summarised interface description
Further, the four entities device description (DeviceDescription), output specification 
(OutputSpec), recognition output / fusion input model (InputModel) and application input 
specification (InputSpec) have been introduced here. They are showing the need for specific data 
models involved in the component interactions. Details on data models are explained in the UIAF 
functionalities design of the Chapter 4.
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3.5 Conclusion
Chapter 3 has introduced the User Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF) system design. Hereby 
the chapter description followed the systematic solution approach as introduced in Sections 1.3.1 
to 1.3.4 on the basis of the Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model introduced in the 
Section 1.1.1. The UIAF system design has been subsequently developed from the requirements 
definition, the use cases and finally results in the UIAF system architecture description. With the 
system requirements derived from the challenges definition in Section 2.4, it has been assured that 
the UIAF system architecture structurally supports functionalities of Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces. Furthermore the architecture description provides the basis for the UIAF 
functionalities in Chapter 4. This details the designs of internal behaviours for the particular sub 
components and how the data models are supported.
Some use cases mentioned are not investigated in the research part on the UIAF system. 
Nonetheless they are kept for the general UIAF system design providing input for future research. 
Environment control and timeline control, as part of the control presentation use case is not 
directly investigated further then up to the UIAF system design. Nevertheless, it is a part of the 
later introduced evaluation scenario for the service platform realisation in Section 6.4 as an 
external implementation The provide user interaction feedback use case is the basis for recording 
user interventions for the learning process. This is only supported through the architecture 
structure, but no actual learning mechanism is studied. The subscribe for raw modality 
information use case has not been further investigated in this work. This use case is not of interest 
for the research purposes in this thesis, since it only offers system functionality for applications to 
receive the unprocessed input recognition model bypassing Modality Fusion functionality. It 
could become useful for testing and monitoring of user interaction input.
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Chapter 4
4 UIAF functionalities
The previous chapter has presented the UIAF system design including the UIAF architecture. On 
a general level it has been shown how the UIAF system is structured and how the several 
components interact. This chapter introduces the theoretical basis for the research contributions on 
device discovery, multimedia presentation delivery and multimodal applications control. Each 
contribution defines UIAF functionality by showing how it relates UIAF components and data 
models in order to accomplish its purpose. Explanations about novel aspects are provided in each 
main sub-section. The main contribution of this thesis is the adaptation and delivery process for 
multimedia presentation delivery; therefore it is covered in more detail in this chapter than the 
other topics. The chapter starts with the descriptions about device discovery, continues with the 
multimedia presentation delivery, then multimodal application control and finally draws the 
conclusion on the achieved contributions. With this as the theoretical basis Chapter 5 and Chapter 
6 validate the presented concepts through mobile terminal and service platform realisations and 
scenario based evaluations.
4.1 Device discovery
With the variety of networked devices and their intended applications comes a variety of 
networking mechanisms. They offer different discovery and device description approaches. For 
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces devices with inherited multimodality capabilities are of 
primary concern. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of the approaches prevents straight forward 
usage of devices for user interaction and multimedia presentation delivery in mobility scenarios. 
In line with the requirements for Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces for managing heterogeneous 
environments, a discovery framework is defined capable of integrating several discovery 
mechanisms and to store device information about a consistent device and modality description.
Therefore this section describes the discovery mechanism designed for the UIAF. Hereby two 
aspects are investigated. First, the design of device and modality description approach is 
introduced. The contribution is its suitability for Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces, furthering 
earlier solutions as described in the related work in Chapter 2. And second, the design of a 
flexible discovery framework for the inclusion of relevant discovery adapters (e.g. Bluetooth,
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UPnP, Wireless LAN, etc.) is presented. Discovery information is a necessity for multimedia 
presentation delivery and partly multimodal application control, both described later in Chapter 4. 
The section starts with an outline to the discovery interaction sequence and continues with the 
presentation of the device and modality description design.
4.1.1 Interaction sequence overview
Current device discovery solutions are restricted to mostly one discovery mechanism targeted to 
one application domain (e.g. Bluetooth for close range wireless device discovery, UPnP for IP 
network based discovery, SIP in telecommunication environments). The UIAF is designed for 
scenarios of multiple user interface devices connected via heterogeneous network interfaces, with 
support of different discovery mechanisms. A majority of available user interface devices can be 
included in the user interaction using this approach. Figure 21 shows the interaction sequence 
overview as part of the UIAF initial system architecture and details steps performed in the device 
discovery component itself. It is based on the interaction sequence definition in Section 3.4.1.4.
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Figure 21 : UIAF device discovery sequence and data models
The system flow initiates in DeGan device and service discovery component. Before the actual 
discovery process discovery adapters are initialised. During the mobility situation devices are 
discovered, device information is collected and stored by the Device Handler component. 
Modality Fusion and Modality Fission components can access the device information or be 
triggered with a discovery event. Discovery events are forwarded to the personalisation system for 
context interpretation. Table 4 summarises the interaction sequence steps.
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Nr. Description of the step Resulting data
1 Initiate adapter pool Discovery adapters running
2a Receive discovery notifications Discovery information 
(different levels of detail)
Keep alive messages
2b Scheduler based discovery
3 Enrich discovery information with device repository 
information
Enhanced discovery information
4 Update Device Handler device and modality tables Device and modality information 
available in the UIAF
5 Notify fission about discovery update Initiate re-evaluation
6 Notify fusion about discovery update Initiate re-evaluation
8 Forward information to the personalisation component Captured context, situation 
validation, learning
Table 4: Device discovery process
The steps 1 to 4 are performed by the device and service discovery component itself. Hereby 
discovery adapters available to the UIAF are initialised based on their specifics (step 1). When 
this has been successfully done, the actual discovery process is started. The UIAF can distinguish 
between two most common discovery methods. Event based discovery adapters (e.g. UPnP uses a 
repository where device services are registered and therefore are announced available for 
multimedia use) allow for receiving discovery notifications (step 2a) from newly available or 
disappearing devices in the users environment. On the other hand are scheduler based discovery 
mechanisms, where the environment is frequently scanned for devices (step 2b). These 
mechanisms have the need for an own device availability management (e.g. Bluetooth scans close 
range environments for devices available, the device list newly populated every time the 
discovery is performed). From this device information specified by the discovery mechanism are 
retrieved as well as device availability. This is the basis for the next step, where the device 
information gained during discovery is enriched by necessary parameters for the UIAF usage.
Later in Section 4.1.2 on device and modality descriptions it is argued that the current device 
description approaches available may not be suitable for usage in multimodal user interface 
adaptation mechanisms, due to their heterogeneity and incompleteness. Therefore in the discovery 
process a mechanism for enrichment of discovery information (step 3) is included. Following a 
consistent device description approach, the device and modality parameters received during 
discovery are inserted at the right place. Further in case of missing device information, or 
limitations in a discovery mechanism, device information can be retrieved from a device 
repository where a device ID or device type holds the actual device information and therefore is 
made usable to the adaptation process [91, 92]. This is an approach also used in UAProf [13], 
device profiles for WAP enabled mobile terminals. After the device information is gathered an 
update of the Device Handler and its device and modality tables is performed (step 4). In the last
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three steps (step 5, 6, 7) the fusion, fission and personalisation component are informed 
subsequently about the discovered changes. With the updates a re-evaluation of the input and 
output decision is performed, since device changes indicate a context change in the case of the 
UIAF. This concludes the interaction sequence of the discovery process, providing a generalised 
method for discovering devices in the user’s environments by leveraging and integrating various 
legacy discovery mechanisms through discovery adapters.
Indicated earlier, beside the discovery mechanism and sequence itself, a very important aspect is 
the actual description of the user mterface devices with their according capabilities. Next the 
device and modality description approach for the UIAF system is introduced.
4.1.2 Device and modality description
Mobile context-aware user interface realisations, such as the UIAF, demand for a complete and 
accurate device and modality description. They provide the means for enabling any kind of 
matching and decision making in any occurring situation for both user interaction interpretation as 
well as multimedia delivery decisions. Existing device descriptions are not necessarily designed to 
encompass Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces. Differences between available discovery 
mechanisms do not allow discovering a rich and uniform set of information about devices in the 
vicinity. For example, whereas the Bluetooth protocol allows discovering devices and their 
Bluetooth profile services, the Wireless LAN discovery stops at the device level.
Three main factors are important when addressing device descriptions in Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces. First the physical parameters of a device, second what modality capabilities it has to 
offer towards a multimodal user interface system and third how delivery or reception of modality 
information is supported by the network access of the device. Figure 22 shows this with an 
example of a mobile terminal or also PDA, which provides the most complex device class in 
terms of capabilities at current. Other examples can provide less or are more focused on a specific 
feature, as for example a display providing high resolution images and video, or a microphone for 
just providing high quality audio input.
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Physical modalities
- display (180x240, 256 colors)
- speaker (1way)
- microphone (8kHz)
- pen input
Network access
- Bluetooth
- wireless LAN 
GSM
Modality services
- video (display)
- audio (speaker)
- text (display)
- speech (microphone)
Figure 22: Modality device example
Furthermore relationships between the three categories and the hosting device can be established. 
In order to capture the model, a description framework to describe uniformly the discovered 
devices and the modality services that they support is provided. This work, detailed in [93], relies 
on the principles shown in Figure 23 using UML notation.
HostDevice PhysicalModality -id .
-id 1 1..* -id 1..* 1 -name
-name -name -URI
-deviceType -physicalDeviceType -modalityType
-capabilities -capabilities -modalityFormats
-capabilities
1 ..* 1..’
Networklnterface
4d
-name
-networklnterfaceType
-capabilities
Figure 23: Device description definition - main categories and relationships
According to the illustration a host-device (HostDevice) is defined as self-contained piece of 
hardware, the actual device, with which the user interacts (e.g. the user’s mobile terminal, 
displays and various user interface devices). They are composed of a set of physical modalities 
(PhysicaMmodality), which are the different pieces of hardware that render a given modality. For 
example, in simplified terms a laptop is a host device, composed of a screen, speakers, keyboard 
and microphone. Furthermore, it is considered that these physical modalities are used through 
software components called Device Agents (DeviceAgent). Finally, these software agents are
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accessed using one of the available network interfaces (Networklnterface) that are supported by 
the host device.
From this model, the UIAF business logic at first step is applying the device agent’s descriptions. 
Typically, information on Device Agents include their modality class (audio, video, text, etc.), the 
means to access it, and the supported data format as well as optional capabilities information. In 
case of an actual decision taken in the Modality Fission and Modality Fusion components of the 
DeaMon, the physical capabilities, and network capabilities are used in a second instance. The 
detailed matching mechanism is described in Section 4.2.5.
As most devices cannot provide a comprehensive set of information on themselves and the Device 
Agents they support, the description might be retrieved from a distributed database, as it is done 
in the UAProf [13] approach.
4.2 Multimedia presentation delivery
Being a substantial part of multimodal user interaction, multimedia presentation delivery often 
referred to as fission is one of the major research topics of this thesis. Particular to this work is the 
proposed adaptation approach and its suitability for multi-device scenarios taking into account 
current user context and learned user preferences. For instance, a user is driving a car. In order not 
to distract the user unnecessary from driving, the system should select the best suitable delivery 
channel in this situation. If a user receives a text message, the message should not be visualised on 
the mobile terminal, but rather played in audio format through the car HI-FI system. This can be 
achieved by applying a text-to-speech transformation of the text and select it for playback.
During the research work a general approach to multimedia presentation delivery evolved. In the 
first instance the adaptation and delivery process has been investigated using single media items 
matching their properties to the available device characteristics. This approach has been published 
in [94]. Further considerations lead to the conclusion that a generalisation of the approach for 
intelligent multimedia presentation delivery in multi-device environments is desirable. It offers a 
higher degree of flexibility and potential for an immersive user experience. Such an approach has 
not been researched in this form before. This section presents the related research results. Some 
general remarks about the invocation of the delivery process are given in the following.
Two events for triggering the adaptation and delivery process are defined. These occur when an 
application sends a presentation delivery request to the UIAF or a context change is discovered. A 
context change occurs when devices configuration change and this is detected through the 
discovery framework (see Section 4.1). Device configuration changes either indicate location 
changes (e.g. a car device is detected), or devices being introduced to the scenario (e.g. a TV is
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switched on). The system reacts to a presentation delivery request, by generating an internal 
presentation schedule. This is repeated for each request and once a presentation is executed the 
system keeps track of these executed multimedia sessions. In the case of a context change all 
sessions are re-evaluated and depending on the change, sessions are re-routed to the new device 
configuration. A session is continued at the position the event occurred. With this outlined, the 
rest of the section presents the multimedia presentation delivery interaction sequence overview 
and subsequently the details on the involved steps.
4.2.1 Interaction sequence overview
This section provides the overview of the multimedia presentation delivery interaction sequence, 
highlighting the several involved UIAF components and their functionality in the process. For this 
purpose the UIAF initial system architecture introduced in Section 3.4 is adapted to highlight the 
involved components and data models. This is shown in Figure 24 together with the sequence 
numbers for each process step.
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Figure 24: UIAF multimedia presentation delivery sequence and data models
The system flow starts from the Mobile or Web application on the lower end, sending the output 
specification including its multimedia presentation description, evolves through the DeaMon 
towards the rendering Device Agents. For flexible and optimal multimedia delivery decision, 
functional components such as the Content Handler, the Device Handler, the Presentation
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Adaptation and the Personalisation system are involved. Considering the number of steps and the 
complexity at hand, an initial overview and description of the sequence is provided in Table 5.
Nr. Description of the step Resulting data
1 Retrieve application output specification and multimedia 
presentation description.
Application output specification 
and multimedia presentation 
description
2 Parse the service presentation description into a language- 
independent data model that includes the media item 
parameters. Register it to the internal Content Handler tables, 
as a new output request for specific user and application.
Presentation description tree 
model from multimedia 
presentation with link to user and 
application.
3 Build presentation schedule for the presentation description 
tree.
Internal presentation schedule
4 Trigger the adaptation decision process either through the 
application request event or context change event.
Adaptation trigger event 
(application request, context 
change)
5 Fetch registered output specifications including the active 
presentation schedules for each user and application.
List of presentation schedules for 
the user
6 Find the maximum parallel sequences and take the first 
trailing media item as the base item for matching.
List of single media items, 
representing media item 
sequences
7 Add alternative media items to presentation schedule. Query 
the Presentation Adaptation component about possible 
transformations.
Alternative media items linked to 
their originals, (two dimensional 
list)
8 Associate available devices to media items by comparing 
media item parameters with device capabilities and by 
assigning a confidence value.
Presentation-device matching 
confidence table
9 Compute feasible presentation-devices combinations 
presentation and device matching).
Feasible combination of 
presentation-device matching 
tables
10 Fine-tune the rating based on context recommendations, user 
preferences, and presentation consistency.
Fine-tuned ordered device- 
presentation tables
11 Select the first device-presentation matching, create the 
content-device binding, and forward to the delivery 
mechanism.
Binding table
12 Produce single presentation document for each rendering 
device.
Content delivery descriptions
13 Perform content adaptation. Updated content delivery 
descriptions
14 Rendering of the multimedia content and synchronization 
between devices.
Table 5: Multimedia presentation delivery sequence description
Based on the introduced table subsequently the multimedia presentation delivery steps are 
explained in detail.
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4.2.2 Presentation description handling
This section relates to the interaction sequence steps 1 and 2. The ‘state of the art’ provides a 
number of multimedia presentation formats inheriting different characteristics as discussed in 
Section 2.2.2. For the purpose of this thesis it is important to use a flexible approach, in order to 
provide the potential to accommodate different multimedia presentation descriptions.
The basis of every description is provided through a temporal model. Several temporal models 
have been researched. One of the most common is described in Rogge et al. [31]. This publication 
discusses timing issues in multimedia formats. Firstly it defines a flexible model with 29 
multimedia interval relationships taking into account well known previous timing models. Further 
it then compares it with the existing multimedia formats. From this the conclusion arrives that 
only SMIL [95] can model all 29 multimedia interval relationships sufficiently. SMIL is a well 
know standard in its field. Therefore it has been chosen to be the profound basis for the definition 
of the internal data structure for the presentation schedule generation.
For each multimedia presentation, the UIAF system generates an internal presentation schedule 
representing temporal and spatial dependencies between contained media items. Figure 25 shows 
some of the assumptions made to simplify the process while keeping it general and adequate.
Time offsets
item 1 Item 2 item 4TI
item 7Q .
item 8 im 8
Continuing media 
items
Figure 25: Presentation schedule with media items
The illustration in Figure 25 shows a number of media items structured within a table, which on 
the x-axis defines the time dependencies and on the y-axis the spatial or parallel media items 
dependencies. For example item 1 must be displayed before item 2 and item 2 is parallel to item 6 
and item 8 continues during items 1, 2 and 3. As Figure 25 shows, the temporal relationships are 
based on time offsets and indicated in absolute terms (for example, one media item has to finish 
before the other starts), which is adequate for representing a move that’s composed of several
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media clips. In this thesis only linear presentations are considered, which doesn’t allow for 
interaction and therefore won’t change the spatial relationships during the presentation time. 
Nevertheless, the approach can facilitate non linear presentations by breaking more complex 
presentations down to linear cases if necessary.
In SMIL time-dependent media items are so called sequences indicated by the parent element 
<seq/>. Spatial dependent media items that should be rendered in parallel are indicated by the 
parent element <par/>. The combination of these elements is provided in a presentation 
description tree. Figure 26 shows an example of a presentation description tree. The numbers in 
brackets (x, y) depict the position of the media items in the presentation schedule table. Every 
application output request results in such a tree, also with the assumption that the presentation 
always starts with a <seq/> element.
tern 4
Item 8 
(0 .2)
Item 5 
(4,0)
Item 7 
(4.1)
Item 1 
(0 .0)
Item 3
Item 6 
(1.1)
Item 2 
(1.0)
Figure 26: Presentation description tree example
Back to the multimedia presentation delivery process this means, that an application in step 1 
sends a presentation description (e.g. SMIL presentation description). And in step 2 the 
presentation tree is created internally, prepared for processing. For an actual presenation 
adaptation and delivery decision a scheduling of individual media items such as depicted in 
Figure 25 has to be created. This is necessary in order for the system to know how many parallel 
media item sequences are in that presentation. That indicates how many devices in the 
environment of the user should be reserved and served in parallel. It is also an indication, whether 
this multimedia presentation can be delivered to the user environment. The next section describes 
the presentation schedule calculation.
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4.2.3 Presentation schedule generation
As mentioned in the section before, the presentation schedule as input for the decision process 
needs to be calculated from the presentation description tree structure. At the end of the 
presentation schedule generation each media must have its position in the presentation schedule 
assigned. This relates to interaction sequence step 3. This section starts with the definition of the 
tree, its nodes (media item, <par/>, <seq/>), related node sets and their basic characteristics. So 
be:
N : set of tree nodes in the presentation description tree 
S : set of sequence nodes (<seq/>) 
p : set of parallel nodes (<par/>)
C : set of content nodes (media items)
Then it is assumed that:
S , P , C œ N  
\ f  c G C ,c =  leafnode  
\/sE  S ^ fp e  P .s ,p  =  in tern a ljn ode  
Leaf nodes and internal nodes are structural elements in a tree structure. The construction of the 
presentation schedule is based on a self defined recursive algorithm for a given presentation 
description tree. During the algorithm tree traversal is performed using a specific pattern. The 
nature of the <seq/> element indicates that the first content node of a sub-tree is first in a 
sequence. Consequently the traversal into the tree structure is performed with a left orientation. 
That means left sub-tress will be visited first during recursion.
Typical to recursion, the algorithm consists of breaking conditions, the calculation of initial 
schedule values for each content node, and calculation of final schedule values for each content 
node. The calculation of initial values is performed by the algorithm when traversing down in the 
tree, while the calculation of final values is performed when reversing. For internal nodes (s, p) 
temporary values are calculated, supporting the calculation of the presentation schedule position 
of the content nodes. They are not appearing in the final presentation schedule anymore. The 
definitions used for the algorithm functions (AFs) are introduced in Table 6 .
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Function
number
Function name Function description
(AF-1) position ( n) Defines the (%,y)  position of a tree node ne  in the 
presentation schedule and temporary position values for 
U e S , P  as shown in Figure 25. % denotes time dependency 
and y denotes the parallel relationship as described earlier.
(AF-2) isChildij\,n2) Defines that n^E N  is the child node of Mg E 5", f ,
whereas Mj can be an internal or leaf node, can only be 
an internal node.
(AF-3) isfirstChUd («i, ^  ) Defines that M^ E A^is the left most or first child node of 
Mg G S , P .
(AF-4) isLastChild{i\,ri2) Defines that MjG A^is the right most or last child node of 
MgG .
(AF-5) p il(n ) Every internal node has two or more child nodes. piK jl) 
defines the position of these child nodes in counting their 
position from left to right. E.g., a sequence node has two 
content child nodes, then for the first content node
p il  {content 1) =  1 and for the second content node 
p il  (con ten t!) =  2 .
(AF-6) isLeftNei^bomifi]^, Mg ) Defines that n^E N  is the left neighbour of MgE A^ . (A link 
to the AF-4 function is given right below the table)
(AF-7) xPosition  (n) Defines the x position of a tree node n e N in the 
presentation schedule and temporary position. values for 
HE S,P  as shown in Figure 25.
(AF-8) y Position (n) Defines the y position of a tree node n e N in the 
presentation schedule and parallel relationship values for 
UE S ,P  as shown in Figure 25.
(AF-9) hasHighest X ( N ) Defines the highest x position in a set of tree nodes.
(AF-10) hasHighest Y ( N) Defines the highest y position in a set of tree nodes.
Table 6: Algorithm functions (AFs)
In order to clarify the (AF-5) isLeftNeig hbour (w^/îj) relation, the following definition based 
on the (AF-4) pil (n) is given in (0):
\/ j \ ,r i2 e  N .p i l ( j \ )<  pil(n2) A \p il(n ^ )-p il(n 2 ) \= l-^  
isLeftNeighbour(j\ , yzg )
(0)
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With the given algorithm functions (AF), a detailed algorithm is provided and explained in the 
following. The recursion is starting with the highest tree node, typically a sequence node (<seq/> 
element). The recursive function for the calculation of the media items schedule positions is 
defined as (1):
traverseTr ee(internal _ node) (1)
If the function is entered the first time, the position of the given internal node is set to its default 
position (internal_node) = (0, 0). Then the function fetches the list of child nodes of the given 
internal node. This list itself can contain leaf nodes (therefore content nodes) or internal nodes. 
Independent from its type, the leftmost child node for each sequence or parallel node is assigned 
its initial position, being the position of its parent internal node.
This is described in (2) using AF-3 and AF-1 :
Vf E 5,P.Vmg NisFirstChi ld(n,i) position (n) = position (i) (2)
In the next step the algorithm iterates over the list of child nodes. The right node of two nodes, 
starting from the first node, is assigned its position based on its left neighbour. This is dependent 
on the parent node being a <seq/> or <par/> node. For the child nodes of a <seq/> node, 3.1 and
3.2 apply using AF-2, AF-6, AF-9 and AF-10:
G 5.Vmj 2 isChild (Mj , 5) a  isChild(«2, 5) a  
isLeftNeighbour(n^,n2 ) xPosition(n 2 ) = xPosition(n^) + 1
\ / s G SX/n^ 2 -isChild(n^,s) a  isChild(«2 , s) a  
isLeftNeighbour(n^ ,^ 2) —> yPosition(n 2  ) = yPosition(n^ )
The x-position implies a time wise dependency. Logically, this means that content nodes in the 
list following other content nodes are placed later in the schedule. Therefore a content element 
with a left neighbour takes this neighbours position plus one additional position (see 3.1). The y- 
position stays the same, since all media items are part of the same sequence and are played one 
after each other, but not in parallel (see 3.2). Analogue to the previous <seq/> node definition, for 
the child nodes of the <par/> nodes the following applies:
V/7 G P.Vmi 2 .isChild (n^,p) a  isChild (n 2 ,p )  a
isLeftNeig hbour (n^ , 722) —> yPosition («2 ) = yPosition (n ft + 1
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\fp  G P.Vm^ 2 -isChild {n ,^ p )  a  isChild («2  ^p )  a  
isLeftNeig hbour (n ,^ «2 ) —> xPosition (^2  ) = xPosition (Mj )
In difference to <seq/> nodes, the y-position takes an increment of one, since this depicts the 
parallel relationship in the presentation schedule (see 4.1), Contrary, the x-position is the same 
(see 4.2) compared to the left content node.
The final node position calculation for neighbouring nodes is done when the left neighbour has its 
final position value assigned. Therefore in the case of sequence and parallel child nodes being the 
left neighbours, their sub tree is entered first, in order to calculate final values of the neighbouring 
node. This is the step when the next recursion step is entered, by calling the recursion function (1) 
repeating the steps explained until here. Base breaking conditions define the end of each 
recursion. Their concluding calculations are explained in the following.
Three base condition cases have been identified. In case one, the deepest level of the recursion is 
reached, this is when the internal <seq/> and <par/> nodes are provided to the recursion function 
(1) and only have child content nodes. Then the value of this internal node is calculated as in (5) 
using AF-1 and AF-4:
V /g P ,5 .V ce  C.isLastChild{cft) 
positiorii) =  positioric)
This means that the final position of the internal node is calculated, by taking the position of the 
last child node in the list, and assigns its own position. At that point a breaking condition of the 
recursion function is reached and the final value calculation continues one hierarchy level up in 
the recursion. This is where cases two and three apply. Case two defines the end value calculation 
for a <par/> node containing content and <seq/> child nodes as shown in 6.1 and 6.2, using AF- 
2, AF-4, AF-7, AF-8 and AF-9:
VpG P .\/se  S.isChild(s, p )  A  hasH ighesK(S) —> 
xPositioft p )  = xPositiofts)
VpG P.3mg N.isLastChild(n, p ) 
yPositionip) = yPosition(n)
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For the calculation of the x-position, the highest x-position of all sequence child nodes is taken. 
This ensures that the x-position values calculated for the <seq/> nodes are delivered for further 
calculations in the higher hierarchy level. The concluding y-position is carried over from the last 
child node regardless of being a leaf (content) or internal (<seq/>) node. Case three is defined for 
calculating the end value for a <seq/> node having content and <par/> child nodes as shown in
7.1 and 7.2, using AF-2, AF-4, AF-7, AF-8 and AF-10:
V5 e  5.Vp e  P.isChild(p, s) a  hasHighestY(P)
(7.1)
yPosition{s) -  yPositionip)
Vj" e  S B n e  N.isChild(n, s) a  isLastChild(n, s)
(7.2)
xPositiofts) = xPositiorifi)
In this calculation the highest y-position of <par/> child nodes is carried forward to the upper 
hierarchy level for the same reason as in the <seq/> calculation. The x-position is carried over 
from the last child node regardless of being a content or <seq/> node. Based on the definition of 
the presentation tree structure all base conditions have been taken into account and addressed 
accordingly in the calculation. This means the recursion is deterministic for presentation 
description trees, which fulfil the definition as provided in the beginning of this section. The result 
is the presentation schedule as shown in Figure 25. Since at the final instance only the schedule 
positions of content nodes are needed, the end values of the internal <seq/> and <par/> are not of 
particular interest, although they provide an interesting characteristic. The (x, y) coordinates of 
the highest <seq/> element for example defines the maximum span of parallel contents and the 
overall length of the presentation schedule sequence. An overall activity diagram for the 
presentation schedule generation can be found in annex A.2. With the prepared presentation 
schedule the next section continues with the preparation of the presentation schedule for the 
multimedia adaptation decision preparation.
4.2.4 Decision preparation
With the finalised presentation schedule generated, the next interaction sequence steps are to 
prepare the actual presentation and device matching, integrating feasible media item alternatives. 
This process is invoked by the UIAF Stub in step 4, calling the calculate bindings method of the 
Modality Fission component. Based on the defined event triggers for application presentation 
delivery request or context change the Modality Fission now fetches the relevant output
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specifications for the user and the respective application. This fulfils step 5 of the interaction 
sequence.
Step 6 of the interaction sequence defines so called base media items for each parallel set of 
media items (highlighted in green in Figure 27). A base media item characterises the remaining 
sequence of items, and thus is used for computing the transformation calculations and the 
adaptation decision.
Time offsets
4tem*4*“ - r  4tem*ë~ '4 ^
—  —- 4terrw~ 4 ^
Item 8 
(video)
Item 6 
(image)
Item 1 
(text)
Continuing 
media item
Figure 27: Presentation schedule with identiOed base media items
Media items 1, 6 and 8 (text, image, and audio, respectively) are selected base media items in this 
example. The green arrows indicate that the base media items define the adaptation of the other 
media items in the sequence.
The objective in step 7 is to extend the presentation schedule with media item alternatives. The 
UIAF system analyses the base media items’ format information and integrates new format 
proposals into the presentation schedule. This is based on the available transformation as known 
by the Presentation Adaptation component. In some cases it’s beneficial to transform media items 
from one format to another (for example, video encoding) for the same modality, but in other 
situations it’s better to transform the modality (for example, text-to-speech).
No direct research of content adaptation is performed as part of this thesis, but a simple approach 
as developed in the EU-IST MobiLife project is applied. The Presentation Adaptation component 
receives a transformation request from the Modality Fission together with the base media item 
descriptions and returns a list of feasible media item transformations. There are different ways to 
compute the feasible transformations. First alternative media items are returned regardless of the 
available devices, but based on the transformation availability. This can lead to a large list of 
alternative media items. Second the Presentation Adaptation component is aware of the available
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devices registered to the Device Handler component. With this approach only the possible 
transformations are returned. At the same time this is the best way to compute an optimal 
encoding (e.g. for videos, images, etc.), since the quality parameters of the media items are 
mapped directly to the devices. If the conversion is possible, the system returns a reference to a 
new media item that fits all the conversion parameters. The system can do the actual conversion 
on-the-fly or cached media elements from a multimedia database can be used. For example, later 
in the realisation and evaluation Chapter 5 an on-the-fly mechanism has been used for text-to- 
speech conversions. The presentation schedule with the included alternative media items forms 
the media for the computation of the feasible presentation and device matches described in the 
next section.
4.2.5 Presentation and device matching
This section describes the interaction sequence steps 8 to 11. After the UIAF system generates the 
complete schedule table, it then computes all feasible presentation and device matches. The 
comparison takes base media items and matches them to the available devices. A content 
comparator mechanism is introduced in order to facilitate this, related to the interaction sequence 
step 8. The comparator mechanism allows the comparison of the media item and the device 
properties. It returns a matching quality confidence coefficient. In order for this comparator 
mechanism to work content and device properties need to be comparable, as has been assured by 
the design of the device and modality description format in Section 4.1.2.
During the parsing phase described earlier, the presentation schedule is generated. Each of the 
media items properties have been processed and are ready for comparison. The input for the 
matching step is the table of based media items including alternatives. Further, available devices 
with their respective descriptions are fetched from the Device Handler component. Therefore, 
processed device information is available. For each media item and device, media comparators 
perform a match as described in the next sub-sections.
4.2.5.1 Media comparator and matching quality coefficient (MC)
Figure 28a shows the general idea behind the comparator mechanism. A media comparator gets a 
device description and a media item description as input. Then it performs comparison based on 
its internal definition. The result is a matching quality coefficient (MC), which on a scale from 0 
to 1 provides a measure of how well the media item matches the device (0 = lowest match, 1 = 
highest match).
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a) Media
Device 1 Media item
description 1 description
Matching quaiity 
coefficient (MC)
b)
[ media comp.D evice property 1 Item property 1
D evice property 2 Item property 2
I D evice property 3 Item property 3
Figure 28: Media comparator mechanism a) Overview b) Property level matching
Figure 28b shows the media comparator’s internal behaviour. Each media comparator inherits the 
knowledge of how to weight media item and device property matching. The compare function is 
formalized in equation (1):
1 n
M C(dd,m id) = —^ d d .p ro p ert) i ® mid.propertyt (i)
This equation defines the matching quality coefficient (MC) by the average values of compared 
device description {dd) and media item description {mid) property matches. In this general 
approach the comparison of the parameters is defined by the ® operator and therefore can vary 
for different implementations. For example, the operator could be “=” or a defined value range. 
Equality is important when comparing the device’s general modality type (for example, a video- 
capable device can’t necessarily display a text or HTML media item). Matching quality 
coefficients for all device and content matches are recorded within the UIAF system’s internal 
data tables. Table 7 shows a theoretical example of a media items and device matching table with 
the calculated MC based on the previous introduced presentation schedule.
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Base
items
Media items for the matching Devices MC
Item 1 
(text)
Item 1 (text) Device 1 (mobile) 0.6
Item 1 (text) Device 3 (TV set) 0.8
Alternative item 1 (text-to-speech) Device 1 (mobile) 0.8
Alternative item 1 (text-to-speech) Device 2 (HI-FI) 0.4
Item 6 
(image)
Item 6 (high-resolution image) Device 3 (TV set) 0.9
Alternative item 6 (low-resolution image) Device 1 (mobile) 0.8
Item 8 
(video)
Item 8 (high-resolution video) Device 3 (TV set) 0.7
Alternative item 8 (low-resolution video) Device 1 (mobile) 0.5
Table 7: Example media items and device matching table
Every feasible media item and device match shows the assigned MC. Alternative media items 
have been provided by the Presentation Adaptation component. Media items in the table are 
grouped by base media items, in order to highlight their relations. Media items in this example are 
text, picture and video with different quality values. Devices are a mobile phone, a TV set and a 
HI-FI set. Each of them provides different characteristics as stored in the device properties.
In step 9 of the interaction sequence the feasible presentation-device combinations are derived 
with the help of the matching table. From the example in Table 7, this step calculates two 
combinations as shown in Table 8.
Item 1 (text) MC Item 6 (picture) MC Item 8 (video) MC CC
1 Device 2 (HI-FI) 0.4 Device 3 (TV set) 0.9 Device 1 (mobile) 0.5 0.6
2 Device 2 (HI-FI) 0.4 Device 1 (mobile) 0.8 Device 3 (TV set) 0.7 0.63
Table 8: Feasible presentation-device combinations (MC = matching quality coefficient; CC =
combination quality coefficient)
The combination quality coefficient (CC) is derived by calculating the average score of each 
matching quality coefficient (MC) for each possible presentation combination. The results are 
scored presentation-device matching’s. In example table the combination 1 has a coefficient of 0.6 
and the combination 2 has a coefficient of 0.63. At this stage of the decision process the second 
combination would provide a slight advantage over the first combination in terms of matching 
quality, when applying the presentation to the current available devices in the user’s environment. 
In this example it is assumed that one media item should be assigned to one device. Therefore one 
device provides one Device Agent. In more complex scenarios devices can provide multiple 
Device Agents. This is planned for future work. Using the CC the system produces all feasible 
presentation-device matches. At that point, the system will include the user’s personal 
preferences, taking the user’s current context into account. Therefore the next section describes 
how the context-awareness fine-tuning is achieved.
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4.2.5.2 Context-awareness fine-tuning
With the help of the combination quality coefficients the basis for step 10 of the interaction 
sequence is provided. Personalisation of the decision is achieved by applying the user’s personal 
preferences to the feasible presentation and device matches. This is named context-awareness 
fine-tuning. In this approach, user preferences relate to learned rules about the media item, device, 
and context configurations (e.g. the context can be location, user activity, etc.).
An approach linked to the first version of the UIAF system has been described in [78]. Herein the 
personal context function (PCF) and the personal profile function (PPF) are part of a 
personahsation system, which allows the context depended adaptation of multimodal applications, 
as envisioned in this work. Context parameters are collected and interpreted in order to create user 
preferences. Later the preferences can be applied by the context inference step, as described in the 
publication, in order to derive a context matching. Preferences in such context-aware systems are 
typically pre-defined or could be learned. Learning is a very flexible approach in order to react to 
user behaviour and the changes occurring over time.
The UIAF system supports the process of learning user preferences. For this it can be connected 
to personalisation systems, which are providing learning functionalities. An association rule 
learning approach as described in [96] was investigated. Figure 29 provides an illustration how 
the UIAF communicates with the personalisation system and its internal components.
Personalisation system
Presentation-device 
matching (1)
UIAF Recommender
J Recommendations (3)
1 Learning 
I system
Context / 
Rules 
ProfileFinal decision snap shot (4)
Snapshot data
Figure 29: UIAF system personalisation
During the decision process the UIAF requests a recommendation providing the current 
presentation and device combinations (1). The recommender applies the learned rules stored in 
the personalisation system to the received request, incorporating current context knowledge (2). 
However, rules are produced by a learning system. By applying the different rules, the 
recommender provides a situation confidence coefficient (SC) in (3), in addition to the
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combination quality coefficient (CC) introduced earlier. Using a weighting function as shown in 
equation (2) the final confidence coefficient (FC) is calculated:
FC = w,CC + W2SC (2)
The weights can be altered between better presentation quality or user situation adaptation, but the 
sum of Wj and Wj has a maximum of 1. Table 9 shows the final presentation-device combinations 
(FC), applying the calculation presented in equation 2 the results of the example are presented in 
Table 8.
Content 1 (text) Content 6 (picture) Content 8 (video) CC SC FC
1 Device 2 (HI-FI) Device 3 (TV set) Device 1 (mobile) 0.6 0.3 0.45
2 Device 2 (HI-FI) Device 1 (mobile) Device 3 (TV set) 0.63 0.7 0.665
Table 9: Final presentation-device combinations (FC) (CC = combined confidence coefficient; SC =
situation confidence coefficient)
For the first row of Table 9, the SC is 0.3 and for the second 0.7. Using the previous calculated 
CC of both cases, the FC is slightly altered, producing a higher match for the current feasible 
presentation quality and situation.
This calculation result concludes the matching and binding score calculation. From here the 
system either can take an automatic decision, which in this instance is the second row, or the 
system could present the user with a list of the two choices on the portal device. The list presents 
the final presentation and device combinations, highlighting the second presentation according to 
step 11 of the interaction sequence overview.
After the final decision either taken by the system or the user, the UIAF sends a final decision 
snapshot to the situation learning system (4). The learning system then will add the snapshot to its 
internal database (5) and calculates new confidence rules available for the next request (6).
This prepares the UIAF for presentation delivery, when the actual media item combinations are 
delivered to the selected devices.
4.2.6 Device specific presentation delivery
This section elaborates on the steps 12, 13 and 14 as introduced in Table 5. Based on the decision 
reached in the previous steps, the resulting multimedia presentations are constructed and delivered 
to the most suitable devices. SMIL is used as the presentation delivery format of choice to assure 
device specific content delivery. The biggest benefit of using SMIL is its structured multimedia 
document nature [97]. Since the system is dealing with documents, and not with encoded content, 
session continuity, dynamic adaptation, and distributed rendering are easier to implement and 
deploy. The presentation’s timeline is composed of temporal constructs such as parallels and
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sequences, as Figure 30 (left) shows. The media items that compose the presentation follow the 
temporal structure imposed by the Mobile and Web applications. Normally layout information of 
the presentation and media items (that is, the regions) provide information for deciding where the 
items should be rendered. This is in line with the base media item approach that has been 
introduced earlier. The multimedia presentation delivery process defines a transformation step 13 
for layout transformations to adjust spatial arrangements and resize media items, temporal 
transformations to assure session continuity, and media asset transformations for alternative 
media items that a specific device can use. Transformations are dynamic and dependent on the 
situation and multimedia devices in the user’s environment. This is based on the transformation 
alternatives included in step 7 of the process. In the example in Table 9 it can be seen parts of the 
presentation should be played on different devices. Text should be transformed to audio and be 
played on the HI-FI, the accompanying images on the mobile phone and the video on the TV set.
<layout> Document sent to the TV
<region id=“video” width=“...” height=“...”/> <video region=“video” src=“.. ./video.mov”
<region id=“ad” width=“...” height=“...”/> customT est=“show”/>
<region id=“caption” width=“...” <audio region=“caption” src=“.../info.mp3”
height=“...”/> customT est=“show”/>
</layout> <img region=“ad” src=“.../ad.3gp”/>
<seq> Document sent to the mobile phone
<par> <video region=“video”
<video region=“video” src=“.. ./video.flv”/> src=“.. ./video.mov”/>
<text region=“caption” src=“.../info.rt”/> <audio region=“caption”
<img region=“ad” src=“.. ./ad.mov”/> src=“.. ./info.mp3”/>
</par> <img region=“ad” src=“.../ad.3gp”
</seq> customTest=“show”/>
Figure 30: Comparison between the original SMIL document (left) and the annotated one for device
tailored delivery (right)
The final presentation will look like the one represented in Figure 30 (right) produce in step 12, 
where customTest attributes indicate whether the system shows an element. Device Agents are in 
charge of checking this attribute for each media item. After producing the adequate structured 
presentation for each of the rendering Device Agents, the system delivers the modified 
presentation document to the selected Device Agents. The delivery phase takes advantage of the 
resulting format being a textual descriptive format and transmits it via the Device Agent’s 
delivery mechanism (e.g. using socket connectivity, the Internet Engineering Task Force’s SIP 
mechanism, etc.). The usage of SIP as the delivery protocol as part of an IMS infrastructure [98] 
is detailed in the later Chapter 6 on the service platform realisation.
Finally in step 14, because different devices might render different parts of the presentation at the 
same time, there is a need for synchronizing the different media elements. Since the UIAF should 
be able render on varying underlying networks, it is important that the synchronization algorithm
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can work across varying networks boundaries. Furthermore, this synchronization should be media 
sensitive. This work does not provide an approach on media synchronisation itself, but given 
these requirements a NeighbourCast -  NM (Non-monolithic) algorithm as for example presented 
in [99] could be used.
4.3 Multimodal application control
Multimodal fusion or -integration as described in the ‘state of the art’ aims at allowing the user to 
interact naturally with computer systems through various modalities (e.g. speech, gesture, 
keyboard, etc.). From multimodal user interfaces SOTA as presented in Section 2.1.2 this thesis 
assumes that the user experience can be enhanced by integrating several user input modalities into 
one consistent fusion model, and extends it to allow flexible control of mobile applications. 
Knowledge about single modalities is combined based on their timing dependencies (e.g. 
recognised inputs from single modalities sources happen in parallel, or in a certain time sequence) 
to extract meaning for multimodal user interaction. Modality Fusion in the scope of this thesis 
aims to solve flexibility issues for exchangeable user interface devices with modality input 
capabilities as available in the user’s vicinity in Mobile and Web applications. Furthermore 
implications for different mobility situations can be studied with this approach as described later 
in Chapter 5. Normally multimodal user interaction has been analysed for one device and 
application only.
Input recognition
model
Controller
ModelView
Mobile & web 
V application
''Mobile & web application 
GUI/distributed multimedia 
presentation
Figure 31; MVC concept mapped to multimodal application control related components
This work proposes a user interface metaphor for applications that translates the very well known 
Model-View-Controller (MVC) concept as described in [100] from GUI systems for multimodal 
application control. A very good summary of the MVC principles and related work is given in 
Wikipedia [101]. Figure 31 shows the basic concept and its direct and indirect relations 
(green/rectangular blocks) and in addition the mapping for the UIAF multimodal application 
control components (orange/ellipse blocks). The MVC can be categorised as a software
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architecture or architectural pattern for the implementation of applications that provide any kind 
of user interaction. The model defines the applications domain logic or data model and is linked to 
a view. The view visualises the user interface, normally a GUI, based on the models information. 
The controller receives the user input and invokes changes to the model for a response to the 
interaction. This mechanism provides advantages for the application design and decouples the 
three activities needed for application interaction. For example, views can be defined independent 
from the domain models, the data changes in the model do not affect the implementation of the 
view directly, but rather the data presented in the view changes. In this work the idea is to move 
the controller from the application into the UIAF in order to design and implement an application 
independent multimodal application control mechanism. Therefore the controller becomes the 
Modality Fusion component. Now multiple applications are able to reuse the control functionality 
to simplify implementation of multimodal interaction.
The controller allows a translation of user interaction input into changes of the application model. 
Changes in the application model will affect the view of the application. When talking about 
Mobile applications the view can be the portal device’s GUI and the applications multimedia 
presentation as defined for the UIAF multimedia presentation delivery. The mapping is illustrated 
in Figure 31. Before going into the details of the actual Modality Fusion sequence and internal 
mechanisms description. Table 10 compares the interactions in MVC with the UIAF multimodal 
application control flow.
Nr. MVC flow as described in [101] UIAF multimodal application control flow
1 The user interacts with the user interface in 
some way.
The user interacts with available user interface 
devices providing multiple modality input means. 
Input is provided through a token based input 
recognition model.
2 The controller handles the input event from 
the user interface.
Modality Fusion receives the recognised user inputs 
and matches them against an application provided 
control model.
3 The controller notifies the model of the user 
action, possibly resulting in a change in the 
model's state.
When actions are recognised the application model is 
notified and the according model states might change 
based on the application logic.
4 The view is automatically notified by the 
model of changes in state (Observer)
The application model updates its view according to 
the model changes. This can be mobile terminal GUI 
changes or multimedia presentation delivery requests.
Table 10: Linking of the MVC control flow to the UIAF multimodal application control flow
This outlines the basic mapping of the MVC to the proposed UIAF application control 
mechanism. Subsequently the multimodal application control interaction sequence overview, 
details of the application control model, the token based recognition model and the multimodal 
application control matching are provided.
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4.3.1 Interaction sequence overview
Having set the scene, this section provides the overview of the multimodal application control 
interaction sequence, highlighting the several involved UIAF components and their functionality 
in the process. For this purpose the UIAF initial system architecture introduced in Section 3.4 is 
adapted to highlight the involved components and data models. This is shown in Figure 32 
together with the sequence numbers for each process step. Furthermore this relates to the 
interaction sequences as introduced for the high level architecture design in Section 3.4.1.2 and 
provides further details on the involved data models and results of each of the steps.
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Figure 32: UIAF multimodal application control sequence and data models
The system flow initiates from the Mobile or Web application, forwarding the multimodal 
application control model as part of the application input specification description to register it 
with the UIAF Modality Fusion component. User’s multimodal interactions are streamed to the 
DeaMon in order to be recognised and matched against the registered control models. Table II 
describes the involved steps and used data models in detail.
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Nr. Description of the step Resulting data
1 Retrieve the application input specification including the 
multimodal application control model.
Application input specification
2 Parse the multimodal application control model into an 
internal application input data model for the Modality 
Fusion.
Internal application control model 
representation
3 Register internal application input data at the input request 
registry and generate a dialogue identifier associated with the 
application.
Model in input request registry, 
dialogue identifier issued
4 Retrieve users’ raw user interaction from continuous input 
streams (e.g. voice, button pressing, and gestures).
Raw application control input
5 Retrieve device information for input type and quality 
parameters.
Input type and quality parameters 
for recognition model
6 Recognition of application control input. Raw input streams 
are tokenized for application request matching.
Token based recognition model
7 Processing continuous tokenized user application control 
input and matching against application control request 
registry. Translating matches into application model change 
notifications.
Application model change 
notifications
8 Embedding the application model change in a notification 
invocation message delivered to the application.
Notification
9 Delivering application specific notification messages. Application model and view 
updates.
Table 11: Multimodal application control sequence description
This summarises the multimodal application control interaction sequence overview. Details about 
multimodal application control approach, the token based recognition model and the matching 
mechanism is provided in the next sub-sections.
4.3.2 Multimodal application control model
Together with the application input specification an application control model is delivered to the 
Modality Fusion component as described in steps 1 and 2. Typically an application according to 
the MVC defines invocation of its functionalities and changes to its data model dependent on 
certain user control interactions. Usually in GUI interfaces, there are standard controls such as OK 
or cancel, which can be invoked through mouse button or enter button on the keyboard. These are 
restricted to specific device capabilities and operating system drivers. The idea of the multimodal 
application control is to allow exchangeable user interface devices; therefore the application 
control model needs to be defined for this. Beyond standard models, an application should be able 
to define custom controls as well as multimodal controls (combinations of multiple inputs with 
derived meaning). Therefore a multimodal application control model should be capable of 
providing the following three categories of interaction metaphors illustrated in Figure 33 as part 
of the application input specification.
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Figure 33: Application control model mechanism
The generic class allows applications to register for widely accepted single and multimodal 
application controls. That can be map zooming and pointing functionalities as well as invoking a 
standard OK command. Unfortunately such a catalogue of common single and multimodal 
application controls does not exist at the current stage. Therefore for the future, applications have 
to be able to define their own interpretations of user inputs for the single (application specific) and 
multimodal application controls. All interpretations mechanisms have to be available in the 
Modality Fusion mapping functionality. The focus of this work is to provide a Modality Fusion 
framework that allows the definition and implementation of several mapping functionalities. A 
possible mapping mechanism is explained for the application specific class. It has to be 
mentioned that no mapping functionalities have been defined for the generic and multimodal 
classes. The contribution of this thesis concentrates on application specific user interaction 
interpretation for exchangeable modalities.
The application specific category of the application input specification defines a mapping function 
that can be used by a simple mapping mechanism in the Modality Fusion, illustrated in (1):
m f  : String -A String 
token_  value^ i-A a p p _  m odel_changevalw  ( )^
Hereby a token value (token_value) of type t is the domain value of the mf function and is 
projected on to an application control model change value (app_model_changevalue). An 
example for this can be seen in (2):
” circle" invoke _ 0 K "  2^)
A recognised circle (circle) token of the type pen gesture (ink_gesture) triggers the invocation of 
the application model OK changes (invokejOK). With a number of these mappings, based on the 
mapping function, an application can describe its exchangeable modalities need. As soon as the
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Modality Fusion detects the appearance of the circle token the application OK model change is 
invoked at the application side, as visualised in the schematic mapping overview in Figure 33. 
This is a very effective mechanism as further explained in the scenario evaluation of the mobile 
terminal realisation in Chapter 5 later in the thesis.
4.3.3 Token based recognition model
For the described mapping function to work, raw user interaction input as received through 
sensors (e.g. from a touch pad) has to be recognised from continuous input data streams. Patterns 
in the stream have to be identified and mapped to a higher level interpretation. The end result of 
this interpretation step is a symbol or token that stands for the recognised pattern. For example a 
user draws a line from the bottom of a touch pad to the top. This pattern can be interpreted as a 
gesture of a line with the direction up. In the following these interpretations are called tokens. 
Hence the recognition components have to provide a token based recognition model as an output 
of the recognition process. Generally the interpretation of user input streams from the different 
kind of user input devices (e.g. speech, gesture, button presses, etc.) is not part of the research of 
this thesis and is not further investigated. This concerns steps 4 to 5 and the first parts of 6 as 
described in the interaction sequence overview. Nevertheless, the UIAF system architecture is 
designed to facilitate these steps in two variants. First a user interaction device that is able to 
communicate with the UIAF could send continues sensor stream input (e.g. from a gesture pad) in 
a format that is available to the sensor (step 4). In order to integrate this with the Modality Fusion 
of the UIAF a recogniser component can provide the conversion to the token based recognition 
model (step 6) based on the retrieval of discovered device information (step 5). Secondly a device 
can inherit the recognition functionality itself and could provide the token based recognition 
model directly to the UIAF according to steps 4 to 6.
There has been significant work on the modelling of user inputs based on patterns. For example 
the gestures drawn by users on an touchpad can be modelled as electronic ink and are described in 
an W3C standard called Ink Markup Language (InkML) [102]. Further in order to capture user 
input on different interpretation levels in a standard way for the Web, the W3C defined an 
Extensible MultiModal Annotation markup language (EMMA). EMMÀ provides the description 
framework needed for systems such as the UIAF and the Modality Fusion. The output of step 6 of 
the interaction sequence overview therefore is the token based recognition model embedded in 
EMMA. An example of this is presented in Figure 34.
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<emma:emma version=" 1.0" xmlns:emma="http://www,w3.org/2003/04/emma" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi : schemaLocation="http ://www. w3 .org/2003/04/emma 
http://www.w3.Org/TR/2009/REC-emma-20090210/emma.xsd">
<emma:interpretation id="meaningl" emma:confidence="0.8" emma:medium="tactile" 
emma:mode="ink">
<token_value>Up</token_value>
</emma:interpretation>
</emma:emma>
Figure 34: EMMA example of embedded token based recognition value for gesture input
In EMMA the interpretation of user input is provided in an interpretation element 
<emma:interpretation/>. Further, attributes of the element indicate the type of the modality 
through a combination of medium and mode. In the provided example the medium is “tactile” and 
the “mode” is ink. Therefore EMMA provides a mechanism to embed the recogniser 
interpretation information in the interpretation element. Since EMMA is focussed on the user 
input for the Web, a limited set of the mediums and modes are supported. These can be looked up 
on the standards Web site. Therefore the UIAF defines a methodology to integrate recogniser 
modality information to the interpretation elements through the Device Handler as described in 
step 5 of the interaction sequence overview. A suitable extension of the device descriptions itself 
has not been investigated. Embedded to the interpretation element the token value “Up” (inside 
the <token_value/> element) received for the interpretation is present. Once received, in this 
format by the Modality Fusion, the application control matching process is invoked.
4.3.4 Multimodal application control matching
With the stored mapping functions provided by the applications the Modality Fusion component 
can match the incoming recognised tokens against the application control model. Therefore the 
token is executed in any registered m/function (1) as introduced before in Section 4.3.2. If a result 
is produced this is wrapped into a application change notification message as described in step 7 
of the interaction sequence overview. A notification can either be delivered by direct invocation 
of the application model related method or wrapped into an XML description and communicated 
to the application model in this way. This fulfils the last two steps 8, 9 and concludes the 
multimodal application control sequence.
4.4 Conclusion
Chapter 4 has presented the UIAF functionalities for device discovery, multimedia presentation 
delivery and multimodal application control. Each of them has been designed on the basis of the 
identified challenges in Section 2.4 and their resulting UIAF system requirements of Section 3.2.
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Further their placing and processing has been put into context of the UIAF architecture by 
showing their interaction sequence.
With the device discovery mechanism proposed in this chapter, different discovery adapters (e.g. 
for Bluetooth, UPnP, SIP, etc.) are integrated into one consistent discovery framework. Users now 
gain the possibility to utilise former disconnected devices in one integrated user interface 
adaptation experience. This helps to overcome the related challenges of discovery in 
heterogeneous environments and is the basis for context-awareness. In order to include the 
environment into the user interface adaptation the discovered device information need to be stored 
into a consistent device description model. Previously and similar to the device discovery 
mechanisms, device description frameworks are focussed on specific application as discussed in 
the ‘state of the art’ of Chapter 2. No usable device description approach for user interface 
adaptation in Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces was available. With the presented device 
description approach a fundament for user centric user interface adaptation is provided helping to 
overcome the heterogeneity and device description challenges. Dependencies between the 
modality and physical device descriptions and network capabilities have been established within a 
proposed device and modality description framework. This has been based on an UML 
description of the device description and published in [93]. For future work, device description 
approaches could be improved through ontology’s, which would allow reasoning on missing 
device properties, not gathered during a discovery period. Integration of different device 
descriptions as used in the several existing discovery mechanisms (e.g. Bluetooth, Wireless LAN, 
UPnP, SIP, etc.) can be easier facilitated with a reasoning approach as well. An example of this 
can be found in [92] with a later explanation on the discovery framework provided in [91]. The 
authors reference the device description work presented in this chapter. A stronger coupling of the 
personalisation system for context reasoning could provide the possibility of validating discovery 
information in the current user context to enhance the location determination (e.g. UPnP 
discovery information is usually related to a network and devices can be distributed throughout a 
full building. With more accurate location information, adaptation can be improved through 
location limitation. The actual position in a room or even user orientation could be taken into 
account).
Multimedia presentation delivery is the main contribution of this thesis. It addresses many aspects 
of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces, helping to overcome the challenges of user interface 
mobility, multimedia adaptation and delivery. Furthermore it allows to study of the integration of 
context information into a multimedia presentation delivery process. Two subsequent approaches 
have been designed during the period of this work. A preliminary approach sketching the overall 
process steps as described in [94] has been extended from a single media item selection approach 
to an intelligent multimedia presentation delivery process in ubiquitous multidevice scenarios as
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described in [103] and in this chapter. Special attention has been put towards the presentation 
scheduling, the feasibility to react to context events, inclusion of content adaptation and user 
preferences through context learning. Context learning is put forward as a proposal for Mobile 
Multimodal User Interfaces to flexibly configure multimedia presentation delivery based on the 
multimedia content the user wants to experience, the current user context and to adapt according 
to the user behaviour over time. In future work the identification of relevant context parameters 
beyond location could be studied (e.g. such as network parameters and user activity). One 
shortcoming of the explained solution is that it does not consider the network characteristics in the 
adaptation process. This is an issue which is addressed quite extensively in the ‘state of the art’ on 
multimedia adaptation, as described in Section 2.2.1. Open issues still to be resolved are cross­
device synchronisation aspects in heterogeneous networks and concurrent access to devices in the 
same vicinity.
Multimedia application control provides one of the minor contributions of this thesis. It facilitates 
modularisation of the multimodal user interaction for exchangeable user input. With the MVC 
approach a decoupling of multimodal application control from the Mobile and Web applications 
towards the usage of Modality Fusion framework has been proposed. Applications provide their 
application input model and the processing of the input is performed by the UIAF (controller), so 
the data model of the application is changed based on the application logic (model) and according 
to model change the application GUI or presentation needs (view) is altered. The realisation and 
evaluation of the fusion framework as described in Chapter 5 demonstrates the flexibility of 
multimodal user interaction in mobility situations beyond the current ‘state of the art’. Future 
work should include the design and realisation of multiple input fusions as typical for multimodal 
user interfaces. The standardisation of common fusion models for Mobile application controls 
could provide a benefit for user acceptance in the long run.
One missing aspect in this chapter is the process for presentation control. Although described in 
Section 3.4.1.3 it has not been researched on the detailed functioning level. Through collaborative 
work published in [90] a natural language processor for user driven free speech voice interaction 
in multimodal smart environments has been tested with the UIAF system.
As a concluding remark, each of the defined functionalities is integrated into the UIAF system 
based on the UIAF architecture. This validates the UIAF system design as well as ensures the 
interaction between functionalities is clearly defined. The modular decomposition of the UIAF 
system provides the means for future extensions and refinement of UIAF functionalities. Chapter 
5 and Chapter 6 describe the UIAF system design realisation and evaluation in order to prove and 
evaluate the research contributions for mobile terminal platform and service platforms 
experimentations.
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Chapter 5
5 UIAF system design realisation and evaluation 
for mobile terminal platforms
The UIAF system design realisation and evaluation for mobile terminal platforms is motivated by 
the potential of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces to extend the reach of the stakeholder group of 
terminal manufacturers as described in Section 3.1. The related realisation and evaluation 
methodology has been introduced Section 1.3.5. The presented realisation work in this chapter 
covers device discovery, an implementation of the multimedia presentation delivery process based 
on single media items adaptation and the multimodal application control. The chapter starts with 
outlining the mobile realisation platform setup. This is followed by the description of 
implemented data models and their representation within the realisation. Furthermore, the details 
of all implemented mechanisms are provided. The second part of the chapter presents the UIAF 
system evaluation for mobile terminals on the example of the Multimedia Infotainer application. 
A scenario based analysis studies the aspects of mobility, context-aware multimedia delivery and 
the user interaction with the Mobile application in different situations. Examples of data models 
and adaptation behaviour are provided, in order to validate the UIAF system design and 
functionalities.
5.1 Experimentation platform
The first proof-of-concept implementation of the UIAF components has been realised entirely on 
the terminal side. Java Micro Edition (Java ME) [104] in the Connected Device Configuration 
(CDC) [105] has been chosen as the development and runtime environment, due to its availability 
on several terminal device operating system platforms. Naturally mobile devices provide less 
computational power and also functionalities provided in terms of software libraries are limited. 
Software implemented for those, therefore appear to be tailor made. Nevertheless, the concepts of 
the UIAF have been applied and tested, in order to show the feasibility of the approach.
Mobile application development provides flexible means to implement functionalities which can 
reside on a mobile terminal. Especially interesting for the mobile terminal stakeholders, it allows 
for added value in mobile situations, where functionalities are directly embedded in mobile 
terminals and therefore always accessible for the mobile user. With the given Mobile Multimodal
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User Interfaces system model, as described in Section 1.1.1, an implementation o f the UIAF on 
the mobile terminal is feasible. Hereby the Mobile application connects locally to the UIAF 
functionalities, accessing the UIAF application programming interface (API). With the given 
implementation it is proven that a realisation of the envisioned functionalities in ‘state of the art’ 
mobile terminals is feasible. Further it is argued that the realisation in mobile terminals, enabled 
with a fast data connection, is open towards Web integration. This makes it also interesting for the 
mobile Web users, although this is not the main concern of the UIAF realisation.
Mobile device development is characterised by the diversity o f mobile device platforms and 
terminal configurations. Without listing all advantages and disadvantages of available platforms, 
Java ME provides a flexible and widely accepted application platform for mobile devices and is 
chosen for the realisation of the UIAF in this chapter. In general, Java allows the execution o f pre­
compiled Java byte code, as generated from Java source code, within its Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM). One of the major drawbacks experienced during the development work is the availability 
of libraries (e.g. Bluetooth, UPnP, audio, etc.) for the different JVM’s. Sometimes that means 
certain functionalities on one mobile terminal are not available in the same way as on another 
device. For the communication with user interface devices TCP-sockets are utilised for the 
invocation o f Device Agent (DA) controls, the delivery of multimedia presentation requests or 
reception of input streams from user interface devices.
For a mobile terminal implementation only a minimal platform setup is necessary. Mainly this is 
because no back-end integration is necessary for the UIAF components itself. Figure 35 depicts 
the setup consisting o f the portal device and the user interface devices. Hereby the portal device 
runs its own operating system with the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that supports Java ME. 
Through additional libraries the portal device provides the discovery functionality (e.g. UPnP, 
Bluetooth) and communicates with discovered user interface devices through TCP sockets. For 
this reason user interface devices are encapsulated by their according Device Agents (DA) 
providing the TCP server sockets.
Portal Device
Discovery protocols (UPnP, 
Bluetooth, etc.) & TCP 
socket communication
U ser Interface Devices
Figure 35: Mobile terminal experimentation setup
The portal device itself runs local Device Agents to access the device’s available modalities. 
Substantially different to the service platform implementation, which is introduced later in
1 1 0
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Chapter 6, the functionalities provided for storing device discovery information and handling 
media item descriptions cannot rely on persistence functionalities or local database access by 
default. Therefore the mobile device realisation demonstrates the feasibility of facilitating the 
UIAF in limited resources environments. Mobile devices evolve rapidly and even have been 
during this work. An implementation on current state-of-the-art devices could leverage on 
extended capabilities of the devices, integrated data base access and better library support in 
general. Nevertheless, the chosen platform setup provides an appropriate basis for the proof-of- 
concept implementation of the UIAF. Information about software packages and libraries utilised 
within the platform setup is provided in the Appendix A.3.
5.2 Data models
The UIAF mobile terminal realisation supports functionalities for device discovery, multimedia 
presentation delivery and multimodal application control as introduced in Chapter 4 for the UIAF 
functionalities description. This section describes the usage and realisation of the related data 
models. Data models are distinguished in two categories:
External data models -  are data models received by the UIAF in order to perform or 
support UIAF functionality. Data models are either designed as part of this thesis or based 
on standards and is indicated in the data models list.
Internal data representations -  are used in order to translate external data models into 
process able internal data representations aligned with the realisation platform.
The following list shows data models and representations utilised for the UIAF mobile terminal 
platform realisation categorised by UIAF functionalities:
Data models for device discovery:
o Device and modality description -  external data model designed for the purpose 
of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces as introduced in Section 4.1.2.
o UPnP device and service description -  external data model adopted for the device 
discovery approach of the mobile terminal realisation. The description is 
supported by a discovery adapter as part of the device/service discovery 
component.
o Device and modality description object model - internal data representation 
produced from device discovery in order to support the multimedia presentation 
delivery process and the multimodal application control. The object model is 
managed by the Device Handler and realises the device and modality description.
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Data models for multimedia presentation delivery:
o Multimedia presentation description -  external data model for the description of 
the multimedia contents. SMIL has been chosen as the multimedia presentation 
description format. Throughout the mobile terminal realisation only single media 
items are supported.
o Application output specification model -  external data model designed for mobile 
applications to issue multimedia output requests embedding the multimedia 
presentation description.
o Device and modality description object model (for explanation see previous 
description)
o Content transformation description -  external data model designed in order to 
support content adaptation, as part of the alternative media items creation.
o Recommendations -  external data model designed to provide personalisation 
support. Recommendations refer to an optimal device configuration based on user 
preferences in a particular context. User preferences are either pre-defined or 
derived by a learning mechanism.
o Modality match model -  internal data representation to facilitate device-media 
item comparison mechanism and build up of output decision steps.
Data models for multimodal application control
o Application input specification and control model -  external data model designed 
for applications to specify their input model based on modality descriptions. This 
model is utilised to determine whether a user input relates to an application 
control command within the Modality Fusion component.
o Recognition model -  external data model designed for capturing a user’s modality 
interaction input. The results are received user input recognition tokens, which 
are available for the application control model matching in the Modality Fusion 
component.
o Application control model registry -  internal data representation within the 
Modality Fusion component to store and manage retrieved application control 
models.
Subsequently the listed data models are detailed and explained as preparation for the implemented 
mechanisms and the Multimedia Infotainer scenario evaluation.
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5.2.1 UIAF application specification model
The UIAF mobile terminal realisation is implemented with the assumption that both UIAF 
functionalities and the user Mobile applications are executed on the terminal side based on the 
defined experimentation platform. Although the Mobile applications are physically close to the 
UIAF implementation, a decoupling of multimodal functionalities and the Mobile applications is 
targeted. This ensures that Mobile applications can use multimodality functionalities without 
implementing multimodality themselves, but rather reuse provided functionalities from the 
modular UIAF functionalities implementations.
The UIAF supports both multimodal apphcation control as well as multimedia presentation 
delivery. A unified application specification model is defined in order to accommodate an easy 
and consistent UIAF functionalities integration into Mobile applications.
Mobile application
Request
feedback
Application
specification
U AF Stub
Multimedia 
output
Appiication""^^ 
control
Figure 36: Application specification model overview
The interaction scheme of Mobile applications and the UIAF is depicted in Figure 36. A Mobile 
application issues an application specification to the UIAF stub in order to indicate its multimodal 
application control {application control) and multimedia presentation delivery {multimedia 
output) demands. In return it retrieves a request feedback in order to retrieve a dialogue identifier 
and application commands.
The application specification is defined in a XML description format based on a XML schema. 
Along with Mobile applications a XML document conforming to the application specification 
schema has to be defined. Mobile applications then invoke the according binding methods (for 
application control and multimedia output) as defined in the architecture interface definition in 
Section 3.4.2. A collapsed visualisation of the schema is depicted in Figure 37.
app_control [j|
—  ,  app_output
attributes
application_specification^l—
Figure 37: UIAF Stub -  Application specification (XML schema illustration)
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The root element is the application specification <appllcation_specification/> with the choice of 
multimodality application control specification <app_control/> and the multimedia output 
specification <app_output/> elements. Additionally the application specification holds some 
attributes relevant for the access to the UIAF stub. Once received, the specification is parsed 
inside the UIAF stub using a number of helper classes. According to the application specification 
UIAF functionalities are invoked. Multimedia output is parsed by the Content Handler 
component.
In the following sub-sections some details about the multimodality application control and 
multimedia presentation specification are discussed.
5.2.1.1 Application output specification
The application output specification includes a multimedia content model enabling Mobile 
applications to submit multimedia contents for presentation delivery to the UIAF. Mentioned in 
the previous section, this is capsulated into an application output specification element. Figure 38 
shows the according XML schema as extension to the XML schema illustration in Figure 37.
app_output
□  attributes
I startTime
es-i content f±|
Figure 38; UIAF Stub -  Application output specification (XML schema illustration)
Mobile applications are enabled to request for modality output <app_output/> defined by its 
media items <content/>. This is opposed to the general presentation delivery process, where full 
SMIL presentations are provided. Still, applications can request for single modality output, for 
example of type “text” (e.g. news text, Web page content). In order to support single media items 
the SMIL [21] language, a standardised way of describing media content elements, is utilised. An 
XML example of an application specification for multimedia content is depicted in Figure 39. It 
includes content tags in text and audio formats using the SMIL statement. The type attribute 
defines the media and format type using a MIME type format. In text/xhtml the text refers to a 
modality type and the xhtml refers to a modality format. The src attributes of the SMIL elements 
are showing placeholders for according media content URLs.
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<application_requestport=" 10000" ipaddress="192.168.0.4">
<app_output_request startT ime="20:15:06">
<content>
<smil20:text type="text/xhtml" src="XHTML-URL" system-language="en"/> 
<smil20:text type="text/ascii" src="ASCll-URL" system-language="en"/> 
<smil20:audio type="audio/wav" src="WAV-URL"/>
</content>
</app_output_request>
</application_request>
Figure 39; Example UIAF application output request
The SMIL media elements (child elements of <content/>) belong to the same media content, but 
are represented in different formats. This equals to the <smil:switch/> statements as defined in 
SMIL. With this mechanism applications can already transfer different available representations 
for one media content to the UIAF for delivery consideration. With the system-language attribute 
the application can specify in which language the content is submitted (It is supported by the 
general UIAF implementation, but not part of the thesis).
5.2.1.2 Multimodal application input specification and control model
The UIAF allows applications to register their multimodal application control needs. Whenever a 
user interacts with a user interface device, the user agent with modality input facilities detects this 
and the Modality Fusion component checks for the registered applications and matches the token 
based recognition model with the registered modality input needs (see Section 4.3). In order to 
enable that mechanism a XML schema for application input specification consisting of the 
application control model is defined. Figure 40 shows an according illustration of the application 
control model as an extension of the XML schema in Figure 37.
-  -I generici  [±1
app_control f-~r app_specific modality_mapping [^ -
1..»
g  attributes
type
token_vaIue
app_m ode l_change_value
-  - I  multimodal
Figure 40; UIAF Stub -  Application control model (XML schema illustration)
The application control model <app_control/> element holds a choice of generic <generic/>, 
application specific <app_specific/> and multimodal <multimodal/> elements. From these three 
categories only the application specific input is realised as described in Section 4.3.2. The 
application specific element includes a sequence of modality mappings <modality_mapping/>.
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According to the design of the multimodal application control, the token_value attribute is related 
to the app_model_change_value attribute depending on the type attribute.
5.2.13 Application model change notification
Once a mapping of an application specification and a token based recognition model matches, the 
Modality Fusion component compiles a notification message acknowledging the application 
model change. According to a previous assigned dialogue identifier, the message is forwarded to 
the Mobile application. The related notification XML schema is presented in Figure 41.
notification H
g  attributes
dialogjdentifier
3  attributes 1
application_model_change
1 value Ï1______ '
Figure 41; UIAF Stub -  Application model change notification (XML schema illustration)
The notification <notification/> element holds the dialogjdentfier attribute and a 
<appIication_model_change/> element. The value attribute is the result of the modality 
mapping process in the Modality Fusion component. It includes typically the 
app_model_change_value of the application specific application control model as depicted in 
Figure 40.
This concludes the application specification model. The model is kept simple yet powerful 
enough to encompass the UIAF functionalities as defined in Chapter 4. In the next section the 
device and modality description model is presented.
5.2.2 Device and modality description
The device and modality description model for the mobile terminal realisation is defined as XML 
schema model derived from the general device and modality description as presented in Section
4.1.2 . Therefore the model realised is directly translated from the general design. Figure 42 
presents the general XML schema with the device description root element 
<device_description/> containing a sequence of one host device description <host_device/> 
and a number of Device Agent <device_agent/> description wrapped into an 
<device_agents/> element.
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device_description [^j—
host device a
devlce_agents ,devlce_agent^
Figure 42: Device description model (XML schema illustration)
Since the general concepts of the device and modality description approach are adhered with the 
XML schema, the details for the host device and Device Agents’ descriptions are provided in the 
Appendix of this thesis in Section A.5.
5.2.3 Recommendations
Recommendations are a probate mechanism to receive user preferences for user interface 
adaptation in a certain context. They define which modalities or devices are preferred, for instance 
if the user is in a car, then audio output is generally preferred. Recommendations are produced by 
the personalisation component and are based on user preferences related to a user context. User 
preferences can be either manually defined or learned, as described in Chapter 4 in the multimedia 
presentation delivery Section 4,2.5.2. Figure 43 provides the XML Schema illustration for the 
recommendations model utilised in the mobile terminal realisation of the UIAF.
recommendations iteration
parameter g |-
g  attributes I
start
end
g  attributes 
' value '
type
0  attributes 
' value I
type
Figure 43: Recommendations model (XML schema illustration)
In the different mobility context an according XML description is received from the 
personalisation component as indicated by the root element <recommendations/>. It includes 
one or more <iteration/> elements that allow for timing of recommendations with their start and 
stop attributes. Further an iteration holds a personal context <poc/> element with several 
parameters <parameter/> elements. A parameter has a name, value and type attribute and can 
include further parameter elements. Later in the scenario walk through in Section 5.5 it is
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explained how these parameters are used in order to define the context adaptation behaviour of the 
UIAF for different mobility scenarios.
5.2.4 Other data models
Three other data models are utilised within the UIAF mobile terminal realisation, namely the 
recommendation description, the content transformation description and the recognition model. 
For the recognition model the W3Cs EMMA description is reused as already described in Section
4.3.3 with a provided example. This already is defined as an XML schema and the description of 
this is provided by the W3C in [22]. Only a subset of the description is reused, mainly leveraging 
on single EMMA interpretation elements with links to the modality mode and medium as 
described in Section 4.3.3 as well.
The content transformation description is based on the media items description as provided by 
SMIL. A media item is characterised by its type (e.g. <smil:audio/>), format (e.g. mp3) and the 
URL the media item is located (e.g. http://mediaserver.com/audio.mp3). Content transformations 
are performed with in the Presentation Adaptation component. Internally it stores a table of 
available content transformers according the media items characteristics for incoming media item 
descriptions and provides a list of possible transformations as a return value.
5.3 Implemented mechanisms
An implementation of architecture generally provides some specifics regarding the realisation of 
functionalities for a specific platform. This section provides the implementation details on the 
UIAF system implementation for the mobile terminal platforms. This includes the realisation of 
the device discovery framework, the multimedia content-devices binding and the multimodal 
application control framework. The models described in the previous section are utilised 
throughout the different mechanisms. The section starts with the device discovery framework 
details.
5.3.1 Device discovery framework
Within the UIAF mobile terminal platform realisation a discovery framework is realised, allowing 
the integration of several discovery mechanisms. The according UIAF device discovery 
functionalities are described in Chapter 4 in Section 4.1. The contribution of this thesis is the 
general design of the UIAF device discovery functionalities and the transfer to the actual 
implemented framework structure (code skeleton) as presented in this section. The according 
detailed implementation and validation has been performed by project partners within the EU-IST
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MobiLife project. The discovery adapters for Bluetooth and UPnP are part of the project 
implementation as well and are not explained in this section. The example o f UPnP discovery is 
utilised in the evaluation in Section 5.4 later.
From the discovery interaction sequence of the UIAF initial system architecture (Section 3.4.1.4) 
and the device discovery framework description (Section 4.1), a reference architecture interface 
design for the device discovery framework, the UIAF -  DeGan, is derived. Further it details the 
components and their relationships of the UIAF initial system architecture as introduced in 
Section 3.4.2.
c m p  U IA F  D e G a n
D e a M o n : : D e v  i c e H a n d l e r
d e v i c e U s t :  D e v ic e D e s c r ip t i o n [ ]
+  g e t A g e n t M a t c h  ( c h a r )  : v o id  
+ u p d a t e ( D e v i c e D e s c r i p t i o n )  : v o id
D e G a n : : D i s c o v e r y
D e G a n
D e G a n : ; A g e n t M n g r
- a d a p t e r L i s t :  D i s c o v e r y A d a p te r I F
- a g e n t L i s t :  H a s t iM a p
------------------------------->
+  r e m o v e A d a p t e r O  : v o id  
+  s h u td o w n Q  : v o id  
+  t r ig g e rD is c o v e ry O  : v o id
+ c r e a t e A g e n t s ( D e v i c e D e s c r i p t i o n [ ] )  : v o id  
+ g e tA g e n tO  : A g e n t I F  
+ r e m o v e A g e n t s ( D e v ic e D e s c r ip t i o n D )  : v o id
+  u p d a t e ( D e v i c e D e s c r i p t i o n [ ] )  : v o id 0
Î
g
D e G a n ; ; D i s c o v e r y A d a p t e r
- d i s c o v e r e d  D e v ic e s :  D e v ic e  D e  @ crip tion[)
+ a d v e r t i s e ( S t r i n g )  : v o id
+ g e l A d a p t e r N a m e O  : S t r i n g
+ ru n O  : v o id
+ S tartO  : v o id
+ s to p O  : v o id
1
V 7
D e G a n : : D e v i c e A g e n t
c o n t r o i ( S t r i n g )  : v o id  
i n v o k e ( S t r in g )  : v o id  
s u b s c r ib e ( in t )  : v o id  
u n s u b s c r i b e ( i n t )  : v o id   1---------
« i n t e r f a c e »
De Gan::DiscovervAdaDterlF
+ advert! s e  (Sinn g) : void  
+ getAdapterNarreO  : S tring  
+ startO : void  
+ stopO : void
SL
« i n t e r f a c e »
DeGan::Runnable
run() : void
SL
« in t e r f a c e »
DeGan::AaentlF
controi(String) : void  
invoke(S tring) : void  
subscribe(in t) : void  
unsubscribe(in t) : vo id
Figure 44: Device discovery framework realisation
Figure 44 illustrates the DeGan component with its classes. The interfacing with the DeaMon 
DeviceHandler component is shown. In the following details o f each class, its behaviour and 
interfaces are explained.
Discovery Adapter -  Discovery adapters encapsulate the functionalities o f a concrete discovery 
mechanism (e.g. Bluetooth, UPnP, and RFID). Besides the actual details o f the adapter specific 
implementation, adapters have to implement the DiscoveryAdapterIF and have to run in an own 
processing thread represented by the Runnable interface. Discovery adapters can be in two basic
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states, activated and deactivated. They are deactivated initially until the start method is invoked. 
After the initialisation during the start-up of the adapter the activated state is reached. That means 
at the end of the start method the run method is invoked, performing the continuous discovery 
process. As mentioned earlier this either uses a timer based checking of the environment for 
discovery information or a wait state for receiving register messages. The advertise method 
represents a method for user interface devices to advertise their device information. Further each 
discovery adapter holds a list of discovered devices for itself. Initially this list is empty. After 
every discovery attempt or retrieved device announcement new devices are added to this list or 
removed. In case a change in the list has appeared, the new composed list is forwarded to the 
Device Handler through the discovery component. Finally, the getAdapterName method allows 
the system to distinguish between different discovery mechanisms.
Discovery -  This component acts as a manager for the discovery process as a whole. It allows the 
UIAF system to add or remove discovery adapters based on the UIAF configuration using the 
addAdapter and removeAdapter methods. Discovery can be started using the triggerDiscovery 
method. Hereby the UIAF configuration is read and the discovery adapters needed are initialised 
according to the explanation given before. Similar to this, the discovery process can be stopped 
using the shutdown mexhod. All device information gathered by the discovery adapters is 
delivered to the discovery component using the update method. The methods parameter is an 
array of device descriptions. From here the discovery components forwards the device 
descriptions to the Device Handler, where the system device table is updated accordingly. Further 
the discovery instantiates the according Device Agents (DeviceAgent) for each discovered device 
through the agent manager (agentMngr).
AgentMngr -  The agent manager holds a list of available Device Agents. These are related to 
according device descriptions of modality input or output devices stored in the Device Handler. 
As such the agent manager provides the methods for creation, removal, retrieving and stopping 
Device Agents. The createAgents method initialises Device Agents for a specific modality input 
or output type based on a given device description. One device could support several modalities 
and therefore multiple Device Agents are initialised for those. The removeAgents method 
functions opposite to the createAgents method. Given a device description the agent manager 
stops and removes all Device Agents belonging to this device. With getAgent meXhod. it is 
possible to get a reference to a certain Device Agent.
DeviceAgent -  Device Agents are designed to implement all communication mechanisms for the 
invocation of certain device functionalities or the retrieval of device input streams, using TCP 
sockets, SIP, UPnP and others. All Device Agents have to be implemented using the 
DeviceAgentlF. The interface unifies three basic functionalities. First the invoke method allows 
the SessionControl to request a multimedia content or presentation delivery. The given parameter
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represents a String for the multimedia description used. This can be a single content URL as used 
in the mobile device implementation of the UIAF or complex multimedia presentation description 
handling (i.e. SMIL), as realised in the service platform implementation of the UIAF. With the 
invocation, the rendering of the media items starts automatically. Furthermore, Device Agents 
provide their controls to the UIAF or the Mobile application via the control method. The String 
parameter includes the control description to be invoked (e.g. control “pause” or “play” of a video 
Device Agent).
This concludes the device discovery framework implementation description. The realisation of a 
discovery adapter and how it is utilised for the scenario evaluation is described in Section 5.5.1.
5.3.2 Multimedia content-devices binding
Multimedia presentation delivery in the mobile terminal realisation inherits some restrictions. The 
intention is to cover all of the multimedia presentation delivery sequence steps. This is achieved, 
but instead of using full multimedia presentation descriptions, only single media items are 
considered, as it has been a design decision taken in the EU-IST MobiLife project in conjunction 
with the project partners. Therefore the description of this covers the steps 6 -  12 of the 
multimedia presentation delivery interaction sequence as introduced in Section 4.2.1. Due to 
mentioned restrictions the process here is named the multimedia content-device binding, where 
multimedia content stands for the single media items. This is a valid approach, since all of the 
matching steps on media items are covered. Complex multimedia presentations are handled by the 
service platform realisation in the Chapter 6 in order to fully cover the multimedia presentation 
delivery process design. An overview about the limitations commenting the interaction sequence 
steps of Section 4.2.1 is provided in Table 12.
Step. Description of the step Comments to implementation
6 Find the maximum parallel sequences and take 
the first trailing media item as the base item for 
matching.
Not necessary since only single media items 
are supported in the mobile terminal 
platform realisation, (presentations 
supported by service platform realisation)
7 Add alternative media items to presentation 
schedule. Query the Presentation Adaptation 
component about possible transformations.
Part of the implementation
8 Associate available devices to media items by 
comparing media item parameters with device 
capabilities and by assigning a confidence 
value.
Part of the implementation
9 Compute feasible device-presentation 
combinations (content and device matching).
Part of the implementation, but restricted to 
single media items, (presentations supported 
by service platform realisation)
10 Fine-tune the rating based on context 
recommendations, user preferences, and
Part of the implementation, but reuses
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presentation consistency. external component.
11 Select the first device-presentation matching, 
create the content-device binding, and forward 
to the delivery mechanism.
Part of the implementation, but restricted to 
single multimedia content, (presentations 
supported by service platform realisation)
12 Produce the adequate structured presentation for 
each rendering device.
Part of the implementation, but restricted to 
single multimedia content, (presentations 
supported by service platform realisation)
Table 12: UIAF mobile terminal realisation -  check against multimedia presentation delivery
interaction sequence
The multimedia presentation delivery process is realised by the Modality Fission component. 
Figure 45 provides the corresponding interface diagram.
+ count!ransformersO : ini 
+ extendMatch(transfoimer ;Transformer) ; Vector 
+ nnultiplyScore(score :float) : void 
+ setRecom m ended(recParam  ;booiean) : void
recom m ended; int 
score: int
ModalityMatch
+ calcuiateBindings(appOutputReq lAppOutputReq, appRequestID ilong) : void
- checkRedundantM odalities(confirmedM atches:Vector) ; void
- confirmMatches(potentialM odaiityM atches iVector) : Vector
- extend Matches(machtList : Vector) : Vector
confimiedM odalityM atches: int 
potentialModalityM atches: Vector 
selectedM odallty: ModalityMatch
M odalityFission
c la s s  Modality F ission 4
Figure 45: UIAF Modality Fission (internal method structure)
Subsequently the presented internal structure with its data fields and methods is described through 
activity diagrams of the implementation details for the multimedia content-device binding steps as 
introduced in Table 12.
5.3.2.1 Transformation inclusion
One aspect of the multimedia-content device binding process is the consideration of media item 
transformations in order to extend the feasible media items distribution in the current device 
context. The mobile terminal realisation demonstrates this concept referring to step 7 of the 
overall presentation delivery process. The transformation mechanism itself was implemented as 
part of the EU-IST MobiLife project. All available transformations can be received via the 
Presentation Adaptation component by giving a media item representation and receiving an 
alternative media item reference. In the following the transformation inclusion implementation is 
explained based on an activity diagram as depicted in Figure 46.
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ac t Modality Fission - transform er step
prepare potentialM atches with 
media item representations
(ContentHandlenigetSMILelements)
potentialM atches add all feasible 
transform ations
(ModalityFlssion::extendMatches)
ModalityFission:;
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for each  available transform er
[if transform input 
m atches m edia 
representation]
add transform ed 
modality to available 
media item 
y  representation y
[else]
final
potentialM atches
Figure 46: Transformation inclusion (UIAF Modality Fission activity diagram)
The activity starts with the invocation of the calculateBindings method in the Modality Fission 
component. The internal list of potential matches (potentialMatches) is created based on the 
media item representations in SMIL format (getSMlLelements). In the next step the potential 
matches are extended with feasible transformations (extentMatches). For each match in the 
potential matches list and for each available transformer, if there are feasible transformations, add 
them to the potential matches list. Once this loop is completed the activity concludes with the 
final potential matches including the alternative media items. This concludes the transformation 
inclusion functionality. The next step is the matching of devices (Device Agents) against the 
media items in the potential matches list.
53.2.2 Media item-device matching
The matching of devices against media items is based on their modality type and modality format. 
This is based on simple MIME types [106] within the mobile terminal realisation. Special cases 
are considered for media items with resolution parameters (e.g. video on screen) in terms of 
quality of matching. The activity diagram in Figure 47 explains this matching functionality 
relating to the step 8 of the multimedia presentation delivery process as explained in Section 4.2. 
The activity starts with the invocation of the confirm matches (confirmMatches) method of the 
Modality Fission. With the potential matches (potentialMatches) at hand, including original media 
items and alternatives, each available Device Agent is compared to each potential match. Hereby 
the Device Handler provides a method to fetch all matching agents per content (getAgentMatch).
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act Modality Fission - media item - device matctiing
ModalityFission::
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-[true]-
add agent to media item 
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no match, 
not in the list
confirm edMatches 
list created
Figure 47: UIAF Modality Fission content-device matching -  activity diagram
The special case for handling video content is considered in the activity implementation. 
Therefore a comparison for all matching Device Agents, when the media item equals video 
(content = =  video) is performed. For the case that the media item resolution is larger than the 
device screen resolution no match is accepted, since it cannot be downscaled in this transformer 
implementation. This is a shortcoming of the implemented solution. At the same time this shows 
that certain checks for the feasibility of an actual match, based on minimum quality parameters, 
can be achieved (i.e. mismatching capabilities of devices and media items). When this is not the 
case, as well as the media item is no video content, then the Device Agent is added to the 
confirmed matches list (confirmedMatches). The result is a list providing an indication how the 
media item can be rendered in the current users’ environment.
Due to single media item support, a check for the feasibility of presentation in a current user 
environment, as indicated in step 9 of the multimedia presentation delivery process, is trivial. In 
case the list of confirmed matches includes one or more match items the presentation of the media 
item is feasible. Only if the list is empty, media items cannot be rendered in the current user 
environment.
5.3.2.3 Context situation tuning and execution preparation
For the multimedia presentation delivery functionality the user situation is considered an 
important aspect for optimal multimedia consumption. With the produced confirmed matches list 
from the previous step, fine tuning regarding the context situation is performed as defined in step 
10 in the multimedia presentation delivery process. This is achieved by integrating
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recommendations received by a context interpretation and interference mechanism. An actual 
implementation of a context inference mechanism is not part of this thesis. Nevertheless, the 
Modality Fission realisation includes recommendations for the decision process according to 
Section 4.2.5.2 and the recommendation data model defined in Section 5.2.3. The activity diagram 
in Figure 48 shows the application of recommendations to confirmed matches.
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Figure 48; UIAF Modality Fission context situation tuning -  activity diagram
Inclusion of recommendations is based on scoring. That means if a user context matches well with 
a media item-device combination the score is higher than otherwise. The scoring is performed for 
all confirmed matches {confirmedMatches). It distinguishes between modality instances and 
modality classes. For example, if a user is in an environment he or she visits regularly such as 
home or office, then the system learns preferred devices/modalities. In those cases the system can 
recommend specific modality instances. On the other hand locations a user might not have visited 
before could provide different device configurations, but support similar modalities. In this case a 
modality class recommendation can provide a useful measure for targeting a preferred media 
item-device configuration even in a location not visited before. Therefore the activity diagram in 
Figure 48 starts with a check for available modality instance recommendations. In case these are 
available, a media item- device match is scored based on the recommendation. In the second 
condition it is checked whether a recommendation for a modality class is available and the score 
is included in case one is existing.
Additionally to the context situation tuning functionality the activity assigns a penalty for 
alternative (transformed) media items. The activity concludes with the list of confirmed matches 
taking available recommendations into account.
With the list available the actual selection of the final media item-device combination is 
performed. Therefore the execution of the decision is being prepared. The according activities 
related to this are depicted in the activity diagram in Figure 49. The confirmed matches list is
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scanned for redundant modalities. For example, if several recommendations for a similar media 
item-device combination are available, then the highest scoring one is kept and the lower ones are 
discarded. This reduces disambiguation.
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execute  
highest m atch
execute user 
choice
o n e  s e le c te d  
m e d ia  co n ten t  
to d e liv e r
Figure 49: UIAF Modality Fission execution preparation -  activity diagram
After the redundancy check the list is sorted with the highest scores first. Within the mobile 
terminal platform realisation a user feedback mechanism is integrated. This allows the user to 
control the system decisions. The user has the choice to select the media item-device combination 
herself, supported by the scoring mechanism or leave the decision completely to the system. In 
case the user prefers to chose, the prepared list is presented together with additionally information 
to the user and the user can select a recommended choice or even override and chose the own 
preferred combination. In case the user indicated in the preferences the system should perform an 
automatic choice, the system will chose the highest scoring media item-device combination 
influenced by the media item-device match and the situation fine-tuning score.
At the end one selected media item-device combination is selected and the media item is ready for 
the actual delivery to the device.
This concludes the multimedia content-devices binding description. The media items deliver is 
performed by the session control component with the invocation of the Device Agent remote TCP 
socket interfaces. The implementation was part of the EU-IST MobiLife project and is reused, but 
not part of the implementation description.
5.3.3 Multimodal application control
The implementation of the multimodal application control mechanism by the Modality Fusion 
component realises the UIAF functionalities design as introduced in Section 4.3. This section 
describes the detailed interface design for the multimodal application control framework as well
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as the realisation of the application input specification handling and the processing of retrieved 
recognised modality input. The multimodal application control mechanism leverages on the 
application input specification (and the included application control model) and the token based 
recognition model as introduced earlier in Section 5.2.3 in order to provide their functionalities.
5.3.3.1 Framework interface design
The Modality Fusion component implementation provides the means of relating received 
multimodal user interaction input streams with an application control model. As seen in the data 
models, the basis of the framework design is a simple matching mechanism of recognised user 
input tokens from the modality input stream using the interpretation knowledge provided by the 
applications. The three major functionalities for this are a registry (SimpleAppRequestRegistry) 
for the application control models, a matching mechanism (as part of the 
ApplicationRequestMatcher) and a application change notification mechanism (InputCallBack) as 
indicated in the class model as part of the Modality Fusion component diagram in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: UIAF Modality Fusion -  interface design
The Fusion class is the entry point for the models input. Three models have been associated with 
the Modality Fusion component. The application input specification (InputSpec) captures the 
input specification as provided by a Mobile and Web application. This includes the application
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control model (AppControlModel) extracted into an internal data representation. Further the token 
based recognition model, in the short input model (InputModel), is received from the recognition 
of the modality input streams based on user interactions. All the models are rehieved through the 
Fusion class and used throughout the Modality Fusion components classes. The Fusion class 
interfaces are defined as listed:
registerAppInputSpec (callback: InputCallback, appInputSpecXML: String): int -  this 
public method allows the registration of the application input specification in XML 
format (appInputSpecXML) and at the same time registers an application implementing 
the application model change notification call-back (callback) interface for notifications 
of application model changes.
parselnputSpec (appInputSpecXML: String): AppControlModel -  this internal method is 
used to parse the received application input specification in XML format 
(appInputSpecXML) and returns the internal object representation for the application 
control model (AppControlModel).
removeAppInputSpec (dialogID: int) -  this public method allows applications to remove 
an application input specification registered before with a specific dialog identification 
(dialogID).
transmitlnputModel (emmaModelXML: String) -  this public method receives an EMMA 
XML based tokenised recognition model (emmaModelXML) and passes it to the input 
model (InputModel) class for processing.
Furthermore, Mobile and Web applications (Application) implement the input call-back interface 
(InputCallback) for retrieving application model change notifications using the 
receiveNotification (notification: String) method. In order to manage the application control 
models, an application registry is part of the Modality Fusion component. As indicated earlier, the 
multimodality aspects are not addressed concentrating on exchangeable modality input. 
Consequently, the simple application match registry (SimpleAppReqMatchRegistry) provides a 
means for matching incoming token based recognition models one to one with an application 
control model. Nevertheless, it implements a more general application registry interface 
(AppReqMatchRegistry) which allows the implementation of more sophisticated matching or 
fusion mechanisms. In order to facilitate the simple matching mechanism, application request 
matchers (AppRequestMatcher) are used to wrap an application control model, the related call­
back application model change notification and the matching function into an atomic matching 
unit. The following list describes the methods and attributes as part of this class:
createAppReqMatcher (callback: InputCallback, appControlModel: AppControlModel): 
AppRequestMatcher -  this public static method allows to create an application request
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matcher (AppRequestMatcher) given a call-back object (callback) and the application 
control model (appControlModel).
getDialogldentifier (): int -  this public method returns the dialog identifier for the 
application control model wrapped in the application request matcher.
match (inputModel: InputModel): boolean -  this public method performs the matching of 
the received input model (inputModel) with the application control model assigned to the 
application request matcher. It returns the Boolean value true when an input model 
matches the application control request.
transmitAppCommand (inputModel: InputModel): void -  this public method initiates the 
transmission of the application command related to an input model (inputModel) to the 
application which is concerned.
appControlModel: AppControlModel -  this attribute links to the related application 
control model.
callBack: InputCallback -  this attribute links to the related call-back object, being the 
application that registered its input specification.
With the application request matcher explained the following list shows the methods and attribute 
descriptions from the simple application request match registry:
fuselnput (inputModel: InputModel): AppRequestMatcher[] -  this public method is 
invoked once an token based recognition model is received. It therefore organises the 
interpretation of the input model (InputModel). In the design and implementation of the 
Modality Fusion component as part of this thesis it is restricted to a simple matching 
mechanism instead of a fully fledged semantic fusion. As a result it returns the application 
control models that have been matched to the user interaction input 
(AppRequestMatcher[]).
removeAppRequestMatcher (dialogID: int) -  this public method allows the removal of an 
application control model based on the dialog ID (dialogID) provided by an application.
updateAppRequestMatcher (controlModel: AppRequestMatcher): int -  this public method 
is used to update an application control model (controlModel) and it returns an dialog ID 
for reference. If the application model already exists the old is updated with the new.
appReqMatchers: ArrayList -  this private attribute holds a list of application models 
(appModels), used to perform the fusion matching.
dialogMap: HashMap -  this hash map (dialogMap) relates dialog IDs with received 
application control requests in order to inform the right applications as well as being able
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to remove the application requests for a certain dialog ID when requested by an 
application.
All models as indicated in the component diagram in Figure 50 provide certain interfaces for 
handling or parsing the XML models received. How these are invoked and their functionality will 
be described within the interaction sequences Sections below.
53.3.2 Application input specification registration
This section describes the sequence for applications to register their input specifications in order 
to receive application model changes notifications. The first step in enabling the multimodal user 
interaction is that Mobile and Web applications send their application input specification in XML 
format that has to conform to the defined application request data model as described in the 
Section 5.2.1.2 on the application input specification model. Therefore the sequence as depicted in 
Figure 51 starts with an application invoking the bind modality input (bindModalityInput) method 
with the application input specification (appInputSpec) as parameter (1.0).
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Figure 51: Application registers input specification
Once received, the UIAF stub identifies that the Mobile application issues an application input 
request and registers the input specification XML notation to the Fusion (1.1). Hereby the 
registration method (registerAppInputSpec) with parameters for call back notifications (callback) 
and the actual XML formatted application input specification (appInputSpecXML) is invoked. 
Further the Fusion class then hands over the input specification (InputSpec) to the parse input 
specification (parselnputSpec) method (1.2) to transform the XML description into an internal 
object representation for the input specification. Then the newly created application control model 
(appControlModel) is retrieved (1.3) and associated with the call-back object (callback) when an 
application request matcher (ApplicationRequestMatcher) is created using the static 
createAppReqMatcher method (1.4). Finally the matcher is registered (1.5) at the application
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request registry (SimpleApplicationRequestRegistry) using the updateAppRequestMatcher 
method. Application request matchers are stored as long as the application does not send a remove 
request. The here presented mechanism implies that the application needs to take care about its 
dialogue state itself, which is the same as in normal GUI applications (e.g. Java Swing).
5.33.3 Modality input processing and Mobile application notification
During runtime user interaction input is constantly received through the Device Agents and their 
according recognisers. Recognisers are using the recognition model as indicated in Section 5.2.4 
based on W3C EMMA for notifying the fusion component through the session control (1.0) of a 
new modality input token (e.g. voice command “OK”) as depicted in Figure 52.
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Figure 52; Modality token matching
When the fusion component receives the EMMA String (1.1), it parses it (parseEMMA) into an 
input model {InputModel) understandable for the fusion matching process. With the invocation of 
the fuse input (fuselnput) method previously created application request matcher stored in the 
simple application request registry will be checked against the retrieved modality input model 
(1.2). If the modality input token matches (match) to one of the registered application control 
models (1.3) it is added to an application request matcher list (AppRequestMatcher[J) returned to 
the Fusion (1.4). With a check if the list contains application request matcher (1.5) the internal 
notification for applications method (notifyApps) is invoked. Instead of sending the input model 
by itself, registered applications are receiving their registered application change model as 
processed for all application request matcher (1.6) with the transmit application command
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(transmitAppCommand) method. Finally (1.7) the Mobile and Web application receive their 
notifications (receiveNotification) as an application command (applicationCMD) and can execute 
the appropriate dialog actions. This concludes the realised implementation of the multimodal 
application control.
5.4 Evaluation scenario -  Multimedia Infotainer
The Multimedia Infotainer [19] is a content aggregator and designed as a client-server application 
to be used on mobile devices or personal computers. Users are provided with list of different 
multimedia content. Based on user profiles content is fetched from configurable resources through 
manageable content feeds. This includes news services, blogs, video streams and other sources of 
multimedia content. The application was developed as part of the EU-IST MobiLife project [18].
This section demonstrates the UIAF in a well defined user mobility scenario together with the 
Multimedia Infotainer as the example application. The user experience of the Multimedia 
Infotainer is enhanced through the UIAF functionahties. Discovered user interface devices are 
integrated for an optimal media item-device selection and widened user interaction in different 
context situations. Location, simulated user preferences and available devices are taken into 
consideration evaluating the wide functionalities of the UIAF. As indicated earlier the Multimedia 
Infotainer is integrated with the UIAF on the same mobile device. Therefore this section proves 
the terminal centric realisation of the UIAF.
Users interacting with the Multimedia Infotainer in conjunction with the UIAF follow a certain 
interaction scheme as illustrated in Figure 53. In the initial view users see their personalised 
multimedia items (news, songs, movies, etc.) presented as a list of media item choices. When 
selecting an item either direct (using the mobile device input buttons, touch screen, etc.) or 
through the UIAF user interaction capabilities (e.g. gestures, voice, etc.) the adaptation and 
delivery process for multimedia output is triggered. Then users are either presented with a 
prioritised list of recommended media item-device combination choices or provided with a 
manual choice to select the preferred combination. Only choices valid in the current user situation 
are shown. Further automatic adaptation without user intervention is feasible, if it was indicated 
by the users’ preferences. After evaluation of the current context situation the UIAF performs the 
adaptation based on the priority list, in fact the same as presented to the user during manual 
choice.
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Figure 53: Infotainer GUI on PDA -  sample screenshots
When the user selects the according media item and presses the “go” button, then the media item 
is delivered on the selected output channel and rendered by the according Device Agent. For the 
illustration chosen here, a device optimised - lower quality video is played on the mobile device. 
Alternative media items, produced through media item transformation are indicated with “(T)” 
prefix in the list. If the user selects one item marked like this, the according transformation is 
invoked before the media item delivery.
The mobile terminal evaluation of the UIAF starts with the Multimedia Infotainer scenario 
description in Section 5.4.1. This is followed by the UIAF components deployment view in 
Section 5.4.2 based on the realisation platform as introduced in Section 5.1. For the scenario 
based evaluation, according to evaluation approach described in Section 1.3.5, details of the 
scenario walkthrough are provided in Section 5.5.
5.4.1 Scenario description
The scenario revolves around a user called Mike and is split into three parts. Figure 54 shows the 
scenario overview. This includes the Multimedia Infotainer content selection process in (1). 
Situation depending media item transformation and alternative modality inputs in the car (i.e. 
gesture, voice and steering wheel buttons input) are depicted in (2). And finally quality of 
experience evaluation is demonstrated, when a high quality media item representation is chosen 
by the UIAF after resuming a previous paused video session. The session then is transferred to the 
large screen, when Mike is arriving at home.
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Figure 54: Multimedia Infotainer scenario sequence overview
With the scenario, all defined UIAF functionalities and relationships between components are 
evaluated according to the evaluation scenario walk through as presented later in Section 5.5. The 
multimedia presentation delivery aspect is limited to single media, as this is subject to the service 
platform evaluation scenario. How Mike is experiencing the set out scenario is described in the 
following story:
(1) At the shopping mall - Mike is going out to the mall for some shopping and 
decides to have a quick break at his favourite café.
While having his coffee he browses the latest news articles on his mobile device 
using his Multimedia Infotainer application. He notices one of the articles is a 
movie review for a new film. He decides to view it and the device’s integrated 
multimodal engine presents Mike with modalities available. Besides being able to 
receive the news in text and audio format, Mike decides to view the html version 
including screenshots o f the movie.
He later notices a link to a video review for the new movie. He selects it and the 
video content is adapted with respect to the mobile device’s limited capabilities.
He watches the video until he is interrupted by his friend and says hello.
(2) In the car - After finishing his shopping Mike goes back to his car and plugs 
his mobile device to its car mount.
While he is driving he decides to check out another article. The multimodal 
engine detects the steering wheel buttons, a gesture pad and voice input 
possibilities, so Mike can use these alternative UIs to navigate easier through the 
news he wants, allowing him to concentrate on the traffic. When Mike selects the
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news, the multimodal engine, being aware Mike is driving, recommends the 
selected media item is adapted to speech and is read out to Mike.
(3) Arriving at home - Mike arrives at home and enters his apartment. Suddenly 
he remembers that he had not finished the movie video review, and so navigates 
to it.
Since Mike is now in his living room with up-to-date home cinema equipment the 
multimodal engine recommends Mike to view the content on the large LCD 
screen in its original quality. So the video playback is resumed from where he 
stopped earlier.
The scenario description represents the evaluation boundaries of the UIAF system mobile 
terminal realisation. Each scenario step demands certain UIAF functionalities. The deployment 
view of the UIAF system and its component, followed by the detailed scenario walkthrough is 
provided in the next sections.
5.4.2 Deployment view
The deployment view is based on the mobile terminal realisation platform as introduced in 
Section 5.1. Also called an allocation structure, the deployment view assigns the software 
components of the UIAF to hardware-processing and communication elements. Allocation 
structures are a common way to describe this relation [17]. Especially in distributed systems, like 
the UIAF, this is of particular interest. Further it defines the technical basis for the scenario 
walkthrough.
Figure 84 shows the deployment view for the Multimedia Infotainer scenario. The four main 
devices in this illustration are the portal device (equipped by Mike), two user interface devices 
hosting several Device Agents (for the car and home locations) and a virtual server machine 
running the Multimedia Infotainer server side components. Their respective communication 
channels are indicated by the named associations (TCP sockets, UPnP discovery, HTTP / SOAP).
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Figure 55: UIAF mobile terminal platform scenario deployment view
The following list incorporates the detailed information necessary to understand the purpose of 
the different devices for the evaluation scenario:
Java SE JVM execution environment -  The virtual server machine (Linux) and both 
user interface devices (car, home) are running a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) based on 
Java SE. This provides the execution environment for all assigned components as seen in 
the deployment view illustration. Details about the components on each of the devices are 
provided in the respective bullet points.
Virtual server machine (Linux) -  The virtual machine provides the execution 
environment for all Multimedia Infotainer server side components involved in the 
scenario. Using a database, information about the current available media items is held 
available for the Multimedia Infotainer client residing on the portal device. Media items 
are either pre-stored or fetched from internet RSS feeds. The Multimedia Infotainer server 
is realised on top of an Apache tomcat Web server. Therefore the packed component 
infotainer-server.jar is deployed to it. Since the infotainer implementation has been
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performed in the EU-IST MobiLife project, further details are not given as part of this 
thesis. Communication as already indicated with the Multimedia Infotainer client is 
assured through the HTTP / SOAP protocol.
Portal device -  The portal device hosts the Multimedia Infotainer client arid the UIAF 
mobile terminal implementation package. For the selection of personalised multimedia 
content choices the Multimedia Infotainer client resides on the portal device. It 
communicates via the HTTP /  SOAP interface with the Multimedia Infotainer server. The 
UIAF component packaged into the UlAF.jar inherits the functionalities of the DeaMon, 
DeGan and local Device Agents (e.g. text, xhtml and audio output). The DeaMon 
connects through a local interfacing mechanism with the Multimedia Infotainer and 
provides its mobile multimodality functionalities to it. The DeGan in this scenario 
provides an UPnP discovery adapter, allowing for environment situation detection of user 
interface devices. All components are executed inside the Java ME JVM. Through a 
Wireless LAN interface the portal device can perform its UPnP discovery and delivery or 
receive media items and user input via TCP sockets.
Car user interface devices -  The car environment in this scenario is simulated by an 
ultra mobile PC (UMPC) allowing for touch screen input. Mentioned earlier it runs a Java 
SE JVM in order to host an UPnP server, audio Device Agent, and input Device Agent. 
The UPnP server packaged as upnp-server.jar essentially provides the capability of the 
device to announce its Device Agent descriptions to the network. During the scenario the 
user can select (news) media items using predefined navigation buttons or gestures. This 
functionality is provided by the input Device Agent packaged as remote-input.jar. Further 
in order to retrieve the news content, the UIAF being aware that the user is in the car, 
audio output is provided by the audio Device Agent packaged as remote-agent.jar. The 
communication channels used are the same as described for the portal device (TCP 
sockets/UPnP discovery).
Home user interface devices -  The home environment in this scenario is simulated by a 
normal mobile PC, providing a higher screen resolution as a mobile device. It therefore 
can be treated as a high definition TV set, including video and audio output. Similar to the 
car user interface device, it runs a Java SE JVM hosting an UPnP server packages as 
upnp-server.jar, also providing same functionality. Additionally, a video and Web 
content Device Agent is provided. During the scenario a user arrives at home, wanting to 
resume an earlier played video. With detection of the TV set and the user invoking the 
same video item the video is delivery to the video Device Agent. Further some Web 
content (e.g. on-line picture portal, such as flickr.com could provide previous stored 
pictures) can be selected in the Multimedia Infotainer application and delivered to the
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Web content deivce agent. Both agents are packaged as remote-agent.jar, similar to the 
car user interface devices.
This concludes the deployment view. It is shown how the UIAF implementation and additional 
components are deployed in order to achieve the selected mobile terminal platform scenario. The 
scenario walk through of the next section demonstrates how the deployed UIAF behaviour during 
the scenario progress.
5.5 Evaluation scenario walk through
With the scenario walk through of the UIAF mobile terminal realisation, the proposed mobility 
scenario for Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces is evaluated. The scenario steps already presented 
in Section 5.4.1 build the basis for this. Throughout this section, the UIAF system design, the 
UIAF functionalities and the implemented mechanisms are related to each step. Table 13 presents 
an overview highlighting UIAF functionalities utilised in each scenario step in bold.
Scenario step 
and short 
description
Involved UIAF functionalities
1 - At the 
shopping mall
The Multimedia Infotainer displays incoming news headlines to the user. When 
the user decides to read more about a new movie he is selecting the news item. 
With the selection the Multimedia Infotainer invokes the output request of the 
UIAF with the limited SMIL, including choices of available formats for the 
content.
After the UIAF processed the multimedia presentation delivery decision
triggered by the output request it presents the user with the content choices 
matched against the current available devices (in this case only the user’s portal 
device). The user selects one choice (text/xhtml content).
The content is presented to the user by the content delivery to his mobile portal 
device.
A second link displayed by the Multimedia Infotainer contains a movie trailer 
matching to the description. The infotainer holds a movie version in low and high 
quality (video content). An according SMIL description is forwarded to the UIAF 
during an output request.
The UIAF uses content delivery mechanisms to present the content to the user on 
his portal device selecting the low quality movie according to the device 
characteristics (this also could be of bandwidth limitations) and the only available 
device.
2 - In the car UPnP discovery is used to simulate the user has entered the car. The car device 
description is forwarded to the UIAF and available Device Agents are identified.
When the Multimedia Infotainer started, an input model has been forwarded to 
the UIAF as part of a multimodal application control request, defining 
commands for navigating in the infotainer via buttons, voice and gestures (e.g. up, 
down, ok).
The user can interact with the infotainer application by using the steering wheel 
buttons, voice and a touch screen gesture pad available in the car. With the 
UIAF’s input recognition functionalities user interactions are translated into
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application control commands according to the input model provided by the 
infotainer to the UIAF.
When the user selects a news headline the infotainer forwards an output request 
to the UIAF.
During the multimedia presentation delivery decision process the UIAF detects 
available content transformations matching the current user situation and with 
the help of the situation interpretation recommends an audio Device Agent 
available in the car.
The news content is transformed (text-to-speech) and trough content delivery
presented to the user via the earlier discovered car audio device.
Leaving the car the UIAF UPnP discovery detects the loss of availability of the 
car user interface devices (Device Agents) and the device tables are updated 
accordingly.
3 - Arriving at 
home
Earlier the user couldn’t finish watching a movie trailer, so an un-finished session 
has been recorded in the UIAF including timing of when the session was 
intermpted (session continuity).
UIAF UPnP discovery is used to simulate the user arrived at home. At the same 
time a home theatre is detected when the user enters the living room.
Now that the user arrived at home, he selects the same video item in the 
Multimedia Infotainer. The Multimedia Infotainer forwards an output request 
including the according video item to the UIAF.
Internally the UIAF’s multimedia presentation delivery decision process does a 
matching of the video with the current device configuration and detects that the 
large screen is the best choice at this moment.
The UIAF also detects that there is a previously unfinished session and therefore 
the content delivery presents the video content on the large TV screen starting at 
the time position it has stopped previously (session continuity).
Table 13: Scenario -  UIAF functionality mapping
Summarising the functionalities considered in the scenario, there are the discovery mechanism 
(UPnP discovery), the application request scheme (output and input), the multimedia presentation 
delivery process (text, audio, video including transformations), the multimodal application control 
(including user interaction recognition), the multimedia presentation delivery and finally the 
situation interpretation (provision of situation dependent delivery recommendations). In the next 
sub-sections each of these UIAF functionalities is detailed in accordance to the UIAF systems 
requirements and the implementation aspects introduced earlier. It demonstrates the UIAF system 
performing in a carefully chosen scenario and provides concrete examples of used content and 
device descriptions and UIAF decisions and mechanisms. In this way the evaluation of the UIAF 
is documented demonstrating the feasibility of the UIAF system design, UIAF functionalities in 
the UIAF mobile terminal proof-of-concept realisation.
5.5.1 UPnP discovery
The functionalities demonstrated for the UPnP device discovery link to the requirements category 
on managing heterogeneous environments (Section 3.2.1) and especially device discovery
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(REQOOl) and device descriptions (REQ060). Subsequently, the discovery framework and device 
descriptions approach as proposed in the UIAF functionalities Section 4.1 together with the 
realisation of the device and modality description data model in Section 5.2.2 and the device 
discovery framework in 5.3.1 are the fundament for the experimentation described in this section. 
UPnP device discovery allows the simulation of location change, as it is discussed in the scenario 
description used to discover devices “in the car” and while “arriving at home”. Hereby UPnP 
service announcements are received and mapped onto the UIAF internal device description. The 
specific discovery information is then available for the multimedia presentation delivery process. 
Location of a device is intrinsic to UPnP, since it is a network based discovery mechanism. 
Within the scenario it can be assumed, when devices from the car are discovered that the user is 
actually in the car, as well as when devices at the user’s home are discovered that the user is at 
home. This location information especially helps in the context situation interpretation described 
later in Section 5.5.5.
5.5.1.1 Discovery process
The discovery process is enabled through the implementation of the UPnP discovery adapter 
executed on the portal device as part of the UIAF system (see Figure 55 in Section 5.4.2). After 
the initialization of the adapter a periodic asynchrony search for all available UPnP devices is 
performed. For the demonstration scenario all devices are in the same Wireless network, so the 
entry of the portal device to the car or home network is simulated by a manual start and stop of 
the car and home UPnP announcements. All following discovery steps are the same as appearing 
for a real network change, when a user changes the location. If a new device is found or 
announced (UPnP supports both service search as well receiving of service announcements) all 
received data like the UUID and UPnP service information are stored in the UPnP adapter’s 
internal table. The internal table enables comparison between earlier discovered devices and new 
ones. This results in three update cases:
UPnP enabled device found and is not in the list -  The new device and its service 
information is added to the list.
UPnP enabled device found and is already in the list -  The list entry stays the same.
UPnP enabled device in the list is not available any more -  The device entry is deleted 
from the list.
When the discovery process is finished and changes to the list have occurred, the stored device 
information is transferred to the Device Handler. During the transfer a conversion of the UPnP 
information is performed in order to match it to the UIAF internal device description format. This 
conversion is explained in the following.
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5.5.1.2 UPnP description to UIAF device description format mapping
The UPnP device and service description format maps straight to the UIAF device description 
approach due to similar concepts. Device information such as the device type, unique device 
identifier, manufacturer details are mapped to host device and the list of available services 
belonging to one device are mapped to Device Agents. The UPnP definition of embedded devices 
has not been used here, although these can be seen as UIAF physical modalities. Nevertheless, 
physical device characteristics are not a direct part of the UPnP and need to be fetched from a 
device repository either locally or from the device manufacturers’ Web resources. In the 
discovery framework implementation physical characteristics of devices are pre-stored.
For the mobile device implementation the UML device description model as shown in Figure 23 
in Section 4.1.2 is implemented as Java classes supported by the device and modality description 
data model as explained in 5.2.2. During device discovery the retrieved UPnP descriptions are 
translated into device and modality description data model. The according UPnP description 
examples are attached to this thesis in the Appendix Section A.6. In the following the device 
descriptions for the home and car devices are explained.
class home_device_description
PhysicalModality1_h WebBrowserDev iceAgent_h
- id = "internaLdisplay"
- physical DeviceT ype = “display"
- nam e = " LCD TFT"
- screenSize = “1280x1200"
- id = “RemWebBrowser"
- nam e -  “W eb Content"
- URI
- m odalityType = "text"
- m odalityPorm ats= "html"
H ostD evice_h
i d  =  " h o m e _ d e v i c e "
n a m e  =  " M y  H o m e  T h e a t r e "
d e v i c e T y p e  =  " h o m e  e n t e r t a i n .
PhysicallVlodality2_h
i d  =  " s p e a k e r _ s y s t e m “ 
p h y a c a l  D e v ic e T y p e  =  “s p e a k s  r _ s y s te m  
n a m e  =  "7 .1  h o m e  c i n e m . . .  
s o u n d _ q u a l i t y  =  “h ig h "
VideoDev iceAgent_h
Id  =  “R e m V l d e o A g e n t "  
n a m e  =  " H ig h  Q u a l i t y  V id e o "  
U R I
m o d a l i t y T y p e  =  " v id e o "  
m o d a l i t y  F o r m a t s =  " x -m s -w m v “ 
m a x V i d e o S i z e  = “1 2 8 0 x 1 2 0 0 "
Figure 56: Home device -  UIAF device description created from UPnP description
Figure 56 shows the class diagram for the mapping of the large TV screen UPnP service 
description to the UIAF device description approach. Details for the HostDevice, 
VideoDeviceAgent and the WebBrowserDeviceAgent are mapped from the according UPnP device 
and service descriptions. HostDevice information includes a unique identifier (id) “home_device” 
for the identification of the device used to represent it in the system. This equally applies to the 
two mentioned Device Agents with the id’s “RemWebBrowser” and “RemVideoAgent”. Further 
the HostDevice description holds a name for the device “My Home Theatre” which can be used
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for displaying it to the user and a device type classification “home entertainment system” that can 
be used for structuring purposes. The agents include a name for displaying as well. Further entries 
for modality type (e.g. “video”, “text), format (e.g. “x-ms-wmv”, “html”) and custom capabilities 
(e.g. “maxVideoSize”) are stored. The field “URI” indicates the address the Device Agent can be 
accessed. The PhysicalModalityl class shown in the illustration above indicates the TV displays 
physical modalities providing a screen size of “1280x200” together with the physical modality 
type “display”, a name “LCD TFT” and the devices unique id “internaLdisplay”. Whereas the 
PhysicalModality2 indicates the home theatres audio capabilities, providing a sound quality 
“high” together with the physical device type “speaker_system”, a name “7.1 home cinema 
system” and to the device unique id “speaker_system”.
class car_device_description
P h y s i c a l M o d a l i t y 1 _ c A u d i o D e v i c e A g e n t _ c
- id  =  “c a r _ a u d i o _  s y s te m "
- p h y s i c a l D e v i c e T y p e  =  " ^ e a k e r _ s y s t e m "
-  n a m e  =  " A S p e a k e r  A u d io . . .
- s o u n d _ q u a l i t y  =  “m e d i u m "
- id  =  " C a r A u d io "
-  n a m e  =  " A u d io "
- U R I
- m o d a l i t y T y p e  =  " a u d io "
-  m o d a i i t y F o r m a t s =  " m p 3 ,w a v ”
HostDevice c
i d  =  " c a r _ d e v i c e "
n a m e  =  " C a r  A u d i o  S y s t e m "
d e v i c e T y p e  =  " c a r _ a u d l o  s y s te m "
PhysicalM odality2_c GestureD ev iceAgent_c
- id = "car_touch_input_pad
- physical DeviceT y p e  = "touch_pad"
- nam e = "Gesture Pad"
- touchType = "9ngle_touch"
- id = "Carlnput"
- nam e = "Gesture Input"
- URI
- m odalityType = "gesture"
- m odalityForm ats= " E M M A "
Figure 57: Car device -  UIAF device description created from UPnP description
Figure 57 shows the class diagram for the mapping of the car navigation systems UPnP service 
description to the UIAF device description approach analogue to the home device. HostDevice 
information includes a unique identifier (id) “car_device”. Further the HostDevice description 
holds a name for the device “Car Audio System” which can be used for display to the user and a 
device type classification “car audio system” used for structuring. Both Device Agents 
AudioDeviceAgent and GestureDeviceAgents provide a unique id as well (“CarAudio”, 
“Carlnput”) and include a name for display as well (“Audio”, “Gesture Input”). Further entries for 
modality type (i.e. “audio”, “gesture”) and formats (i.e. “mp3, wav”, “EMMA”) are provided. The 
field “URI” indicates the address the Device Agent can be accessed. The PhysicalModalityl class 
shown in the illustration above indicates the car audio systems physical modalities, given a 
“medium” sound quality, together with the physical device type “speaker system” and the name 
“4Speaker Audio System”. Whereas the PhysicalModalityl indicates the car navigations input
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capabilities, given a “single_touch” touchType together with the physical device type 
“touch_pad”, a name “Gesture Pad” and to the device unique id “car_touch_input_pad”.
The discovery process together with the device description approach enables a Mobile 
Multimodal User Interface system such as the UIAF system to have an appropriate description of 
the user interface devices available in the user’s environment. Important for the multimedia 
presentation delivery is the feasibility of matching media item format descriptions to the available 
Device Agents, since these are the modality capabilities of the environment. Further for a 
qualitative decision media item capabilities can be matched against physical characteristics of the 
device, in order to indicate how well media items suit certain device. This section has shown that 
the device description approach chosen can accommodate UPnP descriptions on the basis of an 
example. This indicates the flexibility of the description approach. In the due course no network 
characteristics have been included in this example, although this can be part of the device 
description approach. Here it is simply assumed that the delivery connectivity is based on a high 
connection speed of Wireless LAN focussing on the media item-device matching functionalities 
and the link to context-awareness of the UIAF system.
5.5.2 Multimedia presentation delivery
The functionalities evaluated for the multimedia presentation delivery process link to the 
requirements category on multimedia presentation delivery (Section 3.2.3) and especially output 
decision (REQ058), content adaptation (REQ059) and device specific presentation generation 
(REQ055). While progressing through the scenario several output requests from the Multimedia 
Infotainer are received by the UIAF in different context situations. The evaluation itself is 
performed on a single media item delivery version of the decision process as presented in Section 
4.2. The limitations are described by the implemented mechanism Section 5.3.2. Instead of a full 
multimedia presentation the UIAF implementation for the Multimedia Infotainer scenario accepts 
only a choice of single exchangeable media items an approach published in [94]. A number of 
different data models are reused in this scenario as described in Sections 5.2.1.1 (on application 
output specification), 5.2.2 (on device and modality description model), 5.2.3 (on 
recommendations) and 5.2.4 (on other data models, including transformation descriptions). In the 
following it is demonstrated how the requirements, the designed UIAF functionalities and the 
realisation performs in the chosen experimentation scenario.
In step 1 and 2 of the scenario walk through the user selects a news item. This triggers the issuing 
of an application output specification including a news item. The related XML description is 
illustrated in Figure 58. This follows the UIAF application request schema as introduced in 
Section 5.2.1.
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<application_specification ipaddress=" 127.0.0.1" port="4048"> 
<app_output>
<content>
<smil20;text type="text/xhtml" src="XHTML-URL"/> 
<smil20:text type="text/ascii" src="ASCll-URL'7> 
<smil20:audio type="audio/wav" src="WAV-URL"/> 
</content>
</app_output>
</application_specification>
Figure 58: Multimedia Infotainer application output request model
The example shows an application output request <app_output/>. The content element 
<content/> includes three single SMIL media elements of different types and formats, indicated 
by the type attribute (“text/xhtml”, “text/ascii”, and “audio/wav”). They are all referring to the 
same news (media) item following the definition of the SMIL switch element. News items can be 
fetched from the different sources (e.g. RSS feed from different news pages), which may result in 
cases where an audio modality version might be available or only textual versions (i.e. the output 
request shown in Figure 58 may not include the last audio item). This has to be mentioned due to 
different behaviour of the decision mechanism to perform transformations in case of different 
available media items explained later in the section. Similar output request schemas are provided 
for video output in step 1 and 3 of the scenario walkthrough depending on the user selected media 
item.
The explanation of the delivery process is based on the step 2 of the scenario description, where 
the user is in an in-car situation and gets a news item delivered in context dependent way. It is 
assumed that the selection of the news item has been performed already. The multimodal 
application control interaction is described later in Section 5.5.4. As a result an application output 
request is issued and the presentation delivery process is triggered. The application content 
description as shown in the example in Figure 58 is parsed into the internal object based data 
model as shown in Figure 59.
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c lass  Internal m edia item s
AppOutput
SMILEIement
SM ILA udioE lem ent
SMILEIement
S M lLTextE lem ent
m im eT y p e  = "audio/w av" 
sm ilT ype = "sm ihaudio"
- src = URL
- m im eT  ype = “text/asci 1 "
- sm IIType = ”sm il:text" 
src = URL
+ getM IM ETypeO  : String 
+ getSM ILTypeO  : S tring 
+ getSR C O  : S tring
+ getM IM ETypeO  : String 
+ getSM ILTypeO  ; S tring 
+ getSR C O  : String
Figure 59: Internal media item representation
Within the illustration an AppOuput object represents the application output request, with the 
associated and parsed SMIL media items SMILAudioElement and SMlLTextElement. The earlier 
mentioned text media item with MIME type “text/xhtml” is omitted, since it is not necessary for 
explanation of the example. Eor some news items in the Multimedia Infotainer the audio media 
item might not be provided. In the following the case with a provided audio media item is 
discussed. Media items provided by the application are called original media items. With these the 
UIAE constructs a list of internal media item representations and tries to enrich the list with 
transformation possibilities provided by the Presentation Adaptation component. For this example 
the internal representations SMILAudioElement and the SMlLTextElement are part of the list. In 
the case the Multimedia Infotainer only delivers a text media item the Presentation Adaptation 
component could propose a text-to-speech transformation when available. The list then would be 
extended with a text-to-speech transformation reference to include an audio item of the text. The 
actual transformation only is performed when media item is delivered. Other examples for 
possible transformation scenarios are language based transformation, when a user defined his 
language as a preference. A news item may be available in Italian, but the users preferred 
language is English. Then a language transformation could produce another text media item in 
English, as well as an according audio media item reference. The latter is called a content 
adaptation transformation chain.
With the text and audio media items available, whether directly received from the application or 
produced by the presentation adaption component, the media item list is extended. Referring back 
to the car device description in Eigure 57 only the audio media item could be matched to the audio 
Device Agent based on equal modality (i.e. “audio”) and format (i.e. “wav”) information. 
Nevertheless, the mobile device’s own capabilities also provide the feasibility to play the audio
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and the text and are included in the media item list. The matching possibilities are listed as 
follows:
(1) audio mobile device
(2) audio car device
(3) text mobile device
With the knowledge that the user is in the car, the personalisation system is able to provide a 
recommendation that the audio media item should be played in the context situation. As 
mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, users may be presented with a list of possible choices structured 
based on quality of media experience as well as situation optimised. In the current example the list 
would look like the following:
(1) audio -> car device
(2) audio mobile device
Based on the device descriptions of the car and mobile device, the car audio system provides a 
better audio quality match. The car speaker system provides a higher quality (medium) than the 
mobile devices built in speakers, assumed to be low in example. Based on the user’s choice from 
the list this ranking could change. For example, when the user selects the second item from the list 
and the personalisation component learns that the user prefers the mobile device for playing in the 
car context. Another possibility could be that the system automatically applies the highest scoring 
item for delivery without the user having to select the media item-device combination, which 
actually is preferred in an in-car situation. This is determined by the user preferences on the UIAF 
behaviour towards recommendations as is explained in Section 5.5.5 on context situation 
interpretation. In the user preferences an overall matching confidence value allows the user to set 
the score (i.e. 80% and above) when an automatic decision is taken by the system and with lower 
confidence values the user can chose the media item-device combination himself.
With the selection of the media-device combination the multimedia presentation adaptation 
decision part of the overall delivery process is concluded. The feasibility of the adaptation process 
has been demonstrated using single and exchangeable media items, the proposed device 
description approach and personal recommendations. Once a final media item is selected either 
from the UIAF automatically or through the user manually the device specific presentation 
delivery is invoked in the session control component.
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5.5.3 Device specific presentation delivery
The functionalities evaluated for the device specific presentation delivery link to the requirements 
category on managing heterogeneous environments (Section 3.2.1) and especially hide underlying 
connectivity complexity (REQ022) and handle multimedia delivery sessions (REQ032). The 
UIAF design incorporates a mechanism provided by the session control component, which allows 
the physical decoupling of the decision parts of the UIAF and the link to the actual 
communication/invocation channels to the user interface devices. At the same time a simple 
session timing state store mechanism was tested.
For the implementation of the mobile terminal platform scenario a TCP socket mechanism is 
utilised in order to invoke the target user interface devices with the according play control and the 
related content description as described for the realisation platform in Section 5.1. Besides the 
Device Agents available on the user interface devices in the immediate environment of the user 
(i.e. could be said to be “remote”), the portal device also provides “local” Device Agents for 
playing media items. Therefore the evaluation distinguishes these.
The diagram in Figure 60 shows the difference between a “local” video Device Agent and a 
“remote” one. Within the evaluation scenario in step 1 Mike selects a video media item and 
displays it on the portal device. The local agent plays the video file, retrieved from a video 
streaming server through the network, using local resources of the portal device (i.e. the local 
video Device Agents, leveraging on the device’s display and the speakers). Mike pauses the video 
when leaving the shopping centre by closing the video player, which triggers the storing of the 
current presentation time. In step 3 of the evaluation scenario, when Mike enters his home he 
selects the same video media item again. A new multimedia adaptation decision is invoked, but 
session manager checks the stored session status and recognises that there is a paused session. 
With the higher quality TV screen available the session is transferred to it and continues at the 
time it finished before.
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R em o te
play
Local play
Portal
d e v ic e
Portal
d e v ice
TV
d e v ice
V id eo  co n ten t
Local
a g e n t
Local
a g e n t
R em o te  V id eo  
a g e n t  [e.g . 
so m e h o s t:8 0 8 0 ]
V id eo  co n ten t  
se rv e r  [e.g . 
m m s://  
so m e h o s t;8 0 8 1 ]
Figure 60: Local and remote Device Agents for video playback
The play request is sent by the portal device to the remote agent application, supplying the URL 
of the video file (not the media item itself). The remote agent retrieves the video file through the 
network and then plays it using the available resource (e.g. the display of the portal device, or the 
entertainment system at home).
5.5.4 Multimodal application control
The functionalities evaluated for multimodal application control links to the requirements 
category on user interaction coordination (Section 3.2.2) and especially fusion of input streams 
(REQ024) and define application fusion model (REQ025). Further the evaluation proofs the MVC 
design introduced in Section 4.3, the realisation of the multimodal input specification data model 
in Section 5.2.1.2, the application model change notifications in Section 5.2.1.3 and the 
implementation of the multimodal application control as described in Section 5.3.3. The 
exchangeable modalities concept is tested in the scope of the Multimedia Infotainer application. 
User input is translated into navigation model changes in order to browse the presented new items 
listed. The UIAF therefore accepts recognised user input tokens provided via button, gesture and 
voice input available on the portal device or on discovered devices in the user’s environment as 
described in step 2 of the Multimedia Infotainer scenario.
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<application_specification ipaddress=" 127.0,0.1" port="4048">
<app_control >
<app_specific>
<modality_mapping type="button" token_value=" up_button_pressed" 
app_model_changevalue="one_item_up'7>
<modality_mapping type="button" token _value="down_button_pressed" 
app_model_changevalue ="one_item_down'7>
<modality_mapping type="ink_gesture" token _value="line_up" app_model_changevalue 
=" one_item_up "/>
<modality_mapping type="ink_gesture" token _value="line_down" app_model_changevalue 
=" one_item_down "/>
<modality_mapping type="voice" token _value="up" app_model_changevalue 
="one_item_up "/>
<modality_mapping type="voice" token _value="down" app_model_changevalue 
=" one_item_down "/>
</app_specific>
</app_control>
</application_specification>
Figure 61: Multimedia Infotainer application input request model
In order to illustrate how the multimodal application control is realised in the context of the 
Multimedia Infotainer, the actual scenario data and parameters within the application control 
process are explained. Subsequently the application input specification with the application 
control model, the token based recognition model and the matching in scenario experimentation is 
explained.
According to the application control concept the first step is the registration of an application 
input specification with the UIAF. Figure 61 shows the actual XML file as it is defined for the 
Multimedia Infotainer. More mappings then shown in the illustration are utilised in the scenario 
implementation as indicated by the The actual mappings are provided in Table 14.
The application specification <application_specification/> element contains an IP address with 
the ipaddress attribute for local host indicating the connection with the UIAF resides on the portal 
device. Further it carries the application specific <app_specific/> element inside the application 
control model <app_control/> element. Several input modality mappings elements 
<modality_mapping/> are provided in this scenario. The different modality types are indicated 
by the type attribute. Modality types in this example are button presses {button), ink gestures 
(ink_gesture) and voice input (voice). The token value element <token_value/> defines a 
recognised input token value as it can be received from a recognition component. Token values 
vary based on the recognition model. For example the ink gesture modality mapping defines a line 
down gesture (linejdown) whereas the button modality mapping defines a button with the value 
up was pressed (upjbutton_j)ressed). The example further shows a number of application change 
values for each modality mapping. These are used in conjunction with the token values by the
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Modality Fusion component to derive the application change value notification. The available 
mappings for the Multimedia Infotainer are illustrated in Table 14.
type token_value app_model_change_value
Button up_button_pressed one_item_up
down_button_pressed one_item_down
OK_button_pressed select_item
ink_gesture line_up one_item_up
line_down one_item_down
line_right selectjtem
Voice Up one_item_up
Down one_item_down
Select select_item
Table 14: Application control experimentation values
Within the UIAF the application control model is assigned a dialog request ID for later reference 
(updates, removal, notification, etc.). The application specification is parsed and the application 
specific modality mappings are registered within the Modality Fusion component according to the 
detailed interaction sequences as described for the implementation in Section 5.3.3.2. After this 
step the UIAF is ready for reception of the actual recogniser inputs. The utilised tokenised 
recognition model based on W3C FMMA standard [22] is already described with an example of 
the infotainer in Section 4.3.3 and therefore is not explained again.
In the matching step the UIAF compares the received recognition models with the stored 
application control models and their according modality mappings. If a matching occurs the 
Multimedia Infotainer receives application value change notification. Applications to be informed 
are defined by their request ID. In the evaluation scenario, referring back to Figure 61 and Table 
14, application change values are received, which trigger the cursor in the infotainer’s message 
list move one item up, down, or select the item for the application output.
5.5.5 Context situation interpretation
Context situation interpretation allows learning of multimodal device configurations in different 
user contexts correlating to the actual user preferences in this particular situation. Interpretation 
and inference mechanisms as proposed by context-awareness research are not part of this thesis. 
In order to demonstrate the full capabilities of the UIAF under consideration of context 
information, the supported recommendation mechanism has been connected to the personalisation 
framework as developed in the FU-IST MobiLife project. Some further details on personalisation 
aspects are provided here [78].
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The functionalities demonstrated for context situation interpretation links to the requirements 
category on general system requirements (Section 3.2.4) and especially react to user situation 
changes (RFQ015) and user preferences support (RFQ016). Recommendations are utilised for the 
presentation delivery as described in the UIAF system design in Section 3.4.1.1, the UIAF 
functionalities in Section 4.2.5.2 and the implementation mechanisms in Section 5.3.2.3.
Discovery Context Interpretation
Output Context Inference (User Profile)
Fission
Figure 62: Discovery, context interpretation, context inference, fission, and output cycle
The general cycle for context situation interpretation for the Multimedia Infotainer scenario is 
illustrated in Figure 62. During the discovery phase, available device information is interpreted in 
order to derive the user’s location. In the Multimedia Infotainer scenario this is indicated through 
the devices named home_device and car_device as described in Section 5.5.1.2. With the location 
information context inference can perform a matching of the current user context to stored 
preferences, either defined by the user or derived by a learning mechanism as proposed in the 
UIAF functionalities Section 4.2.5.2 for the multimedia presentation delivery. The result of the 
inference of the personalisation component is a recommendation to the UIAF. Figure 63 presents 
such a recommendation for the in-car multimedia presentation delivery.
<recomme ndations>
<iteration stait="0" end="90000">
<poc>
<parameter name="extemal_device_management" type="DeaMon-CI_Parameter"> 
<parameter name="automatic_switching" type="simple_boolean" value="false"/> 
</parameter>
<parameter name=" generic_modality_recommendation " >
<parameter name="recommended_output_modality_class" value="audio"/> 
</parameter>
</poc>
</iteration>
</recommendations>
Figure 63: Recommendation example (car audio) in the Multimedia Infotainer scenario
The first parameter indicates, whether the UIAF should perform an automatic switching 
(automatic_switching name attribute) or get the user’s manual selection. In the Multimedia
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Infotainer scenario this is set to manual. The second main parameter indicates a modality 
recommendation (attribute generic_modality_recomendation) with a recommended modality class 
(attribute recommendation_output_modality_class) with the value audio (attribute audio). 
Therefore the UIAF performs the multimedia presentation delivery adaptation, scoring the audio 
content higher.
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Figure 64: Single modality selection dialogue example
Since the users preferences indicate that the user wants to do a manual selection of the Device 
Agents the system presents him with the recommended output modalities and format information 
for the manual selection. Figure 64 illustrates the choice example of the modality selection 
dialogue. From left to right, the user sees the recommended modality choices with the 
recommended audio modalities, top ranked is the car audio device. Further in the middle the user 
can see the discovered modalities and possible media item device combinations. And at the right 
side the user retrieves an explanation about why media items are recommended. This concludes 
the context interpretation step and the overall evaluation scenario explanation.
5.6 Conclusion
Chapter 5 has presented the UIAF system design realisation and scenario based evaluation of the 
UIAF functionalities introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 for a mobile terminal platform. This 
realisation of the UIAF system has shown that multimodal interaction application scenarios for 
user mobility are feasible as envisioned in the scope of this work and as defined by the set out 
challenges in Section 2.4. A detailed comparison of supported challenges is provided in Chapter 7 
Furthermore it has been demonstrated that defined UIAF functionalities work in a prototype 
environment. Restrictions of the realisation have been highlighted in the according sections. 
Limitations compared to the design are the use of single media item adaptation and the
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presentation control, which were not realised as part of this scenario. The evaluation scenario has 
been demonstrated on occasions to audiences in the research community (visitors of the 
University, as well as demonstrations to experts of the European Commission). This qualitative 
and scenario based evaluation was focussed on the technical realisation of the UIAF system 
design and the UIAF functionalities in an integrated and continuous context-awareness scenario. 
With the knowledge gained from the mobile terminal evaluation, the concept of multimedia 
presentation delivery has been further investigated, which lead to the final design as presented in 
Section 4.2 and further to the UIAF system design realisation and evaluation for service platforms 
as presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
6 UIAF system design realisation and evaluation 
for service platforms
The success of services often depends on an appropriate user experience. In order to extend their 
reach and service acceptance, telecommunication platform providers can benefit by providing 
their users enhanced multimedia interaction experience through Mobile Multimodal User 
Interfaces. This motivates the UIAF system design realisation and evaluation for service platforms 
as presented in this chapter. More details about the telecommunication platform providers’ 
stakeholder group are provided in Section 3.1. The presented realisation work mainly covers 
device discovery and an implementation of the multimedia presentation delivery process for 
complex multimedia as described in Chapter 3 and 4. It also extends the work on multimedia 
presentation delivery as evaluated in Chapter 5 from single content to complex multimedia. In the 
first part of the chapter a description of the experimentation platform is provided, aiming to be as 
close as possible to a real telecommunication service provider’s platform. Furthermore internal 
data representations are defined to support and record the adaptation process. This is achieved 
through persistence capabilities of service platforms application servers and an integration of an 
external MySQL database. Details of implemented mechanisms are provided. The second part of 
the chapter presents the UIAF system evaluation for service platforms on the example of the 
Multimedia Content Guide application. Aspects of device discovery through SIP registration and 
multimedia presentation delivery are studied through a scenario based analysis. Examples of data 
models and adaptation behaviour are provided, in order to validate the UIAF system design and 
functionalities for the realisation aspects addressed in this chapter. The presented realisation and 
evaluation work in this chapter builds on the solution approach introduced in Section 1.3.5.
6.1 Experimentation platform
The proof-of-concept implementation of the UIAF system design realisation targets 
telecommunication provider’s service platforms. With the JBoss communications platform [107] 
an IMS compliant application server is chosen as the basis for the experimentation platform. Both 
JainSLEE and Java EE middleware technologies provide various functionalities in order to embed 
UIAF system functionalities into converged telecom and Web infrastructures. The UIAF system
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defines and implements Web-service interfaces for application output specification invocation in 
accordance to the experimentation platform. Further it connects to an underlying SIP signalling 
infrastructure for SIP device registration and device dependent presentation delivery.
Java EE development for enterprise applications is a widely adopted approach for building Web 
and Mobile applications. The primary purpose is the standardisation of capabilities which provide 
highly available, secure, reliable and scalable enterprise services. Often these services are 
architected as distributed applications consisting of several tiers [108]. Usually these include 
clients for the user front-end, data resources at the back-end and a middle tier, where the 
applications business logic is executed.
Middle Tier EIS-TierFirst-Tier
Business
logic
EJB
ServerClient
Data
Figure 65: Multi-tier application models [108]
The diagram in Figure 65 illustrates such a multi-tier application model. Clients access a middle 
tier in order to execute business logic on top of standardised middle tier services. These access 
and update information on the Enterprise Information Systems Tier (EIS). The EIS provides the 
databases for storing the application data, hardware connectivity and related legacy functionality. 
In the case of Java EE, the middle tier consists of an Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) container. 
Therefore developers can implement their business logic using the EJB model and the container 
manages all aspects related to the characteristics mentioned earlier. In the UIAF realisation 
especially the persistence capabilities of the middle tier in conjunction with the EIS tier is of 
interest for handling the internal data representations (data base tables).
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Figure 66: Mobicents open source SLEE and SIP server [109]
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One aspect of this experimentation is to investigate the integration of the UIAF system into Next 
Generation Intelligent Networks (NGIN). For this purpose the system has been defined as an 
integrated part of an IP Multimedia Sub-system (IMS) eco system. With the Mobicents [109] 
open source SLEE and SIP server, a system is chosen which allows to accomplish this. An 
overview of the experimentation platform is provided in Figure 66. It tightly integrates with the 
JBoss Java EE application server technologies and comes packaged as one combined JAIN SLEE 
and Java EE server. Therefore EJB’s and SBB’s can interact and the Mobicents components 
provide integration with external resources, such as communication protocols (e.g. SIP resource 
adapter) or server interfaces.
Mobicents serves as the basis for the service platform experimentation setup with an integration 
of the earlier mentioned technologies. Figure 67 shows the related diagram divided into a Web 
and IMS plane. On the right hand side, spanning over both planes, the interworking of the 
Mobicents platform with both worlds is indicated. In a normal setup Mobicents is an application 
server of the IMS and connected to the IMS core system including the different registration and 
switching functions. Further it connects to a home subscription server (HSS). Therefore a service 
running on the application server would be initiated via SIP by checking the user registered 
terminal credentials on the HSS and then allowing the communication with the service. Instead of 
leveraging the full IMS, the work has been limited to use only essential parts, like SIP. 
Nevertheless, the IMS components are provided in the experimentation setup environment (relates 
to the IMS core system and HSS, being greyed out in the illustration).
Web plane
HTTP / SOAP
Portal D ev ice
s
Java EE EJB, MySQL
o  CDC u stom  m idd lew are (SIP  
m e s s a g e s  to  and from  EJB)
Media 
transformation 
server 
(ASfVTTS)
Q) O
U ser  Interface D e v ic e s
SIP communication 
JAIN SLEE SIP adapter
IMS Core System
IMS plane HSS
Figure 67: Service platform experimentation setup
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Looking at the Web plane, the portal device is executing the Mobile and Web applications and is 
directly connected with the JBoss Java EE part of the Mobicents. Further the server is linked to a 
MySQL server, a customisation in exchange to the default internal database. This approach 
provides more flexibility in terms of test capabilities and scalability. The communication is based 
on HTTP / SOAP Web service calls. Within the Java EE environment the UIAF EJB 
implementation is deployed. The complete component deployment view for the scenario based 
evaluation is provided in Section 6.4.2. '
Furthermore the IMS plane includes a media transformation server (mainly ASR/TTS), JAIN 
SLÉE SIP communication adapter and the user interface devices. Available media item 
transformations are applied based on the current environment, the user context situation and the 
media items provided. The media transformation server holds a list of available transformations 
and performs them if requested. In general the server also can perform media recognition. Typical 
examples of both functionalities are speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis (ASR, TTS). 
The inclusion of the media server is not part of the service platform implementation, but is kept 
for consistency and future integration (media transformation server greyed out). The appropriate 
UIAF mechanisms and interfaces are pre-defined for this purpose.
For user interface device registration (at default named user agents) the Mobicents server’s JAIN 
SLEE implementation provides a SIP adapter. Further, it connects the server to the IMS service 
platform environment. This is depicted by the SIP connector between the IMS core system and 
the Mobicents server. Additionally the multimedia delivery mechanism utilises the SIP 
capabilities of the Mobicents. Besides the SIP mechanism also simple XML-RPC calls can be 
generated, depending on the Device Agents (DA) implementations. The user interface devices are 
part of the IMS plane registering to the service platform. Therefore, Device Agents (DA) include 
a SIP client (e.g. MiniSIP [110] as part of the implementation). In this way they are sending their 
own device descriptions during the registration process to the discovery components of the UIAF 
system.,During the delivery process after the adaptation decision is performed, the SIP client 
receives the device specific multimedia presentation description produced. Since these 
descriptions are only supported through special player software, the DA’s for the service platform 
experimentation need to support SMIL 2.1. For this purpose the Ambulant player [111] has been 
integrated to the DA’s.
In conclusion, the service platform experimentation setup provides the basis for a real world 
application of the UIAF system design realisation. Some further aspects such as user registration, 
service credentials checking, are not part of the work. Information about software packages and 
libraries utilised within the platform setup is provided in the Appendix A.4.
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6.2 Data models
Introduced in Chapter 4, the UIAF system is supported through several data models (e.g. device 
description, multimedia presentation description, etc.) at different stages of the multimedia 
presentation delivery process. Java EE provides a persistence model that allows modelling of data 
in persistence entities. With its persistence functionality the JBoss communication platform 
captures accruing data in an attached data base. For the present implementation a MySQL 
database was chosen. Whereas this methodology mainly helps in reducing the data model 
implementation effort and provides automatic persistence state handling, this section describes the 
actual data models definition and its purposes. It is highlighted how the decision process is 
supported by those data models. In comparison to the mobile implementation of the UIAF, the 
usage of these server side functionalities improves scalability, so that one server can handle a 
number of users and services at the same time. This section explains the involved data models, 
links them to the previous given definitions and highlights their particularities. As already 
introduced in Section 5.2, this work distinguishes between external data models and internal data 
representations. The definition of these is repeated for convenience in the following list:
-, External data models -  are data models received by the UIAF system in order to 
perform or support UIAF functionality. Data models are either designed as part of this 
thesis or based on standards. This is indicated in the data models list.
Internal data representations -  are used in order to translate external data models into 
process able internal data representations aligned with the realisation experimentation 
platform. Due to the setup of the experimentation platform internal data representations 
are mostly modelled through data base tables.
The data models supported by the UIAF system design realisation for service platforms are 
limited to the multimedia delivery process as described in Section 4.2. The following list 
summarises these:
Multimedia presentation description -  external data model designed for capturing time 
and spatial dependencies between media items for multimedia presentations. This external 
data model is based on the WSC’s SMIL recommendation [21].
Device and modality description -  external data model designed for the purpose of 
Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces as introduced in Section 4.1.2. The basic design was 
extended to an ontology based device description approach.
Application output specification -  internal data representation designed for capturing the 
relation between users, the current service session and the multimedia presentation 
description delivered as part of the output specification.
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Multimedia presentation model -  internal data representation designed for structuring and 
storing the parsed multimedia presentation descriptions dehvery within an application 
output specification. This includes the media item (content) entity data model.
Device (renderer) model -  internal data representation designed for storing device 
information according to the device description. In this realisation the device model 
supports a limited set of device parameters targeted to the scenario evaluation scenario.
Adaptation support tables -  internal data representations designed to support the
multimedia presentation delivery process. It provides a confidence table for the
calculation of the media item to devices matching.
Subsequently related modelling aspects are detailed. Compared to the mobile terminal platform
the UIAF system design realisation concentrates on the complex multimedia aspects.
Transformation descriptions and context recommendation are not included in this section.
6.2.1 Multimedia presentation description
The multimedia presentation description utilised for the implementation of the UIAF system is the 
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) as part of the W3C Synchronized 
Multimedia group [95]. An argumentation on the advantages using the SMIL model is provided in 
Section 4.2.2 on presentation description handling. Within this work not every aspect of SMIL is 
essential to proof the feasibility of handling complex multimedia presentation and performing 
device matching’s. Therefore this section discusses the usage of SMIL and the limitations implied 
by its implementation as part of the UIAF.
SMIL is defined by a XML [112] language profile. Currently SMIL provides a number of 
different versions (e.g. 1.0, 2.0, 2.1, and 3.0 candidate recommendation). The basis of this work is 
the current latest and stable version 2.1 [21]. The language profile includes a set of so called 
SMIL modules. The SMIL working group defines the usage of modularization and profiling as 
follows:
“Modularization is an approach in which mark-up functionality is specified as a 
set of modules that contain semantically-related XML elements, attributes, and 
attribute values. Profiling is the creation of an XML-based language through 
combining these modules, in order to provide the functionality required by a 
particular application. ” [21]
For the current implementation only a sub-set of SMIL modules are selected, but they are 
covering the essentials parts of the SMIL language. Table 15 shows the SMIL language profile 
vocabulary as extracted from the SMIL standard. And at the same time it highlights the supported
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vocabulary elements. In this collection all strikethrough elements are not supported by the current 
implementation.
SMIL 2.1 Language Profile
Collection Name Elements in Collection
Animation animate, set, animateMotion, animateColor
ContentControl switch, pr-efeteh
Layout region, root-layout, layout, regPeint,-topLayout
LinkAnchor a, area (anchor)
MediaContent text, img, audio, video, ref, ammatien-,-textstream, brush, param
Metainformation meta, metadata
Structure smil, head, body
Schedule par, seq, exel
Transition Transition
Other customAttributes, customTest, paramGroup, priorityClass
Table 15; SMIL 2.1 Language Profile usage (Strikethrough elements are not used)
Each of the elements listed in the table inherits a number of attributes. The implementation of the 
attribute handling is limited to attributes used in the example scenario, as explained later in this as 
part of the scenario based evaluation in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language" 
xmlns:a="http;//www.ambulantplayer.org/xmlns/SmilExtensions">
<head>
<layout>
<root-layout width="1280" helght="7207>
<reglon id="Video" mediaAlign="center" wldth="1280" helght="720" backgroundCoior="black"/> 
</layout>
<customAttrlbutes>
<customTest defaultState="false" override=''hidden" ld="poster"/>
</customAttributes>
</head>
<body>
<seq>
<par>
<aa:poster to="al!" src=‘'Stills/144x81/P14-00-00-40-20.jpg" tltle="BBC South Amercia" 
summary="vldeo showing South American beauty."/>
<video src="P15-Africa.mov" clipEnd="smpte=00:00:13:19" clipBegin="smpte=00:00:04:10" 
reglon="Vldeo7>
</par>
</seq>
</body>
</smil>
Figure 68: SMIL example file
With the listed modules it is possible to create a number of complex multimedia presentation 
descriptions as input for the UIAF. First the structure module with its elements <smil/>, <head/>, 
<body/> provides the frame of the description documents. Here the <smil/> element is the root 
element of every SMIL document. The <head/> element contains all information that is not
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related to the temporal behavior of the presentation. This includes the layout information 
(<region/>, <root-layout/>, <layout/>) and the custom attributes and custom test elements 
(<customAttributes/>, <customTest/>).
The <body/> element contains the information that is related to the temporal and linking 
behaviour of the document. This includes schedule (<par/>, <seq/>) and the related media items 
(e.g. <aa:poster/>, <video/>, etc.). Figure 68 shows an according SMIL example, which has 
been composed for illustration. It includes all the elements mentioned.
The developers of Mobile and Web applications are constructing these multimedia presentation 
descriptions either manually or automatically. Then, at a certain stage of the applications dialogue 
the UIAF system is invoked in order to request the multimedia documents distributed delivery. 
According to the argumentation on presentation description handling in Section 4.2.2, SMIL is 
utilised in order to design and test such a presentation-device matching mechanism as targeted in 
this work.
Beside the structural information given by the presentation descriptions, an important part are the 
media elements and their characteristics (e.g. media type (modality), format, etc.). These have to 
be used at a later stage for the presentation-device matching itself. Together with device 
description the matching can be performed.
6.2.2 Device and modality description
Device descriptions for the UIAF system design realisation are provided through an ontology 
definition developed as part of the EU-IST SPICE project [113] on the basis of the device and 
modality description approach described in Section 4.1.2. Specific to the project, devices are 
modelled as resources of a distributed communication sphere (DCS).
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Figure 69: Service platform device description -  DCS resource ontology
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Figure 69 illustrates the ontology model for devices named DCS resource as mentioned before. 
The important part in the illustration is the hasCapability relation indicated in the lower part of 
the illustration. Whether a device is a user interface device or not is defined by its capabilities. To 
distinguish between user interface devices and others, different capability types are modelled. If a 
device has a capability that is a modality capability the device is suitable as a user interface device 
and can be part of the user interface adaptation. According to the device description model 
presented in 4.1.2, the illustration in Figure 70 shows the three types of capabilities (i.e. Modality 
capability. Network capability. Device capability).
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Figure 70: Service platform device description -  capabilities
Without further illustrations these capabilities are defined based on categories like visual 
capability, or for example audio capability. Received capabilities through the SIP discovery 
process are stored in the device (renderer) model described later in Section 6.2.5. SIP discovery 
messages include the references to the ontology description of the device that can be fetched from 
an Ontology repository. This mechanism is assumed and therefore not further described.
6.2.3 Application output specification
Every Mobile or Web application has to define its own application output specification including 
a multimedia presentation description. The presented application output specification modelling 
approach is based on the earlier presented multimedia presentation description in Section 6.2.1, 
though it is not limited to it. The related description handling implementation is described later in 
Section 6.3.2. Figure 71 shows the application output specification (outputspec) as send by a 
Mobile or Web application. Information about the user and the application (named service in the 
provided model) is provided to the UIAF system and internally linked with the output 
specification. The tables and their relationships indicate that a user can be linked to a number of 
applications (service) and an application (service) can be linked to several output specifications 
(outputspec). In practice only one output specification per user should be active at a time.
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Figure 71: Service platform internal data representation -  user, service, output spec
Since these tables are actual representations of database tables in a MySQL server, as mentioned 
before, each table has a primary key column called id. The uid of the user table indicates a unique 
identifier for a user in the system. In a complete IMS system this is the users IP Multimedia 
Private Identity (IMPI), which for example could be a SIP URI like sip.■john.doe@example.com. 
Together with the service table, where the actual applications related to a user are stored, these 
two tables are defined for a close integration with an IMS system. The application output 
specification shows an activity field, which is used to indicate its several states during runtime. 
The four defined states are:
NEW_OUTPUT_SPEC -  An application output specification is set to the status NEW, 
when it has been delivered to the UIAF system for multimedia presentation delivery by a 
Mobile or Web application.
ACTIVE_OUTPUT_SPEC -  After successful multimedia delivery the output 
specification is set to the status ACTIVE. This is necessary in case of context changes 
occurring, in order for the UIAF system to know which application output specifications 
have to be re-evaluated and adapted to these changes.
INACTIVE_OUT_SPEC -  A running application output specification is set to the status 
INACTIVE, either when the life time of the multimedia presentation has expired or in 
case the application delivered a new application output specification.
EAILED_OUTPUT_SPEC -  The system also indicates when an application output 
specification fails. For example, this could happen if a new application output 
specification cannot be delivered within the current environmental context, since the 
necessary user interface devices are not available. Other system internal states could also 
lead to a failed application output specification.
Additional states can be introduced based new requirements appearing. All output specifications 
are stored in the database over the system life time. Potentially this can enable an analysis of 
presentation delivery in different environments, success rates and other characteristics. This can 
be used for future investigations of user behaviour for future work.
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The output specification table (outputspec) table is the starting point for the internal mapping of 
the given output specification. How the output specification is parsed into the persistence entity 
data model is part of Section 6.3.2. Nevertheless, the next section describes the internal mapping 
of given multimedia presentation specification.
6.2.4 Multimedia presentation model
With the design of the multimedia presentation model an internal data representation of 
multimedia presentation descriptions as described in Section 6.2.1 is provided for multimedia 
presentation delivery. The SMIL document structure is the basis for this. During processing and 
decision steps additional data is stored, such as temporary variables for generating the 
presentation schedule. The details for the multimedia presentation model are presented in Figure 
72 and described in this section.
Starting with the application output specification (outputspec) table, the multimedia presentation 
model holds tables for structuring information, layout specification, custom attributes and the 
media content elements. The region table links to the <region/> element in SMIL and holds 
mainly information about the heights and the widths of a region. The regionID is stored for 
reference, defined by the alphanumeric name of the region. One application output specification 
(outputspec) can be linked against zero or more regions, depicted by their relationship in the 
illustration.
Custom attributes like the <customTest/> element are held in the customtest table. Every custom 
test is given a customTestID string value. The defaultState and override attributes are used in 
conformance to the SMIL specification in order to define the visibility of media items during a 
running presentation.
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Figure 72: Service platform internal data representation -  multimedia presentation model
Regions (region) in SMIL are typically used to define a region of the multimedia presentation for 
a visible media item, with its parameters, e.g. height and width. Media items are assigned to these 
regions. In the current implementation it is being used to identify the constraints (heights and 
width) of the related media items. Together with the regionID string value, a one-to-many relation 
between the region and the media item (mediacontent) table is established. Further, the ouputspec 
table is related through a one-to-many relationship with the region table.
The schedulegroup table holds schedule information of the current application output 
specification, with the type field to be an indicator for sequential <seq/> or parallel <par/> 
content. The x, y and positionlnLevel fields are used for the internal scheduling algorithm 
calculations as described in Section 4.2.3 on presentation schedule generation. For each schedule 
group element the XPath [114] value is stored, allowing direct access to the specific SMIL XML 
elements of the application output specification. This is used in case of transformations or in the 
case of indicating already played media items, when a delivery change is decided based on a 
context change.
Schedule groups are distinguished into one root schedule group and subsequent schedule groups 
(or child schedule groups). Every outputspec table links with a one-to-one relationship to a root 
schedulegroup. Within the schedulegroup table one-to-many relationships with subsequent 
schedule groups can be established. Furthermore, each schedule group can link to several media
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items, this is indicated by the one-to-many relationships between the schedulegroup and 
mediacontent table.
Finally the mediacontent table stores information about the media items embedded in the schedule 
groups and is linked with many-to-one relationships to itself, the region table, the customtest table 
and the schedulegroup table. This is used to maintain the SMIL document structural information 
for later device specific reconstruction in the delivery process. The details of the mediacontent 
table are provided in the next section.
6.2.4.1 Media item (content) entity table model
For the media item handling some specific design choices have been taken in order to 
accommodate general and specific information media items. For example, a video media item can 
have a start and an end time, whereas a picture has no explicit timing information. Therefore the 
UIAF system defines an inheritance model for media items mapped to data base tables. Figure 73 
shows the media item table (mediacontent) and the two derived example media items tables 
(postercontent, videocontent).
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Figure 73: Service platform internal data representation -  media content and subclasses
The mediacontent table holds the generic information, which all media items are providing, 
together with internal calculation information (x, y, positionlnLevel and XPathValue has the same 
meaning as described for the schedulegroup table). And the postercontent and videocontent tables 
are specialisations enriched with content specific information as described before. Following the 
used entity model, this is depicted with a one-to-many relationship between the generalised and 
the specialised media item tables. The table fields for the general content information are listed 
and explained in the following list:
mediaType -  The media type defines the kind of media item as defined by the XML 
content element (e.g. audio, img, text, etc.).
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src -  The source URI with the reference to the media item. Can be local or media server 
URL.
regionAttr -  According to the specified regions of the presentation description, this 
attribute holds the region name the media item belongs to.
customTestAttr -  According to the specified custom attributes of the presentation 
description, this attribute holds the custom test name the media item is linked to.
mediaEncoding -  The media encoding describes the parameters a media type may be 
encoded with (e.g. for audio this could be WMA, mp3, etc.)
As the specialisations of general contents are customisations and scenario specific, a detailed 
description of the parameters is not provided. The generalisation approach taken supports 
multimedia description handling and the media item-device matching as described in Section 
6.3.2.
6.2.5 Device (renderer) model
The device model is used to map the device descriptions with their specific device characteristics 
into the database for the comparison mechanism. Here the term “renderer” is used to describe a 
Device Agents with modality output capabilities, with a number of renderer capabilities assigned, 
as shown in Figure 74.
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Figure 74: Service platform internal data representation -  device (renderer) model
Since the focus in the UIAF system design realisation is on the multimedia presentation and 
device matching, the complexity of the introduced theoretical device description approach is 
reduced to this simpler renderer model. Within the renderer capabilities table physical and Device 
Agent capabilities are integrated. This is a valid approach since the knowledge on the weighting 
of the different modality and device capabilities during the presentation-devices matching process 
lies within media comparators. The renderer table holds a unique id and the URI for the 
invocation of the device specific presentation delivery. Renderers are treated by default as Device 
Agents for modality output. The renderer_renderercapability table is an automatically generated
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table in order to be able to navigate bi-directional between the renderer table and the 
renderercapability table. The renderercapability table includes the following attributes;
id -  The unique identifier for the renderer capability.
type -  The modality type supported by the renderer (e.g. audio, video, img, text, etc.). 
encoding -  The encoding supported for the modality types (e.g. wmv, mp3, etc.). 
height -  This physical capability describes the height of a display in pixels. 
width -  This physical capability describes the width of a display in pixels. 
colordepth -  This physical capability describes the colour depth of a display.
The renderer capability model realised in the current implementation focuses on image and video 
content for the evaluation scenario explained in Section 6.4.
6.2.6 Adaptation support tables
In the different steps as described in Section 4.2.1 media items (being the atomic part of the 
presentation descriptions) and devices are related to each other. For the adaptation support tables 
this is modelled through a confidence and binding table {confidencetable, bindingtable) as 
illustrated in Figure 75.
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Figure 75: Service platform internal data representation -  confidence table, binding table
According to the illustration an application output specification (outputspec) is linked to a 
confidence table (confidenctable) and a (bindingtable). The confidence table holds all confidence
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items (confidenceitem) as created during the presentation and device matching step of the overall 
multimedia presentation delivery process. A confidence item relates a media item (mediacontent) 
and a renderer (renderer) with a confidence value (confidence). Hence after the presentation and 
device matching has been performed, the confidence table holds all media item (mediacontent) to 
device (renderer) matches feasible in the current presentation and device configuration. This also 
includes potential alterations based on the fine tuning step of the presentation delivery process. 
From the confidence table the highest ranked matches are chosen and transferred to the binding 
table (bindingtable). Analogue to the confidence table the binding table holds binding items 
(bindingitem). Each binding item has a link to the according media item (mediacontent) and the 
selected renderers (renderer). It can be assumed that the binding is the final stage of the 
multimedia presentation delivery process and includes a consistent set of media item to devices 
assignment and therefore a feasible presentation and devices match.
6.3 Implemented mechanisms
This section provides the implementation details on the UIAF system design realisation for 
service platforms. This includes the realisation of the SEP device discovery and presentation 
delivery mechanism, the multimedia presentation description handling, and the presentation to 
device binding. The internal data representations as described in Section 6.2 are utilised to support 
the different mechanisms.
6.3.1 SIP device discovery and presentation delivery mechanism
Within the UIAF service platform realisation user interface devices and their characteristics are 
discovered leveraging the SEP functionality provided by the Mobicents server in combination with 
an Ontology repository with OSGi functionality based on [115] . SEP components and the 
Ontology repository implementations have been performed by EU-IST SPICE project members. 
The contribution of this thesis is the transfer of the related UIAF device discovery functionality 
design to an actual implementation for service platforms and its definition of the interaction 
mechanism. This section provides a focused view and example on the implementation of the SEP 
discovery adapter rather than the whole discovery framework as exemplarily done for the mobile 
terminal platform in Section 5.3.1.
Based on the SIP registration approach the discovery process is initiated by the user interface 
devices registering with the UIAF system. The underlying SEP mechanism, the sequences for 
registering user interface devices and how presentation descriptions are delivered to each 
individual user interface device are explained subsequently.
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6.3.1.1 SIP mechanism
The implementation of the SIP discovery mechanism is based on the SIP capabilities provided by 
the Mobicents server’s JAIN SLEE functionality as mentioned in Section 6.1. Essentially the 
UIAF system realises a SIP discovery adapter in form of a JAIN SLEE service building block 
(JAIN SLEE SBB). SBB’s are part of the JAIN SLEE specification and inherit a number of 
properties. The UIAF implementation relevant properties are taken from [116] and listed in the 
following:
SBB’s are abstract classes, which implement the mam javax.slee.Sbb interface
SBB’s can implement event-handier methods, which are invoked by the SLEE during 
run-time. They are used in the UIAF system to receive SIP events. Event handler methods 
are implemented in the form of:
public void on<event-name>{<event-class-name> event, <activity- 
context-interface-name> aci) { ... }
SBB’s can interface with EJB’s, which enables the SIP events to be forwarded to the EJB 
implementation of the UIAF system and vice versa for issuing SIP presentation delivery 
events at the same time.
The SIP resource adapter (SIP-RA) of the JAIN SLEE allows for sending and retrieving 
SIP events.
SBB’s can be linked to activities via an activity context interface (e.g. the SIP discovery 
adapter SBB is linked to the SIP resource activities)
There are more aspects to the JAIN SLEE and SBB’s, but they are not important for the 
explanation of the actual implementation and therefore omitted. Figure 76 shows the overview of 
the SIP discovery adapter implementation in form of a class diagram with the dependencies 
between SBB’s, the SIP discovery adapter SBB, the SlP-RA and the Session Controller Bean and 
Device Handler Bean implementations.
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Figure 76: SIP discovery in service platform implementation
According to the SBB’s specification the SIPDiscoveryAdapterSBB is defined as an abstract class 
and implements the javax.slee.Sbb interface. During run-time the inherited method 
implementation can be used to modify characteristics of the SBB or react to SBB lifecycle state 
changes. The class diagram of the SIPDiscoveryAdapterSBB shows the methods used in the 
implementation. In the following list a summary of standard methods and their meaning is 
presented (sequence follows logical invocation order):
onStartServiceEvent () -  On start service the SIP discovery adapter registers at the 
Mobicents SIP proxy component to be able to receive SIP messages.
sbbPostCreate (), sbbLoad () using setup () -  During the SBB is loading and the post 
creation procedure the setup functionality makes sure that local variables are initialised 
correctly. This includes the SIP domain name and the SIP user name in order to create the 
correct sender address and know the SIP registrar.
SetSbbContext (SbbContext) and unsetSbbContext () -  SBB’s operate based on activity 
context’s. Therefore these methods provide the access to the SIP-RA in order to enable
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retrieval of SIP events. It is unset when a SBB reaches the end of its lifecycle invoked by 
the SLEE.
- findLocalTarget (URI) : uri -  URI’s of registered user interface devices stored in the 
Device Handler’s Bean implementation are checked against the SIP registry and 
acknowledged when available. Safeties function in case of unsuspected SIP registry run­
time instability.
getDeviceHandler () : deviceHandler -  Used to retrieve a reference to the Device 
Handler’s Bean implementation for business method invocation (used in the case of SIP 
register events)
Further the SIP discovery implementation supports SIP register events and SIP sent message 
events. Their functionality is essential for the UIAF system. Their detailed sequences are 
described in the following Sections 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3.
6.3.1.2 SIP user interface device registration
Register events are received from SIP enabled user interface devices, in order to notify their 
appearance and disappearance to the UIAF system’s Device Handler. Registered user interface 
devices are available for the calculation of the presentation and device matching. Figure 77 shows 
the SIP discovery sequence, when a SIP based register event has been received by the SIP 
resource adapter (SIP-RA). The registration event includes information about whether the device 
belongs to the user’s communication range (in vicinity for interaction), a device identifier relating 
to an actual device description in Ontology format, information about whether it is a registration 
or deregistration message. An example event message is provided in the Appendix A.7 and its 
usage is described in Section 6.5.1.
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Figure 77; SIP register event message sequence diagram
The interaction sequence initiates with the SIP-RA component forwarding a SIP registration event 
to the SLEE for distribution to subscribed SBB’s (1.0). The SIP resource discovery SBB 
(SIPDiscoverySBB) receives the activity context and the event message itself (1.1). The contents 
of the event message are split into the event header and event context (1.2 and 1.3). Information 
whether the registration has expired is gathered from the SIP header in order to distinguish 
between a registration or de-registration event for user interface devices. In the case the register 
event has expired (1.4) the Device Handler removes the according renderer (1.5). If the header 
indicates a new registration (1.6) the Device Handler {DeviceHandlingBean) is invoked and reads 
the context of the register message (1.7). As indicated earlier the content of the message includes 
an ID for the user interface device trying to register. With the device ID the Device Handler can 
retrieve the complete device description from a device description repository (1.8). Then the 
renderer list is updated based on the user the device belongs to and the according device 
description (1.9).
63.1.3 SIP presentation delivery
When a presentation and devices match has been achieved, a presentation description as part of a 
SIP message is send to each of the devices. A sequence diagram of the internal invocation 
sequence is shown in Figure 78. The UIAF Modality Fission initiates a new session in the Session 
Controller {SessionControilerBean) by sending the device tailored presentation descriptions (1.0). 
The according request to send a SIP message is invoked on the SIP discovery adapter (1.1). 
Within in the adapter the header and the body for the SIP message are created (1.2, 1.3, and 1.4). 
Then a send request is initiated on the SIP-RA with the created request (1.5). This triggers the SIP
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message delivery and therefore the presentation request for the addressed user interface device 
(1.6). 
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Figure 78; SIP send event message sequence diagram
This concludes the basic functioning of the SIP mechanism as realised for the UIAF system 
design. It is shown that the envisioned UIAF discovery functionality can be facilitated in service 
platform environments by using the SIP protocol within the chosen experimentation setup.
6.3.2 Multimedia presentation description handling
This section describes the multimedia presentation description handling. The basis is laid out by 
the earlier introduced internal data representations for the multimedia presentation model created 
from the application output specification and the transmitted multimedia presentation description. 
On reception of a new application output specification the Content Handler component is invoked 
in order to parse the multimedia presentation description into the internal data representation. The 
realisation of the UIAF system’s Content Handler is detailed subsequently.
6.3.2.1 Content Handler component overview
The Content Handler operations are based on the multimedia presentation delivery process as 
presented in Section 4.2. This in particular includes the retrieval of the multimedia presentation 
description, the description dependent parsing into the internal data representation and the 
building up of the presentation schedule table. The interface description of the Content Handler 
component implementation is illustrated in Figure 79.
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Figure 79: UIAF system’s Content Handler for service platforms (component diagram)
The Content Handler holds a media description handler mediaDescrHandler class. Internally it 
holds a list of presentation processors conforming to the presentationProcessor interface 
description. The SMIL presentation processor is available as shown in the illustration with the 
SMILpresentationProcessor class implementing the aforementioned interface description for 
presentation processors. How the several interfaces as defined in the component diagram are used 
is explained next.
63.2.2 Presentation description processing interaction sequence
Presentation descriptions are part of an application output specification. In the case of the UIAF 
system design realisation for service platforms, the output specification is based on SMIL as 
mentioned before. The Content Handler component has been designed incorporating some 
flexibility to handle application output specifications of different types (e.g. html, SVG, xhtml, 
etc.). For each presentation description format a specific presentation processors has to be 
implemented and available (currently only tested with SMIL). The interaction sequence for 
handling an incoming presentation description is illustrated in Figure 80.
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Figure 80: UIAF service platform multimedia description processing
First (1.0), a Mobile & Web application (named UIAF application in the illustration) invokes the 
bindModalityOutput method of the UIAFstub. This provides the application output specification 
as well as the userlD and the application ID (named servicID) for identification of the user and 
the current application. Within IMS this information is used in order to authenticate the user and 
application for the usage of the UIAF functionalities, but this is not implemented. The UIAFStub 
then prepares (1.1) the internal data representation by creating empty EJB entities linked to data 
base tables for storing the new application output specification and the related schedule tables. A 
unique outputSpecID is assigned to the newly created data tables used for completion of them in 
the subsequent steps. With the preparation completed the UIAFstub invokes the 
MediaDescriptionHandler of the Content Handler component (1.2) to parse the application output 
specification received. The first step here (1.3) is the parsing of the application output 
specification into an internal document object model (DOM) based XML data model simplifying 
the access to the multimedia description parameters. Once the initial parsing was successful a 
presentation processor is selected (1.4) and returns the right description processor type application 
output specification. As mentioned before the implementation has been limited to the SMIL 
presentation description, therefore (1.5) the MediaDescriptionHandler checks if the received 
description is a SMIL description and invokes the SMIL presentation processor with the internal 
DOM. The SMIL processor then performs the presentation processing steps (1.6) as described in 
the Section 4.2.3 on the presentation schedule generation. The result is the presentation schedule 
including the according timings of media items ready for matching with the devices in the 
environment.
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6.3.3 Presentation and device (renderer) matching
The presentation to device (renderers) matching includes the last steps before content adaptation 
and device specific presentation delivery. It covers the steps 6 -  12 of the multimedia presentation 
delivery interaction sequence as introduced in Section 4.2.1. The implementation shows certain 
restrictions in terms of completeness in supporting the interaction sequence. This is mainly due to 
missing or incomplete external components (such as the learning) not being part of the thesis. In 
order to see how this is covered and what precisely was not tested, comments to the interaction 
sequence steps of Section 4.2.1 are presented in Table 16.
Nr. Description of the step Conunents to implementation
6 Find the maximum parallel sequences and 
take the first trailing media item as the base 
item for matching.
Part of the implementation
7 Add alternate media items based on possible 
content adaptations. This is done by the 
request to the Presentation Adaptation 
component about possible transformations.
Not part of the implementation, pre-defined 
adaptation choices used instead.
8 Associate available devices to media items 
by comparing the item parameters with 
device capabilities and by assigning a 
confidence value.
Part of the implementation
9 Compute feasible presentation-device 
combinations (presentation and device 
matching)
Part of the implementation
10 Fine-tune the rating based on context 
recommendations, user preferences, and 
presentation consistency
The integration of an external learning component 
is not shown for the service platform 
experimentation, but a check for presentation 
consistency is performed.
11 Select the first presentation and device 
match, create the media item to device 
binding, and forward to the delivery 
mechanism
Part of the implementation
12 Produce the adequate structured presentation 
for each rendering device
Part of the implementation
Table 16; UIAF service platform realisation - check against multimedia presentation delivery
interaction sequence
Although steps 7 and 10 are not part of the UIAF system design realisation for service platforms, 
the general feasibility of both the integration of the content adaptation and the integration of a 
learning component has been shown within the mobile terminal platform exemplarily. The 
Modality Fission component (defined as a class) defines two internal methods for performing the 
above mentioned multimedia presentation delivery process steps. The according class diagram is 
depicted in Figure 81.
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class Modality Fission
ModalityFission
+ calcuiateBindings(lnt, long) : void
- createBlndings(lnt) : void
- processMatches(int) : void
Figure 81: Modality Fission -  internal method structure
The processMatches(int) method takes an application output specification ID as input and 
performs selection and matching of media items to the available devices (renderers). Results of 
this forms the basis for the createBindings(int), which operates with the same application output 
specification ID in order to select the highest scoring presentation and device match and assign 
the selected devices (renderers) to the according media items. Both methods operate on top of the 
internal data representations as outlined in Section 6.2. The usage of the models and the internal 
functioning of both methods is described next for the media item-devices (renderers) matching, 
for the generation of bindings and for the generation of device specific presentation descriptions.
6.3.3.1 Media item-devices (renderers) matching
This section describes how the media item-devices (renderers) matching is realised. It refers to the 
earlier introduced steps 6 and 8 of multimedia presentation delivery process. Within the Modality 
Fission {ModalityFission) class the processMatches method performs the necessary calculations.
SQL statements are used to query the internal data representations in order to find the maximum 
parallel media items count for a given multimedia presentation model. The base item is derived 
from the trailing media item for each parallel sequence (referring to step 6). The SQL select 
statement (0) as shown below queries for the maximum parallel media items count (y) from the 
media item table {mediacontent) for a given application output specification ID {outputSpecJd):
SELECT MAX(y) FROM mediacontent WHERE outputSpec_id=l; (0)
The second SQL select statement (1) runs in a loop from 1 to y and queries the media items table 
{mediacontent) for all media items with the given application output specification ID 
{outputSpecJd) to find the base item {MIN(x}) in each parallel (y) media item sequence:
SELECT * FROM mediacontent WHERE outputSpecJd=l 
AND y=? AND %=(SELECT MIN(%) FROM mediacontent) ; ( 1 )
The combined result of this query is a list of base items for further calculations. The comparison 
mechanism follows the media comparator concept as introduced in Section 4.2.5.1. The design of 
the comparison mechanism linking together comparator classes with media items and output 
devices (renderers) is depicted in Figure 82. An abstract media item comparator class 
{MediaComperator) defines the compare method {compare) returning a confidence value of type
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integer. In this example it is the video comparator (VideoComparator) inherits the compare 
method. Values reach from 0 to 100. Zero means no match, 100 means a perfect match and any 
value in-between partial match. Divided by 100 it provides the confidence value as introduced in 
Chapter 4.
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Figure 82: Media item (content)-to-device matching mechanism realisation
The VideoComparator class inherits the knowledge on how to compare and score a video media 
item {VideoContent) and a Renderer of type video. For each supported media item a media 
comparator has to be implemented. Renderers in this implementation are characterised by 
renderer capabilities {RendererCapability). Together with the type parameter all other 
characteristics for a renderer are stored in the RendererCapability class with details not shown in 
this diagram (e.g. a display would provide a resolution, with height and width in number of pixels, 
which then could be compared against a video content resolution and the matching coefficients 
could be calculated based on this). An example how this can work is explained as part of the 
scenario walk through for the realised service platform scenario in Section 6.5. The results of the 
media item-device matching are stored in the confidence table {confidencetable) adding one 
confidence item {confidenceitem) for each comparison. The filled confidence table is the basis for 
the next step on the final presentation-devices binding generation as described in the next section.
6.3.3.2 Generate bindings and device specific presentation descriptions
This section describes how the media item-devices (renderers) binding creation is realised. This 
refers to the earlier introduced steps 9, 11 and 12 of the multimedia presentation delivery process. 
Within the Modality Fission {ModalityFission) class, the ere ate Bindings method performs the 
necessary calculations.
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The computation of feasible presentation and devices combinations is simplified in the 
implementation. Targeted towards the realisation of the evaluation scenario, the SQL statement as 
shown in (2) finds the highest scoring confidence items:
SELECT c.id, c.mediaContent_id, c.confidence, c.renderer_id 
FROM confidenceitem c WHERE c.confidence>0 AND c.confidence=
(SELECT MAX (cs.confidence) FROM confidenceitem cs WHERE (2)
cs. mediaContent_id=c. mediaContent_id)
GROUP BY mediaContent_id;
The statement includes a sub-query or also call nested query indicated in blue. All relevant fields 
{c.id, c.mediaContent_id, c.confidence, c.renderer_id) are selected from the confidence item table 
{confidenceitem) with confidence larger than 0 {c.confidence>0) and at the same time with the 
maximum confidence. Hereby the sub query calculates the maximum confidence {cs.confidence) 
value for one specific media content over all confidence items {confidenceitem). With the check 
for “higher than 0”, only media item to devices (renderers) combinations are chosen that are 
actually feasible. Finally a list of confidence items is selected and ready for the processing of the 
bindings.
Before explaining the binding step it should also be mentioned how the implementation of the 
computation of feasible device and presentation combinations could be realized for more complex 
media items and devices (renderers) bindings. Referring back to the Table 7 of Section 4.2.5.1, 
three media items should be delivered to an environment including 3 different devices. A number 
of feasible media items to devices (renderers) matches, together with a confidence value have 
been calculated. Three lists of confidence items for each one media item is created as shown in 
Table 17.
Media Content (MC) Confidence Item (Cl) List
MCI CI1.1,CI1.2, CI1.3,C1.4
MC6 CI6.1, CI6.2
MC8 CI8.1, CI8.2
Table 17: Confidence items list
In a loop all combinations of confidence items, taking one confidence item per list at once would 
be calculated. A valid combination could look like this: “Cl 1.1 -  CI6.1 -  CI8.1”. Still considering 
the example from Table 7 the given combination would not be possible, since CI6.1 and C18.1 are 
referring to the same device, which in the current design is not possible. Opposite to the first 
combination, combination “CI1.4 -  CI6.2 -  CI8.1” would be feasible, when looking to the 
feasible presentation-device combinations example as shown in Table 8 of Section 4.2.5.1. With 
all combinations processed and checked for feasibility the combination quality coefficient can be
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calculated and combination “Cl 1.4 -  CI6.2 -  CI8.1” is the best ranking and therefore chosen for 
the delivery referring to step 11 of the multimedia presentation delivery process.
With the binding decision available the next step is to fill the binding table {bindingtable) with the 
actual binding items {bindingitem). Hereby all media items in the same sequence trailing the base 
item are included and linked to the selected devices (renderer). Following this a list of media 
items to be shown for each device (renderer) is calculated and handed over to the SMIL processor 
to create an adapted presentation description adding an attribute display_on_device” to the media 
content line as described in Section 4.2.6. This concludes the presentation and device (renderer) 
matching section.
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6.4 Evaluation scenario -  Multimedia Content Guide
The Multimedia Content Guide application provides the user with a list of complex multimedia 
presentation choices. Multimedia presentations describe a set of media items with their temporal 
and spatial dependencies. The evaluation scenario created, evaluates the UIAF functionalities for 
multimedia presentation delivery, as introduced in Section 4.2, for these complex multimedia 
presentations. This completes the Multimedia Infotainer evaluation scenario in Section 5.4 that 
evaluates the same functionality only using single media items.
The scenario based evaluation of the UIAF system design for service platforms is split in two 
parts. First, the evaluation scenario based on the Multimedia Content Guide [20] application. The 
application itself has been developed by partners of the EU-IST SPICE project and is used here to 
demonstrate the UIAF capabilities. The scenario description is introduced in Section 6.4.1. This is 
accompanied with the deployment view of the scenario components described in Section 6.4.2. 
Second, implemented mechanisms (Section 6.3) and data models (Section 6.2) based on the 
experimentation platform (Section 6.1) are evaluated in a scenario walkthrough described later in 
Section 6.5. The scenario based evaluation follows the overall solution approach for realisation 
and evaluation as introduced in Section 1.3.5 in the beginning of this thesis.
6.4.1 Scenario description
The UIAF service platform evaluation scenario is based on a Mobile multimedia application 
called the Multimedia Content Guide [20]. The scenario revolves around a user called Consuelo 
and is split into three parts. Figure 83 shows the sequential overview including the multimedia 
presentation selection process, multimedia presentation delivery when Consuelo is in a hotel room 
and a session transfer when she is leaving the room.
P L A Y  »
S A C K  QUIT
(1) Content guide selection (2) Synchronised content delivery (3) Leaving the hotel room
Figure 83: Multimedia Content Guide scenario overview
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Compared with the Multimedia Infotainer scenario, this scenario concentrates on the multimedia 
presentation delivery for complex multimedia. The textual description of the full scenario is split 
into four parts (these parts are also used in the later scenario walkthrough in Section 6.5) starting 
with step zero as the introduction to the scenario:
(0) Arriving at the hotel room -  Consuelo is arriving at her hotel room and 
wants to watch a movie before she goes into town for dinner. The service portal 
on the mobile device allows her to access the Multimedia Content Guide video- 
on-demand service she is subscribed to. In addition to her mobile device the hotel 
room provides a high-definition TV screen and a HI-FI system, both being IP 
enabled. The devices have been discovered and are now available as user 
interface devices for integrated multimedia interactions.
(1) Media content guide presentation selection -  With the content guide service 
she can browse a selection of recommended movies with additional movie related 
information (e.g. movie description, scene description, etc.). After browsing the 
choices Consuelo finds one of her favourite high definition documentaries, the 
BBC “WildAfrica”.
(2) Synchronized presentation delivery -  When she selects the movie, she 
receives the service in three synchronized parts: (a) the video component of the 
movie on the high-definition television, (b) the audio on the room's HI-FI system, 
and (c) a user interface for controlling the video presentation on her portal 
device.
(3) Context change -  When it is time to leave for dinner, Consuelo heads for the 
parking lot to get to her car. she gets out of her room, and heads to the 
elevator the system detects that the TV set of the hotel room is no longer 
available and redirects the movie to her mobile phone. This concludes the 
scenario.
The scenario description represents the evaluation boundaries of the UIAF system design 
realisation for service platforms. Each scenario step demands certain UIAF functionalities. The 
deployment view of the UIAF system and its component is described next.
6.4.2 Deployment view
The deployment view is based on the experimentation platform as introduced in Section 6.1. Also 
called an allocation structure, the deployment view shows how the software components of the 
UIAF are assigned to hardware-processing and communication elements, an approach that has
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been described in [17]. Especially in distributed systems, like the UIAF, this is of particular 
interest. Further it also defines the basis for the scenario walkthrough evaluation in Section 6.5.
deployment UIAF service platform
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Figure 84: UIAF service platform scenario deployment view
Figure 84 shows the deployment view for the selected scenario. The three main devices in this 
illustration are the portal device, a user interface device (TV set) and a virtual server machine. 
Their respective communication channels are indicated by the named associations (SIP, HTTP / 
SOAP).
The following list incorporates the information necessary to understand the meanings of the 
different devices for this scenario:
Virtual server machine (Windows XP) -  The virtual machine provides the execution 
environment for all server side components involved in the scenario. In fact it is fully 
functional server, but capable of running on different physical machines. It conforms to 
the introduced experimentation platform in Section 6.1. In the scope of this scenario, the 
full integration with the IMS core system is not required. Nevertheless, the server 
emulates an application server in the IMS sense. For better clarity the JBoss execution
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environment and the Mobicents execution environment are shown separately, whereas the 
Mobicents execution environment resides in JBoss.
JBoss execution environment -  The JBoss execution environment provides an 
Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) container as described in Section 6.1 for the underlying 
component deployment. As shown in the illustration it contains the Mobicents execution 
environment, the UIAF component and the content guide server side implementation. The 
UIAF component is described by the UIAF.jar and the content guide server component 
through the cg.war. Further the content guide server component can call the UIAF 
component for delivery requests on client side selected multimedia presentations. The 
UIAF also uses the UIAF SIP SBB of the Mobicents execution environment.
Mobicents execution environment -  The Mobicents execution environment provides a 
Service Building Block (SBB) container based on the JAIN SLEE specification as 
described in Section 6.1. It therefore hosts a SIP adapter and the UIAF SIP SBB. The SIP 
adapter is provided by the Mobicents and allows issuing and receiving SIP messages. The 
customized session manager as part of the UIAF component uses the UIAF SIP SBB for 
the SIP message exchange in case of user interface device discovery and for presentation 
description delivery invoked by the UIAF.
Portal device -  The portal device hosts the content guide client, a SIP Device Agent and 
an ambulant player (1) instance. For the selection of personalised multimedia presentation 
choices the content guide client resides on the portal device and communicates via the 
HTTP /  SOAP interface with the content guide server as described below. When a user 
selects a multimedia presentation the information is submitted to the server side content 
guide component. Further a SIP Device Agent allows the notification of discovery 
information and receives multimedia presentations in case the UIAF selects the portal 
device for content delivery. Therefore the portal device has a SIP communication link 
with the virtual server machine. In order to play the presentation to the user, this scenario 
implementation uses the ambulant player. The player by itself allows for playing 
complete SMIL presentation descriptions and simplifies therefore the content delivery 
preparation steps.
User interface device (TV set) -  Similar to the delivery part of the portal device the user 
interface device hosts and SIP Device Agent and an ambulant player.
This concludes the deployment view. It has been shown how the UIAF implementation and 
additional components are deployed in order to achieve the selected service platform scenario. 
The scenario walk through of the next section shows how the deployed UIAF is used during the 
scenario progresses.
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6.5 Evaluation scenario walk through
With the scenario walk through based on the Multimedia Content Guide application the feasibility 
of the UIAF system design realisation for service platforms is evaluated. For the description of 
this, the scenario has been already broken down into defined scenario steps in Section 6.4.1. The 
scenario walkthrough has been performed in a real life demonstration running the UIAF system. 
The success of each scenario step is defined by the correct execution of the related UIAF 
functionalities. Table 18 is showing an overview of the scenario steps linked to the according 
UIAF functionalities. Throughout the section it is reported how the UIAF system internals have 
performed based on design and implementation aspects relevant to the scenario step.
Scenario step and 
short description
Involved UIAF functionalities
0 - Arriving at the 
hotel room
-  The UIAF SIP discovery mechanism allows registration of SIP devices. 
The portal device was registered in the first instance. When the user enters 
the hotel room the TV set is registered as additional user interface device.
-  The user uses a service portal to select the Multimedia Content Guide 
service.
1 - Media content 
guide presentation 
selection
-  The user browses recommended movie presentations in the content guide. 
Additional movie information is fetched from the content guide server.
-  The user decides to select a documentary
2 - Multimedia 
presentation delivery
-  The content guide invokes the output request of the UIAF parameterised 
with the SMIL presentation.
-  The SMIL description is parsed into the internal data representation.
-  Together with the discovery information (device descriptions) the 
multimedia presentation delivery decision is taken
-  The presentation parts are delivered through the session management 
functionality of the UIAF by embedding them into SIP messages.
3 - Context change -  When the user leaves the room during the continuing play of the movie 
presentation the UIAF SEP discovery updates the available device 
descriptions (TV set is removed, due to SIP de-registration)
-  The UIAF SIP discovery issues a context change request within the UIAF 
and therefore triggers the multimedia presentation delivery decision. A 
re-evaluation based on existing presentation sessions is performed.
-  The presentation parts are delivered again through the session 
management functionality of the UIAF by embedding them into SIP 
messages.
Table 18: Multimedia Content Guide scenario -  UIAF functionality mapping
Similar to the Multimedia Infotainer application scenario, the here defined scenario steps involve 
specific functionalities used by the Multimedia Content Guide, but for this scenario provided by 
the UIAF system design realisation for service platforms. Functionalities and implemented 
mechanisms considered are the discovery mechanism (SIP discovery with registration and de- 
registration), the application request scheme (only output in this example), the multimedia
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presentation handling mechanism (internal presentation model generation based on SMIL), the 
multimedia presentation delivery decision (based on internal entity data model), the multimedia 
presentation delivery (using SIP messages) and finally device context situation change behaviour 
(SIP discovery supported). It evaluates the multimedia presentation delivery process for complex 
multimedia as introduced in Section 4.2 within service platform environments. The feasibility of 
the UIAF system design in service platform realisations is proven.
6.5.1 SIP discovery
The functionalities evaluated for the SIP device discovery link to the requirements category on 
managing heterogeneous environments (3.2.1) and especially device discovery (REQOOl) and 
device descriptions (TŒQ060). SIP device discovery is a suitable mechanism in service platform 
environments originally used to initiate sessions (e.g. audio or video call sessions) between the 
platform (User Agent Server) and mobile terminals (User Agent Client), but also PCs and other 
devices. Therefore devices belonging to a user can be registered to the users UIAF systems run­
time in a service platform (i.e. this can be a service providers service platform, or an http based 
Web platform, in both cases related to an application server). Within the scenario, discovery is 
achieved through SIP registration and de-registration messages send by the users portal device 
and the TV set in the hotel room. The general discovery mechanism is explained in the 
implemented mechanisms Section 6.3.1.
Explained earlier, during the SIP registration process a SIP registration message is received. For 
example the TV set is registered at the UIAF Device Handler. A SIP registration message 
contains the SIP header and a reference to the RDF ontology description of the device. The 
example of the SIP registration message for Consuelo’s TV is provided in the Appendix A.7. 
Within the EU-IST SPICE project a notion of a distributed communication sphere (DCS) is 
brought forward. Therefore devices in a user’s vicinity are part of her DCS. Together with this 
information and a name of the device, a reference to the ontology description of this device is 
provided and stored in the UIAF system in order to generate the device (renderer) model 
(explained in Section 6.2.5) as internal data tables. The renderer table as part of the model and for 
the provided scenario is depicted in Table 19.
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renderer_id URI
1 http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile-
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/tvexample.owl#ModalityDevice_TVHotelRoom
2 http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile-
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/mobilephone.owl#ConsuelosMobilePhone
Table 19: Renderer (device agent) table entries
The example shows the ontology references to the TV set and Consuelos mobile terminal (phone). 
With these references received during the SIP registration process the UIAF system fetches the 
ontology description and inserts them into the renderer capabilities table as depicted in Table 20. 
An example of the ontology description for the TV is attached to the Appendix in Section A. 8. 
From this ontology description some renderer capabilities are derived. The resulting internal data 
table is illustrated in Table 20. Not all available information is parsed into the data table, but for 
building the example the type, encoding, height and width of renderers are stored in preparation 
for the media items-device binding step.
Id type Encoding height width renderer_id
4 poster jpeg 720 1280 1
5 video mov 720 1280 1
6 poster jpeg 170 140 2
7 video mov 135 240 2
Table 20: Device (renderers) capabilities related to devices
The SIP discovery example demonstrates the step 0 of the Multimedia Content Guide scenario 
evaluation and the scenario walk through.
6.5.2 Multimedia presentation delivery
In the scenario step 1, Consuelo selects a presentation for watching. This issues a multimedia 
presentation delivery request providing the according output specification to the UIAF system. In 
step 2 the UIAF system receives the according multimedia presentation description and runs the 
multimedia presentation delivery process. The functionalities evaluated for the multimedia 
presentation delivery process link to the requirements category on multimedia presentation 
delivery (Section 3.2.3) and especially output decision (REQ058) and device specific presentation 
generation (REQ055). In comparison to the mobile terminal evaluation, this section demonstrates 
complex multimedia presentation delivery as explained in Section 4.2. The limitations are 
described by the implemented mechanism Section 6.3.3. A number of different data models are 
utilised in this scenario as introduces in Sections 6.2.1 (multimedia presentation description), 
6.2.4 (multimedia presentation model), 6.2.5 (device (renderer) model), and 6.2.6 (adaptation
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support tables). In the following it is demonstrated how the requirements, the designed UIAF 
functionalities and the realisation performs in the chosen experimentation scenario.
According to the multimedia presentation delivery process before step 6, the multimedia 
presentation description is parsed into the multimedia presentation model. Essentially the 
presentation schedule is created and each media item is accessed according to its position in the 
SMIL presentation tree. The media items are stored in the mediacontent internal table. Base media 
items are derived. Table 21 shows the two base media items of the presentation description 
received in the content guide scenario. The underlying multimedia presentation description is 
attached in Appendix A.9.
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Table 21: Media item (content) table
A number of information is available about media items. The table shows the media type, the 
source URL (src), the schedule table position (x, y), the SMIL region attribute (regionAttr), the 
media encoding (mediaEncoding) and other id’s to link the media items to the related tables for 
the output specification, schedule group and region. Some details to the full media content table 
are omitted in this illustration, these are mainly helper variables and not important for the 
explanation. The full media content table derived from the presentation description A.9 of the 
example is attached in Appendix A. 10. Physical characteristics of media items are stored in 
regions in a SMIL presentation. Therefore the video media item in Table 21 is related to a region 
with the attribute name Video and the region id 1. The content of the regions table is illustrated in 
Table 22. Therefore the video is provided with additional attributes for height and width.
id height width regionID outputSpec_id
1 720 1280 Video -611502204
Table 22: Region table
With the presentation model and the previous introduced device model tables available in the next 
step the confidence item table is constructed according to the matching mechanism as introduced 
in 6.3.3.1. The result is a table with the base media items matched to the devices (renderers) 
available as illustrated in Table 23. Notably the video item with the id = 294622848 fits best to the 
renderer 1 (TV set) and the poster item with id = 207188191 fits equally well to renderer 1 (TV 
set) and 2 (Consuelo’s mobile terminal).
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id confidenceT able_id confidence renderer_id mediaContent_id
1 1 25 1 207188191
4 1 100 1 294622848
5 1 25 2 207188191
8 1 66 2 294622848
Table 23: Confidence item table
Based on the confidence table the UIAF system generates the bindings and the device specific 
presentation descriptions as described in Section 6.3.3.2 and according to the UIAF functionalities 
Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 with the difference that the user context-awareness fine tuning is omitted 
in the service platform evaluation. For the adaptation example provided in this section two 
multimedia presentations are constructed, one for the delivery of the video presentation to the TV 
set and the other for delivery of the poster presentations to the mobile terminal of Consuelo. What 
has not been illustrated in Table 21 is the fact that media contents (items) as stored in the UIAF 
system tables are actual specialisations of the mediacontent table. Therefore poster items 
additionally provide a title for the current video sequence and an according summary. The video 
items provide begin and end -times of the clip to be played. This is explained in 6.2.4.1.
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Figure 85: Poster item on Consuelo s mobile terminal
In order to demonstrate the behaviour of the mobile terminal presentation Figure 85 illustrates the 
renderer behaviour for this. A presentation widget as part of a service portal widget function 
renders the poster items. Additionally it provides some controls for pausing, playing and stopping 
the overall presentation through a synchronisation mechanism, which is not pait of this thesis and 
therefore not described deeper. Nevertheless, poster items together with the title information are 
presented once the presentation starts to play as can be seen in the middle screen shot of the 
illustration. The left most screenshot shows the state before the presentation is played indicating 
that “No content [is] selected”. Furthermore the user can click the title and receive the explanation 
to the current presentation state as illustrated in the rightmost screen shot. As the presentation 
progresses the poster items are updated according to the presentation state. When the life time of
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the presentation is reached it finishes or if a device context change occurs a re-evaluation of the 
multimedia presentation delivery is invoked.
6.5.3 Device context change
A device context change is triggered through a SIP registration update in step 3 of the scenario 
walkthrough, analogue to the described discovery procedure. The general adaptation process 
behaviour in case of device context change stays the same. Therefore it is not repeated here. The 
functionalities evaluated for the device context change or situation trigger link to the requirements 
category on multimedia presentation delivery (Section 3.2.3) with the requirement on output 
decision (REQ058), manage heterogeneous environments (Section 3.2.1) with the requirement on 
handle multimedia delivery sessions (REQ032) and general system requirements (Section 3.2.4) 
with requirement on reaction to user situation changes (REQ015). In comparison to the mobile 
terminal evaluation, this section demonstrates complex multimedia presentation delivery as 
explained in Section 4.2. The UIAF system is aware about its current sessions as described in 
Section 6.2.3. Therefore in the described scenario an active application output specification is 
available when the TV de-registration message is received (alternatively this de-registration is 
feasible through a time out mechanism, once a device is not available anymore). The device 
(renderer) table is updated accordingly and the re-evaluation is invoked. One aspect of the re- 
evaluation is the knowledge about the presentation state. In this example the TV set runs am 
ambulant player as explained in the deployment view in Section 6.4.2, which allows fetching the 
presentation state through custom test attributes in the presentation items. Custom test attributes 
are attached to each media item in the internal tables as described in Section 6.2.4. Therefore 
instead of discarding single media items from the presentation model, the UIAF system internally 
keeps track, which media item is played. When the multimedia presentation is re-delivered the 
custom test attributes in the multimedia presentation indicate for the renderer to ignore the media 
items marked with the custom test attribute. In the scenario the video is now played on the 
Consuelo’s mobile terminal and playing on the TV set stopped due to the loss of SIP connectivity. 
Therefore a synchronised session transfer occurred. The rendering of both the video and poster 
items on the mobile terminal provides an exception to the overall multimedia delivery process, 
since it provides the restriction to play one media item sequence on one device. Nevertheless, the 
evaluation of the experimentation demonstrated the feasibility of the envisioned Multimedia 
Content Guide evaluation scenario.
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6.6 Conclusion
Chapter 6 has presented the UIAF system design realisation and scenario based evaluation of the 
UIAF functionalities introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 for service platforms. In comparison to the 
mobile terminal platforms the focus has been on the multimedia presentation delivery aspects for 
complex multimedia presentations. Applications, such as the Multimedia Content Guide, are 
enhanced with the functionalities provided by the UIAF system so that users can experience their 
multimedia presentations across user interface devices. It has been proven that defined UIAF 
functionalities work in a prototype environment. Mainly the challenges related to the multimedia 
presentation delivery as presented in Chapter 2 are resolved through the framework and its 
functionalities. Restrictions of the realisation have been highlighted in the according Sections. 
The evaluation scenario and the UIAF system design realisation have been demonstrated within 
the EU-IST SPICE project. The implementation has been made available as an open source 
initiative named the multimodal delivery and control system (MDCS; see 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/mdcs/).
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusion and future work
This thesis addresses challenges for enhanced user interface adaptation in mobile multi-device 
environments bringing to life the concept of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces. Many networked 
multimedia devices are capable to facilitate aspects of user interaction. Nevertheless, they are not 
efficiently integrated with Mobile applications beyond mobile terminals, in order to form a 
consistent user interface experience. Those so called user interface devices residing in the vicinity 
of users, should be discovered in terms of their interaction capabilities and finally become part of 
a cross device user interaction experience. Device information form part of context information 
which is necessary to perform user interface adaptation. Additionally location or user activity 
information is rarely part of the optimal selection of modality input and output means. Although 
this thesis did not provide a context framework on its own, it has been tested in conjunction with a 
personahsation framework from the EU-IST Mobilife project and with the context learning 
component from the EU-IST SPICE project, in order to simulate location changes. Complex 
multimedia should be presented to users on the optimal output devices for the current context, in a 
distributed and synchronised fashion. Multimodal inputs for applications should be exchangeable, 
suited to the user preferences and the current context. Based on the existing challenges identified 
from the ‘state of art’ in Section 2.4 selected areas of concern have been studied for this thesis. 
These areas are device discovery in heterogeneous environments, multimodal application control, 
and multimedia presentation delivery.
In this thesis the User Interface Adaptation Function (UIAF) software architecture contributing to 
the realisation of Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces has been proposed and the UIAF system has 
been designed to address aforementioned areas of concern in an integrated manner. The work is 
based on a Mobile Multimodal User Interfaces system model as introduced in Section 1.1.1. 
Throughout this thesis, the architecture solutions approach as described Section 1.3 has been 
applied to overcome the research challenges as defined in Section 2.4. Two realisations of the 
UIAF system design have been achieved for mobile terminal and service platform 
experimentation platforms, together with scenario evaluations using the “Multimedia Infotainer” 
and “Multimedia Content Guide” mobile multimedia applications. The realisation for the mobile 
terminal is aimed at the validation of the integrated aspects by fully implementing all UIAF 
functionalities as proposed; besides implementing a limited version of the multimedia
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presentation delivery process (the process is limited to single multimedia items). It further uses 
supporting functionalities such as content transformation and personalisation information. The 
realisation for service platforms is aimed at the validation of the multimedia presentation delivery 
process by supporting complex multimedia presentations in the form of SMIL descriptions as 
opposed to the single media items for terminal platforms. In both realisations, changing contexts, 
have been simulated through discovery mechanisms using UPnP for the mobile terminals and SIP 
for the service platforms.
A new user interface device description approach has been introduced with the focus on 
supporting modality decisions across distributed devices, including definitions distinguishing 
between physical, modality and network capabilities. Furthermore, capabilities are linked in order 
to allow assessment of the quality of a modality interaction. Modality capabilities and related 
physical characteristics have been tested and validated in multimedia delivery applications as part 
of the two scenario realisations. A device discovery framework to capture user interface device’s 
context information has been designed to accompany the device description approach allowing an 
integration of several discovery mechanisms (adapters). The realisation and evaluation of the 
discovery framework supports an UPnP discovery adapter for the mobile terminals (Bluetooth has 
been tested as part of the EU-IST MobiLife project, but is not part of the thesis description) and a 
SIP discovery adapter for the service platform.
Multimedia presentation delivery in heterogeneous environments is a complex problem mostly 
addressed in research on network-based session mobility and particular solutions for the delivery 
of rich multimedia content in specific usage contexts. In this work a dynamic multimedia 
presentation delivery process based on structured multimedia documents taking SMIL as a 
flexible base has been presented. It takes into account the users mobility and the related context 
changes. Multiple media items, as part of a multimedia presentation, are distributed across 
available user interface devices under consideration of context based recommendations for 
delivery. The preparation of recommendations, reflecting the user preferences according to the 
users’ context, is not part of this work. Instead a recommendation format is used in the realisation 
and recorded recommendations are used to simulate learned user preferences.
In Multimodal Interfaces research the focus often resides on the recognition of interactions and 
application-related integration of two or maybe more system input channels. With the W3C 
standardised mark-up language EMMA, complex integrations and interpretations of different 
modalities can be structured consistently. The interpretation mechanism itself needs to be 
implemented. In this work an exchangeable modalities mechanism for multimodal application 
control, based on the model-view-controller (MVC) concept, has been proposed. Applications 
register their application control needs to the UIAF system, by defining user inputs in relation to 
their application changes. Discovered user interaction devices, capable of modality input, forward
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their token based recognition model in form of EMMA to the Modality Fusion, which then 
searches for Mobile applications interested in the event and in case it is found then forwards the 
application change model. The presented approach has been evaluated for the UIAF system 
design realisation for mobile terminal platforms.
A sununary of specific contributions made in this thesis are listed in Section 1.2. An overview of 
how the identified challenges are addressed by this work is provided in Table 24.
Challenges UIAF system design and 
functionalities
Mobile terminal 
experimentation
Service platform 
experimentation
1 : Mobility Adaptation based device 
context
Integrates with 
personalisation systems
Location based mobility 
scenario for mobile, in-car 
and home
Device context based 
mobility scenario for 
mobile and surrounding 
devices
2: Device and
modality
descriptions
Device and modality 
description approach
XML Schema definition of 
the device and modality 
description;
Object based class 
implementation of device 
information
Ontology model of device 
and modality description;
Internal data tables for 
capturing device 
information
3: Multimodal
application
control
Multimodal application 
control based on 
exchangeable modalities 
adapting MVC approach
Exchangeable modalities 
control of the Multimedia 
Infotainer application 
through button, speech and 
gesture controls
4: Multimedia
presentation
delivery
Multimedia presentation 
delivery process 
incorporating complex 
multimedia, quality of 
presentation, context 
situation and media item 
transformations
Single media items 
realisation and 
demonstration of the 
multimedia presentation 
delivery process
Complex multimedia 
presentations with a 
combination of audio, text 
and video
5: Heterogeneity Device agent approach on 
system design level
Device agents 
implementations based on 
TCP/IP sockets connections
SIP delivery mechanism 
interfacing with Ambulant 
player (RMI feasible)
6: Discovery Discovery framework for 
integration of several 
discovery adapters
UPnP discovery adapter as 
part of discovery framework 
realisation
SIP discovery (single 
adapter)
7: Integration of
Context
Information
Recommendation 
mechanism with links to 
personalisation systems
Device context discovery
User interface device 
context;
Context recommendation 
mechanism
User interface device 
context
Table 24: Comparison of experimentation results
The challenges are put up against the UIAF system design and its functionalities definition, the 
mobile terminal experimentation and the service platform experimentation. Experimentations are 
consistent with the work that has been presented in Chapters 5 and Chapter 6. Overall, the mobile
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terminal experimentation addresses most challenges whereas the service platform experimentation 
concentrates on the complex multimédia aspects as has been presented throughout this thesis.
7.1 Future work
With the definition of the UIAF architecture, the identification of necessary functionalities and the 
related research solutions proposed, a number of issues towards achieving Mobile Multimodal 
User Interfaces have been solved. It has been proven that a consistent user interaction experience 
across several heterogeneous devices can be achieved. During the work, adjacent research issues 
have been brought up. A brief discussion of these newly discovered research issues, as well as 
possible extensions to the UIAF, is given below.
Multimedia presentation delivery across devices demands for sophisticated cross-devices 
synchronisation mechanisms. The implemented prototypes and scenarios show the general 
feasibility of the multimedia presentation delivery process, yet when it comes to the device 
dependent multimedia delivery and session control aspects, still a number of open questions 
remain. The inclusion of heterogeneous networks to the delivery session synchronisation imposes 
new challenges for future research. Here, centralised synchronisation approaches and between- 
device synchronisation mechanisms need to be investigated. Some work has been done on 
network-based session mobility [117-119], but also the meta-level of multimedia presentations 
has to be taken into account.
Currently supported context parameters are focusing mainly on the device context and user 
location. Future work should identify additional relevant context parameters and put them into 
relation in terms of their dependencies in different situations. These can include user activity, 
network parameters or taking account of user groups. This could provide further enhancements of 
the overall adaptation flexibility and hence the user experience in different contexts.
Media item to device matching on parameter level for quality of presentation assessment has been 
introduced as part of the multimedia delivery process. Investigation into rule-based reasoning 
mechanisms for easier and more consistent definition of matching conditions could provide an 
improvement in terms of configurability of the matching mechanism. Studying the effects of 
quality of presentation in complex adaptation situations with a larger amount of varying contents, 
devices and together with users would provide another possibility for future research.
As mentioned before, adaptation scenarios can become very complex, when taking context 
parameters into account. Users may have different personal preferences on how adaptation should 
perform for them. Understanding the needs of users and how to support them in defining their 
user preferences becomes very important; history learning mechanisms seem to be promising in
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this respect. An early approach has been investigated, not directly part of this thesis, using 
associating rule mining for learning adaptation rules for different contexts as presented in [96]. 
Future research in understanding the relation of parameter sets on the user preferences could 
provide better personalisation based on usage patterns.
The work presented a limited implementation of the input coordination aspects, since of its main 
focus on multimedia output delivery. Especially context-aware aspects, which would help the 
interpretation of user input in different situations, provide material for future research. 
Nevertheless the presented framework facilitates the complete cycle of an application requesting 
modality input, with low level matching of single modalities and notification of applications in 
case of occurring user interaction. For a full multimodal interaction framework, the realisation of 
an integrated mechanism for multiple modalities including timing information on semantic and 
feature levels should be investigated and therefore provides space for future research.
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A Appendix to design and evaluations
A .l Requirements Catalogue
The requirements catalogue details the system level requirements as presented in Section 3.2. 
Requirements with their titles and descriptions are illustrated and listed section-wise starting with 
the general system requirements.
General system requirements
req General System Requirements
R E Q 0 1 4  - 
P ro v id e  
d e c o u p l in g  of 
a p p l ic a t io n  lo g ic  
a n d  u se r  
in te ra c tio n
R E Q 0 1 5  - R e a c t  
to  u s e r  s i tu a tio n  
c h a n g e s
R E Q 0 1 6  - U ser
p re f e r e n c e s
s u p p o r t
R E Q 0 4 3 - 
M u ltim o d a l u se r  
i n p u t  h a n d l in g
R E Q 0 4 2  - U ser 
n te ra c tio n  
su p p o rt
R E Q 0 4 4  - 
M u ltim e d ia  
p r e s e n ta t io n  
d e liv e ry
R E Q 0 4 5  - S y s te m  
co n tro l 
c o n f ig u ra tio n
Figure 86: General system requirements overview
Requirements
Nr.
Title Description
REQ014 Provide decoupling of 
application logic and user 
interaction
The system shall support applications to use its modular 
multimodal interaction capabilities achieving a decoupling 
of application logic and multimodal interaction.
REQ042 User interaction support The system shall provide multimodal user interaction in 
the current distributed device environment.
REQ043 Multimodal user input 
handling
The system shall provide Mobile application with usable 
means of multimodal user input integration in the general 
user interaction functionality of the application.
REQ044 Multimedia presentation 
delivery
The system shall support the means of delivering 
multimedia presentation or elements to the devices in the 
users’ environment.
REQ045 System control configuration The system shall allow the Mobile applications to monitor 
and control the systems configuration for its purposes.
REQ015 React to user situation 
changes
The system shall incorporate context information to react 
accordingly to user/-situation changes.
REQ016 User preferences support The system shall perform adaptation according to user 
preferences.
Table 25: General system requirements list
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Manage heterogeneous environments
req Manage Heterogeneous Environments
REQOOl -
D ev ices
R E Q 008  - A llow 
fo r d iffe ren t 
d iscovery  
m e c h a n ism s
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M a n a g e  D evice 
Inform ation
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Inform ation
REQ 011 - 
E x te rna l D evice 
Inform ation  
F e tch in g
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D evice 
Inform ation
R E Q 005 - 
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C ap ab ility  
Inform ation
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d e sc r ip tio n s  d a ta
REQ0Û4 - 
M a n a g e  M odality  
Inform ation
REQ 032 - H an d le  
M ultim ed ia  
D elivery S ess io n s
R EQ 022 - H ide 
underly ing  
c o n n ec tiv y  
co m p lex ity
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S y n ch ron isa tion
M echan ism
R E Q 033  - Control
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contro l for 
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R E Q 037  - 
R ed irec t
S ess io n  to  o th e r  
D evice
Figure 87: Manage heterogeneous environments requirements overview
Requirements
Nr.
Title Description
REQOOl Discover Devices The system shall discover the user environment for user 
interface devices and their interaction capabilities.
REQ002 Manage Device Information The system shall store newly discovered device 
information to an internal data representation as basis for 
adaptation.
REQ005 Manage Device Capability 
Information
The system shall store the capabilities of a device for a 
qualitative assessment of multimodal interaction.
REQ004 Manage Modality 
Information
The system shall store modality capabilities provided by a 
device.
REQ007 Manage Dynamic Device 
Information
The system shall monitor dynamic device status 
information (i.e. a device is already playing a song)
REQ009 Manage Device 
Connectivity Information
The system shall store network connectivity information 
about a device.
REQOl 1 External Device Information 
Fetching
The system shall allow for fetching device information 
from an external entity when it is not available from the 
device directly.
REQ008 Allow for different 
discovery mechanisms
The system shall support several discovery adapters for 
different discovery mechanisms in order to allow for 
integration of the different device for multimodal user 
interaction.
REQ022 Hide underlying 
connectivity complexity
The system shall hide the physical network connectivity to 
devices from the adaptation mechanism and manage it 
when an adaptation needs to be executed.
2 0 6
Appendix A
REQ034 Stubs mechanism for device 
access
The system shall provide stubs or Device Agents in order 
to provide generic interfaces for delivery and user input 
invocation.
REQ032 Handle Multimedia Delivery 
Sessions
The system shall facilitate and manage multimedia 
sessions.
REQ033 Control Multimedia sessions The system shall provide control support of multimedia 
sessions for users, either through general system controls 
or via application control.
REQ036 Presentation flow control for 
multimedia sessions
The system shall provide flow control (e.g. play, stop, 
pause) consistently across multimedia sessions.
REQ037 Redirect Multimedia Session 
to other Device
The system shall allow redirect a full or parts of a 
multimedia presentation from one or more devices to other 
device devices.
REQ035 Synchronisation Mechanism The system shall synchronise the presentation session 
contents.
REQ063 Scheduling of multimedia 
content
The system shall use or implement a scheduling 
mechanism for the purpose of synchronisation.
REQ060 Device descriptions data 
model
The system shall use a device description model that is 
suitable for multimodal user interaction for both the input 
devices as well as the output devices.
Table 26: Manage heterogeneous environments requirements list
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req Multimedia Presentation Delivery (Modality Fission)
R E Q 055  - D evice 
spec ific  
p re se n ta tio n  
g e n e ra tio n
R E Q 0 5 9 -
C o n te n t
A d a p ta tio n
o
U ses final d ec is io n
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C rea tin g  an  
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Figure 88: Multimedia presentation delivery requirements overview
Requirements
Nr.
Title Description
REQ055 Device specific presentation 
generation
The system shall generate an appropriate presentation 
description for every selected device during the adaptation 
process.
REQ058 Output decision The system shall provide a decision mechanism for 
presentation delivery in heterogeneous environments.
REQOl 8 Create Internal Presentation 
Structure
The system shall create an internal model of the 
presentation structure for adaptation decisions.
REQOl 9 Media Item Parsing The system shall parse and identify media items as part of 
the multimedia presentation description and link them to 
the internal stmcture.
REQ020 Creating an schedule table The system shall create a schedule table for presentations 
in order assess time and spatial dependencies.
REQ049 Matching mechanism The system shall provide a media item to device capability 
matching mechanisms for quality of media item 
presentation calculation.
REQ048 Capability Comparison The system shall compare the characteristics based on 
certain quality comparison mles for device and media item 
capabilities.
REQ054 Content adaptation choices The system shall incorporate transformation possibilities, 
meaning transformation of one content format into another 
or modalities transformations, in order to better fit the 
requirements of the environment and the situation.
REQ056 Manual selection The system shall support manual user decisions.
REQ057 Situation injection The system shall provide a mechanism to react on user 
context changes.
REQ059 Content Adaptation The system shall provide or leverage on content adaptation 
mechanisms.
Table 27: Multimedia presentation delivery requirements list
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User interaction coordination (Modality Fusion)
req User Interaction Coordination
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c o n tro l
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s e s s io n  c o n tro l
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Figure 89: User interaction coordination requirements overview
Requirements
Nr.
Title Description
REQ021 Input stream recognition The system shall recognise continuous user input streams 
from interaction sensor input.
REQ023 Unify input The system shall unify the received inputs/ make them 
system process able.
REQ031 Define recognition data 
model
The system shall define its modality recognition model 
based on suitable standards.
REQ041 Time stamp recognition 
events
The system shall timestamp recognition events as input for 
the fusion process.
REQ024 Fusion of input streams The system shall support Modality Fusion.
REQ028 Provide different fusion 
techniques
The system shall provide a way to include new fusion 
algorithms.
REQ026 System control The system shall recognise system controls invocation 
from multimodal user interaction.
REQ029 Presentation session control The system shall provide multimodal presentation control.
REQ039 Manual selection control The system shall support device selection during decision 
and session transfers during mn-time.
REQ040 Application control The system shall filter user input to inform applications of 
controls and application model changes.
REQ025 Define application fusion 
model
The system shall provide a description for applications to 
register their control model.
REQ030 Custom application change 
model
The system shall provide fusion event to application 
change model mappings.
Table 28: User interaction coordination requirements list
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Stakeholder specific
Requirements
Nr.
Title Description
REQ046 TPP: Handling of several 
users and services
Telecommunication Providers (TPP): The system shall be 
capable of handling several services and users on one 
platform setup.
REQ050 CP: Handle complex media Content Provider (CP): The system shall facilitate 
interactive multimedia distributed and synchronised over 
several devices are of interest for content providers.
REQ064 TM: Extend device scope Terminal Manufacturer (TM): The system shall integrate 
with the user environment. Using the terminal device as a 
control centre for content, applications, etc. can be 
beneficial.
REQ065 AD: Tools for easy 
implementation
Application Developer (AD): The system shall provide 
simple implementation of novel applications, application 
developers need to be provided with the tools and the 
metaphors allowing new multimodal and multimedia 
applications.
REQ066 WC: Bringing Web Content 
to the user env.
Web Community (WC): The system shall integrate with 
Web applications. The Web provides a waste amount of 
information and multimedia data. Bringing services and 
content in an easy way to the user and integrating it with 
its environment is a goal for the Web community.
Table 29: Stakeholder specific requirements list
Non functional requirements
Requirements
Nr.
Title Description
REQ013 Being in Control The system shall facilitate users are in control. Learned 
from User feedback in Question Rounds, Users responded 
that automation may be scary, since the system could do 
something they do not want to happen.
Table 30: Non functional requirements list
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A.2 Activity diagram for recursive schedule calculation
Section 4.2.3 introduced the presentation schedule generation. Figure 90 shows the activity 
diagram, illustrating the different steps involved, when calculating the presentation schedule. 
Equation numbers are assigned to the activities. This allows retracing the behaviour of the 
calculation steps.
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Figure 90: Activity diagram for recursive schedule calculation
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A 3 Software packages -  mobile terminal platform realisation
The following list presents the required software libraries for the mobile terminal platform 
realisation, including their version information:
NSICom CrE-ME 4.00 -  This software package provides the JVM for the UIAF implementation. 
It implements the J2ME CDC/Personal Profile 1.0 specification. This profile is based on the JDK
1.3.1 and therefore implements a full Java SE version, providing essential functionalities, such as 
multithreading and graphical user interface (GUI) support. Further, it supports the standard Java 
language features for object-oriented development.
avetanaBluetooth 1.0 -  This library is used as the basis of a Bluetooth discovery adapter. It 
allows access of discovery facilities from Java implementations. During testing of the UIAF 
system, this library proofed to be only reliable on certain devices, depending on the Bluetooth 
stack available on the device. The principle has been demonstrated, but disregarded in further 
investigations. Instead a UPnP discovery mechanism is utilised.
Siemens UPnP stack 1.0.1 -  Similar to the previous library, this library is used as the basis of an 
UPnP discovery adapter. The implementation of this discovery adapter is utilised for supporting 
the evaluation scenario of the UIAF mobile device implementation. Mainly this is because of the 
reliability of the library functioning.
nanoxml 2.2.3 -  Using XML allows for a structured and standardised String based information 
exchange. With the early versions of the Java ME implementation, XML is not supported at 
standard. Therefore this library adds XML parsing capabilities for the UIAF.
thînlet-toolkit 0.75- This library provides a lightweight GUI toolkit for the automated description 
user interfaces on mobile devices. It is utilised to present the user with choices of the user 
interface devices available in the current user context. Reconunendation and explanations to the 
device choices are presented, when available.
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A.4 Software packages -  service platform realisation
The platform setup outlined the general components and servers as the basis for the 
implementation. The following list summarises these including their version information:
Mobicents platform 1.2.0.BETA1 -  The Mobicents server is an open source implementation 
certified for JSLEE 1.0 and SIP Servlets 1.1. Based on the JBoss server, the Mobicents server 
provides the link for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). The UIAF uses SIP to discovery and 
address service platform registered user interface devices.
JBoss 4.2.2.GA -  The JBoss application server provides an implementation of the Java EE 
standard. It provides an implementation schema for the UIAF business logic, supports persistent 
data storage, simplifies the data model implementation and provides Web service interface 
capabilities.
MySQL 5.1.11 -  MySQL is an open source implementation of SQL relational database system. 
In connection with the Mobicents and JBoss it provides the storage for persistence data as used 
for the UIAF Java EE implementation.
SUN JDK 1.5.0 -  The Java programming language provides capabilities for developing of 
programs that run in the browser, from the desktop, on a server, or on a consumer device. Java 
programs are interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine (Java VM) provided on the target system. It 
provides the programming language basis, as well the low level execution environment for the 
UIAF implementation on the server side.
Oscar -  an OSGi framework utilised to hold ontology based device description as OSGi resource 
bundles.
Ambulant -  The ambulant player is used as a Device Agent renderer component used for 
rendering the SMIL description as distributed based on the decision process.
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A.5 XML Schema for device description approach -  mobile terminal 
platform
The two diagrams in this section illustrate the XML schema for the device description approach as 
utilised in the UIAF system design realisation and evaluation for mobile terminal platforms.
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A.6 UPnP device descriptions -  mobile terminal platform scenario
<root xmlns="um:schemas-upnp-org:device-l-0">
<specVersion>
<major>l</major>
<minor>0</minor>
</specVersion>
<device>
<deviceType>um:schemas-upnp-org:device:home:l</deviceType>
<friendlyName>My Home Theatre</friendlyName>
<manufacturer>University of Surreyc/manufacturer>
<modelDescription>Home Device</modelDescription> 
<modelName>homedevice</modelName>
<modelNumbei>l .Oc/modelNumber>
<serialNumber>SN1234</serialNumber>
<UDN>uuid:home_device</UDN>
<serviceList>
<service>
<serviceType>um:schemas-upnp-org:service:RemVideoAgent:l</serviceType>
<serviceId>um:schemas-upnp-org:serviceId:RemVideoAgent</serviceId>
<SCPDURL>/video_description.xml</SCPDURL>
<controlURL>/service/RemVideoAgent/control</controlURL>
<eventSubURL>/service/RemVideoAgent/eventSub</eventSubURL>
</service>
<service>
<serviceType>um:schemas-upnp-org:service:RemWebBrowser:l</serviceType> 
<serviceId>um:schemas-upnp-org:serviceId:RemWebBrowser</serviceId> 
<SCPDURL>/webrowser_description.xml</SCPDURL> 
<controlURL>/service/RemW ebBrowser/control</controlURL> 
<eventSubURL>/service/RemWebBrowser/eventSub</eventSubURL> 
</service>
</serviceList>
</device>
</root>
Figure 93: Large TV UPnP description -  device level
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<scpd xmlns="um:schemas-upnp-org:service-l-0">
<specVersion>
<major> 1 </major>
<minor>0</minor>
</specVersion>
<actionList>
<action>
<name>play</name>
<argumentList>
<argument>
<name>URL</name>
<relatedStateV ariable>play</relatedStateV ariable> 
<direction>in</direction>
</argument>
</argumentList>
</action>
</actionList>
<serviceStateTable>
<stateVariable sendEvents="no">
. <name>play</name>
<dataType>string</dataType>
<allowedValue>video_avi-^allowedValue>
<defaultValue>stopped</defaultValue>
</stateVariable>
</serviceStateT able>
</scpd>
Figure 94: Large TV UPnP description -  video service
<scpd xmlns="um:schemas-upnp-org:service-l-0">
<specVersion>
<major>l</major>
<minor>0</minor>
</specVersion>
<actionList>
<action>
<name>show</name>
<argumentList>
<argument>
<name>URL</name>
<relatedStateV ariablosho wing</relatedStateV ariable> 
<direction>in</direction>
</argument>
</argumentList>
</action>
</actionList>
<serviceStatcTable>
<stateVariable sendEvents="no">
<name>sho wingc/ name>
<dataType>boolean</dataType>
<allowedValue>text_html</allowedValue>
<default V alue>true</default V alue>
</stateVariable>
</serviceStateT able>
</scpd>
Figure 95: Large TV UPnP description -  Web Browser service
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A.7 SIP registration message for TV set -  service platform scenario
REGISTER sip: 192.168.7.83 SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 192.168.7.83:5060;received=l92.168.8.2;branch=z9hG4bK229063142;rport=3887 
Route: <sip:192.168.8.2:5060;lr=true;transport=udp>
From: <sip:dd@192.168.7.83>;tag=676189238 
To: <sip:dd@192.168.7.83>
Call-ID: 128946621 @192.168.7.83 
CSeq: 301 REGISTER 
Max-Forwards: 70
Contact: <sip:dd@192.168.7.83:5060;transport=udp>;+sip.instance="<um:uuid:lf2e0ec0-4754-lldd-9e3f-
29a80185dl28>";expires=1000;reg-id=l
User-Agent: Minisip
Content-Type: text/plain
Supported: path,gruu
Content-Length: 1759
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:dcs="http://ontology.ist- 
spice.org/mobile-ontology/O/lO/dcs/O/dcs.owl#"
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#" xmlns:core="http://ontology.ist- 
spice.org/mobile-ontology/O/lO/core/O/core.owl#" xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 
xmlns:tv="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile-ontology/0/10/dcs/0/tvexample.owl#" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" xmlns="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs_example.owl#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xml:base="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile-ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs_example.owl">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile-ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl"/> 
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/O/tvexample.owl "/>
</owl:Ontology>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile-
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/tvexample.owl#ModalityDevice_TVLivingRoom">
<dcs:isPartOfDcs>
<dcs:DistributedCommunicationSphere rdf;lD="DcsOfConsuelo">
<dcs:isDcsOfüser>
<core:User rdf:lD="Consuelo">
<dcs:hasDcs rdf:resource="#DcsOfConsuelo'7>
</core:User>
</dcs:isDcsOfUser>
<core:hasUniqueIdentifier rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> 
uid-dcs-consuelo 
</core:hasUniqueldentifier>
<dcs:containsResource rdf:resource="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/tvexample.owl#ModalityDevice_TVLivingRoom'7> 
</dcs:DlstributedCommunicationSphere>
</dcs:isPartOfDcs>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 96: SIP registration message for TV set (including SIP header and ontology reference)
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A.8 Ontology example for TV set -  service platform scenario
<?xm l version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:dcs="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile-ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#" 
xmlns="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile-onto]ogy/0/10/dcs/0/tvexample.owl#" 
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#" 
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf- 
schema#" xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" xmlns:core="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/O/lO/core/O/core.owl#" xml:base="http://ontology.ist.spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/tvexample.owl">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile-ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl"/> 
</owl:Ontology>
<rdf: Property rdf:about="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#hasDcsResourceDescription"/>
<rdf;Property rdf;about="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#isCapabilityOfResource"/>
<rdf;Property rdf:about="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#hasCapability"/>
<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#providesModalityCapability"/>
<core : Location rdf :ID=" Location_HotelRoom"/>
<dcs:VisualModalityCapability rdf:lD="VisualModalityCapability_TV_HotelRoom">
<dcs:colourDepth rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">32</dcs:colourDepth> 
<rdfs:comment rdf;datatype="http;//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">TV in the Hotel 
room</rdfs:comment>
<dcs;isModalityCapabilityOfModalityDevice>
<dcs:ModalityDevice rdf:lD="ModalityDevice_TVHotelRoom">
<dcs:isAvailable>
<rdf:Description rdf;about="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#Availability_Available">
<dcs:isAvailabilityOf rdf;resource="#ModalityDevice_TVHotelRoom"/> 
</rdf:Description>
</dcs:isAvailable>
<dcs:hasDcsResourceName
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">TV123</dcs:hasDcsResourceName>
<core:hasUniqueIdentifier
rdf:datatype="http;//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">TV_123</core:hasUniqueIdentifier>
<dcs:hasCapability>
<dcs:AcousticOutputModalityCapability
rdf:ID="AcousticOutputModalityCapability_TVHotelRoom">
</dcs:AcousticOutputModalityCapability>
</dcs:hasCapability>
<dcs:hasModalityCapability>
<dcs:VideoOutputCapability rdf:ID="VideoOutputCapability_mov">
<dcs:screenWidth
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">1280</dcs:screeiiWidth>
<dcs:colourDepth
rdf;datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">32</dcs:colourDepth>
<dcs:screenHeight
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">720</dcs:screenHeight>
<dcs:videoCodec
rdf:datatype='’http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">mov</dcs;videoCodec>
<dcs:isModalityCapabilityOfModalityDevice
rdf:resource="#ModalityDevice_TVHotelRoom"/>
</dcs:VideoOutputCapability>
</dcs;hasModalityCapability>
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<dcs:hasModalityCapability
rdf:resource="#AcousticOutputModalityCapability_TVHotelRoom"/>
<dcs:hasModalityCapability rdf:resource="#VisualModalityCapability_TV_HotelRoom'7> 
<core:hasLocation rdf:resource="#Location_HotelRoom'7> 
<dcs:hasDcsResourceDescription
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string’’>
TV in Hotel Room</dcs:hasDcsResourceDescription>
<dcs:hasDcsResourceType
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3 .org/200l/XMLSchema#string"> 
dcs:ModalityDevice</dcs:hasDcsResourceType>
<dcs:hasCapability rdf:resource="#VisualModalityCapability_TV_HotelRoom'7> 
</dcs:ModalityDevice>
</dcs:isModalityCapabilityOfModalityDevice>
<dcs:isCapabilityOflResource rdf:resource="#ModalityDevice_TVHotelRoom'7> 
<dcs:pixelAspectRatio
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">16:9</dcs:pixelAspectRatio>
<dcs:screenHeight
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">720</dcs:screenHeight>
<dcs:screenWidth
rdf: datatype="http ://www.w3 .org/200l/XMLSchema#int">1280</dcs : screenWidth> 
</dcs;VisualModalityCapability>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://ontology.ist-spice.org/mobile- 
ontology/0/10/dcs/0/dcs.owl#ModalityDevice_TV123">
<dcs:providesModalityCapability
rdf:resource="#AcousticOutputModalityCapability_TVHotelRoom'7>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 97: RDF ontology example for TV set
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A.9 SMIL presentation -  service platform scenario
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language"
xmlns:a="http://www.ambulantplayer.org/xmlns/SmilExtensions"
xmlns:aa="http://www.ambulantplayer.org/xmlns/Annotator">
<head>
<meta generator="imovietosmil.py'7>
<layout>
<root-layout width="1280" height="720'7>
<region id="Video" mediaAlign="center" width="1280" height="720" 
backgroundColor="black'7>
<region id="Overlay" z-index="2'7>
</layout>
<customAttributes>
<customTest defaultState="false" override="hidden" id="poster'7>
</customAttributes>
</head>
<body>
<seq>
<par>
<aa:poster to="all" src="Stills/144x81/P14-00-00-04-10.jpg" title="BBC South Amercia" 
summary="A BBC HD video showing South American beauty."/>
<video src="P14-Amazon.mov" clipEnd="smpte=00:00:13:02" 
clipBegin="smpte=00:00:04:10" region="Video"/>
</par>
<par>
<aa:poster to="all" src="Stills/144x81 /P14-00-00-13-03.jpg" title="Mountains" 
summary="From the Andes to the Amazon."/>
<video src="P14-Amazon.mov" clipEnd="smpte=00:00:40:19" 
clipBegin="smpte=00:00:13:03" region="Video'7>
</par>
<par>
<aa:poster to="all" src="Stills/l44x81/P14-00-00-40-20.jpg" title="Feathers in flight" 
summary="A bird's eye view of South America. "/>
<video src="P14-Amazon.mov" clipEnd="smpte=00:00:55:ll" 
clipBegin="smpte=00:00:40:20" region="Video"/>
</par>
<par>
<aa:poster to="all" src="Stills/144x81/P14-00-00-55-12.jpg" title="Dancing birds" 
summary="Friends get together to go stepping. "/>
<video src="P14-Amazon.mov" clipEnd="smpte=00:01:43:08" 
clipBegin="smpte=00:00:55:12" region="Video"/>
</par>
<par>
<aa:poster to="all" src="Stills/144x81/P14-00-01-43-09.jpg" title="Powerful" 
summary="Raw nature, pure action."/>
<video src="P14-Amazon.mov" clipEnd="smpte=00:02:12:07" 
clipBegin="smpte=00:01:43:09" region="Video"/>
</par>
</seq>
</body>
</smil>
Figure 98: SMIL example (short) for service platform scenario
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A.IO Media item (content) table -  service platform scenario
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207188191 aa:poster Stills/144x81/P14-
00-00-04-10.jpg
0 0 0 jpg -611502204 2
294622848 video P14-Amazon.mov 0 1 1 Video mov -611502204 2 1
549567350 aa:poster Stills/144x81/P14-
00-00-13-03.jpg
1 0 0 jpg -611502204 3
631802163 video P14-Amazon.mov 1 1 1 Video mov -611502204 3 1
723032235 aaiposter Stills/144x81/P14-
00-00-40-20.jpg
2 0 0 jpg -611502204 4
752438397 video P14-Amazon.mov 2 1 1 Video mov -611502204 4 1
841233257 aa:poster Stills/144x81/P14-
00-00-55-12.jpg
3 0 0 jpg -611502204 5
865624450 video P14-Amazon.mov 3 1 1 Video mov -611502204 5 1
927351050 aaiposter Stills/144x81/P14- 
00-01-43-09,ipg
4 0 0 jpg -611502204 6
988688827 video P14-Amazon.mov 4 1 1 Video mov -611502204 6 1
Table 31: Media item (content) table - service platform scenario
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